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It takes more chan knowtadge to provide effective, useful com 
perter products, [t takes a commitment. A commitment to 
education providing the skills and concepts students need 
to team: a commitment to expertise making materials useful 

to teachers; a commitment to simplicity providing equip 

men! that’s easy to use; a commitment to students and 
educator? alike—resulting in friendly, effective, reliable com¬ 
puter products. 

Discover the Scott, Foresman commitment. Send tor our 
FREE catalog and compare, 

1900 hast Lake Avenue 

Please send me a FREE Scott, Foresman Electronic 
Publishing catalog. I urn interested In software for: 
i School Management Applications I Mathematics 
l i Read I tig . I Science I Computer Literacy 
□ SPIN Microcomputer in use: __. 
I t am interested in microcomputer equipment, 
Please have a representative contact mu. 

Name 

Posiliun 

■Sl'I iO-LhI 

Sdiocil Address. 

OHy/Stale/ZlF 

\ 

"Scott, Fores man's expertise and commitment shows 

through in their microcomputer course ware. ..This is the 

way software should be; easy to ise, effective and reliable. 
Or. JJ /'Worn toff ftirtu. Afifiiafarij Directs. ,Sd PnuJ P\ib\k- SeliciciJi) 
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ATTENTION, EARTHPEOPLE! 
AN IMPORTANT MESSAGE FROM MOONBEAM SOFTWARE 

Especially for ti-99/4 (aj owners! 

Moonbeam Software 
will turn your com¬ 
puter Into an arcade 
machine! Super-fast 
action games now 

ready to take over your controls! 
Darling fuJf-coior graphics! Explo¬ 
sive sound effects) AH now availa¬ 
ble fn TI-QASIC and/or Extended 
BASIC for' the I6K console! 
1) DEATH DRONES 
Can you protect your nuclear reac¬ 
tor from the relentless Alien Drones? 
Will your city be reduced to rubble 
by devastating nuclear explosions? 
BASIC or X-RASIC, 514.95 
21MOONVASJON 
Alien starfighters are attacking your 
moonbasel Can you aim and fire 
your Moon launch fast enough? 
Will your squadron be destroyed? 
BASIC or X-BASIC 
$14.95 
3| GARBAGE 
BELLY 
Help the Garbage 
Belly gobble up 
ripe garbage in a 
field of garbage 
paiTsi But watch 
out! If you make 
him eat raw gar- 
bage, fie will die! 
X-BASIC, $19.95 

4) STRIKE FORCE 99 
Ybur planet is doomed! Destroy 
tire Cryofran death ship before it 
unleashes its deadly death rays, 
annihilating your civilizationi 
X-BASIC, $19.95 

IWllIIOlSfeEAlVl software 
2 Bridge St,r Northampton, MA ort)60 
TeJeptione (413f 586-6290 

YESt i wLint to turn rry TJ-99r4[Af into an Arcade 
Machinal Please iend me thv.- following 

fPiease circle C for cassette or D for di^erae versions! 

5) MOONBEAM EXPRESS 
Defend your cargo ship from en¬ 
emy f igbters on your supply mis¬ 
sion to the outpost located deep in 
Quadrant 9! X-BASJC, $19.95 
6) ASTROMANIA 
Pilot your fleet of photon-powered 
ships tin rough the asteroid cannons 
of Sulconon, the aerial attack squad 
of CaustresSr the meteor belt of Tri- 
sodi Then face the unforgiving Zir¬ 
con Droids! X-BASIC, $)9.95 

Moonbeam Software is the key 
to unlocking the full potential of 
your TJ-99/4fAJ computer! All pro¬ 
grams are available on either cas¬ 
sette or diskette] Attractively 
packaged in fulkolorboxes, each 
game includes both keyboard and 
joystick versions. 

Ask for Moonbeam Software at 
your local retailer 
or use the cou¬ 
pon in this ad. 

Dea ler inqui¬ 
ries invited. Cali 
Mr Moon ar 
(413) 586-6290. 

n DEATH DRONES . . 

L. MOONVA3QN . .. 

L. GARBAGE EELLY . 

□ STRIKE FORCE 99. .. 

I" MOONBEAM EXPRESS 

C D 

C D 

C O 
C D 

c 0 

□ ASTROMANIA . - C O 

if4.95 

14.95 

19.95 

19.95 

19.95 

19.95 

GAMES. 

Muss. Rpj. Add . 

Shipping £ Handling. 

TOTAL. 

L hAtC P VISA Exp, Date 

Card No._ 

ISO 

.Signature 

Tl-99J4|AJ Isa regisrerwi trade¬ 
mark of fcxai InitrLmsntS. 

''1 aii L>iinp', copyrtgJit I9ea 
Moonbeam Software. 
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This Issue's, Cover 
All che co'ivioi l-s i.i( homie . . , i his month’ 

tovur dcpices n i ' on fore 1 chat youi l 5om> 

Coinpumr systtiin can offer freedom" from the 
d i.m i V - ' hii'idwri n r rrIit>rr""j; " 
tedious typing. W th pr inter, you comp'uici 
can take over ill kinds <r r.i,i-i.,-r.r>rv.ini:r" word 

processing La^kfis Afn-i ill. if yogi lomHs real 
your cascii you sli julrJiVt Im1 joihered with 

mei Mal s o ci 'eta i 'ia I c ho res i here. $o; m aki room 
In the spnmi turret, throw ns dc your obsolete 
vv r n i’ig i n nplfl n ,r-ri r s, .md |'a ll oyl 11 ■■ " D;11 ,i 

Welcome mat. This labor saving ■■ rlpheral can 

indeed boc-omc your trusted smbt 

1MSWE Wer 

As the Invention of movable type 
chabgeo the course of civilization, go 
has the availability (V the printer 

radically altered the role cf toe Home Com 
pLiter. The acdifrbn of this peripheral 
transforms your compete- from an effi¬ 
cient file clerk to a top-notch secretary, 
This month, we look at a possible missing 
link m your Home Computer system- a 
small machine that can convert your vast 
storehouse of "soft" Information into 
"hard copy " 

To find out if you really heed a printer, 
or to help you decide what kind you want, 
you'll need a clear explanation of printer 
basics who Needs a Prints?! describes the 
different kinds of printers, explains how 
they work, and points out the important 
features you do and don't need 

You're convinced arc you want that 
printer in time to printout your Valentine 
mailing list, nut before you go shopping, 
da some comparing. Printers on PeYisw 
carefij lly looks at five T conipati ole models 
noting structural differences ono compar¬ 
ing such factors as speed, quality of print 
cost, and graphics 

Speaking of graphics, In Chuck-Murk 
Par*: 4 we will bn cam pie ting our ns me 
programming lessen with instructions fur 
displaying toe rolling dice And keep your 
eye- on those tumbling sprites. They nm 
classic representations of the vector, ac¬ 
cording to this month's LOCO Times lead 
article l/ectors in LOCO Of Siam and 
Sprites demonstrates how T' oco and 
sprites can held students understand the 
concept of vectors at an early age well 
before college physics, when it is tradi¬ 
tionally oresentec, 

While you're m a mat hematics land 
graphics!’ mode, try your hand at Daisies, 
a program that demonstrates now LOCO 
can use trigonometric functions to 
graphically display the delicate petals o- -i 
richly recursive daisy 

Do trigonometric functions and vector 
analysis seem a bit heavy on the bram? 
Then maybe you need a gaming break 
Lifeline to Titan .-nay not:., however,, prove 
to be an especially re-axing interlude. It yMJ 
repute precise timing and careful 
maneuver ngto land your spacecraft safely 

on the rugged terrain of Saturn's largest 
moon 

For o truly relaxing break, why not r-.m 
to Professor Hall's latest .pocket program, 
Tov/ce of Hanoi? Pf ofessc-1 - oil offers a new 
twist on or old game: classic. carefully ex 
p la mi ns this simple program so :hat even 
beginners can use it to test their -i i BASIC 
programm ng and gaming skills 

Gam ng skill is the subject if i Far12 o' me 
Joy cf Adventuring Here you'll find con 
Crete strategi$$ for outwitting the dragons, 
warlocks, ard ctner fiends who dog your' steps 
as you run through these adventure games, 
even if you fancy yourself a master oh'the 
adventure game genre, this piece can 
teach you a trick or two, 

And fancy tricks for learning math are 
presented In ASPIC: A Language for Teactim. 
Two or the feur ASPIC programs in the fit 
ole use graphics to illustrate such concepts 
as "square numbers"' and odd vs even. The 
others are ciril i.yon programs desk] iiecl to 
Famlllanze students with long division and 
multiplication. 

An already familiar voice speaks up n 
rwf?drKGt/ftShcvis W'f/. the Voice of Parsec 
The young woman whose voice you bear 
on i ne Fwsec game tells how it Feels to 
have thousands of dedicated game player 5 
jumping to her commands. . 

And you are commanded to man your 
bottle station in Night Stockade \ ring in 
to th* night, you must defend your bat 
beship against an aggressive enemy you 
can't even see1 

In the midst of the blinding explosions 
and deafening cannon fire, yen catch 
something strange on you-' radar screen, 
Enemy reinforcements? No, the signals are 
coming from a friendly source. Looming on 
the horizon is a dazzling array of new audio¬ 
visual hard wan?, a mountain of turn re 
scent plspcay screens, and a whole passel 
cf robots rs the Consumer eechrorucs 
snow. Your 99 Home Ccmpurer Magazine 
correspondents, were them to provide 
detailed report on the latest in Jj hardware, 
software, and peripheral. pnoof positive thst 
Ti will never run out of exciting new ideas 

Until next month, have fun 
reading, teaming, and RUNingl 

W'Cir Hoitw Com (infer Ft/jiru.iry 1483 

i K.r Wm'i qf.*i;u vhW-v? 
***'<4 ,--i -J -n n •*.<&; ui"f.:-v 

iv- 
attobln-memory or TH»/i>A-swufi.^n-- 
t toe put* wSrn flisu controller ma 
ssltolb RSSSifc'MtarlSw W 
ijjctHK'MyiiflAnsJ nm 
-mv aim portioiy \itt t*v«n .juid nm 
mpWfr i^(erafciCfc5SitL.wScti mm 
‘luoy.Y ugrip.l>i?rpr .If-- tut., lost.- .5. 
iUMclPr-sets, wure ncH:;u$ad. 

tt cf oroa’riMrt Bir Ai'dckJ 

47. vectors in LOCO: of 
Stars and Sprites 
—ey Richard 810$ 

49. Daisies: Math flowers With loco 
—By Roger B. Kirchner 
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Covfftiflfq the Texas Instruments 
BraneI of Home Computers 

99’er Home Computer Magazine is published monthly 
by Emerald Valley Publishing Co., P.O. Box 5537, Eugene, 
OR 97405 The editorial office is located at 1500 Valley 
River Drive, Suite 250, Eugene, OR 97401 (Tel. 
503-485-8796) Subscription rates in U S and its posses¬ 

sions are $25 for one year, $45 for two years, and 563 
for three years. In Canada and Mexico add $7 per year. 

Other foreign countries $43 for one year surface mail, in¬ 
quire for air delivery. Single copy price in U S and its 
possessions is $3.50, and $4,00 in Canada and Mexico 
Foreign subscription payment should be in United States 
funds drawn on a U.S. bank, Second-class postage paid at 

Eugene. OR 97401, POSTMASTER: Send address changes 
to 99 *er Home Computer Magazine, P O. Box 5537, 
Eugene, OR 97405. Subscribers should send all cor¬ 

respondence about subscriptions to above address 

Address all editorial correspondence to the Editor at 99'er 
Home Computer Magazine, I 500 Valley River Drive, 
Suite 250. Eugene, OR 97401. Unacceptable manuscripts 
will be returned if accompanied by sufficient first class 
postage and self-addressed envelope. Not responsible for 

lost manuscripts, photos, or program media Opinions ex¬ 
pressed by the authors are not necessarily those of 99'er 
Home Computer Magazine. All mail directed to the 
‘ Letters to the Editor11 column will be treated as uncon¬ 

ditionally assigned for publication, copyright purposes, and 
use in any other publication or brochure, and are subject 

to 99*er Home Computer Magazine's unrestricted 
right to edit and comment. 99*er Home Computer 
Magazine assumes no liability for errors in articles or 

advertisements. Mention of products by trade name in 
editorial material or advertisements contained herein in no 

■ 

way constitutes endorsement of the product or products 
by 99'er Home Computer Magazine or the publisher 

unless explicitly stated 

Each separate contibution to this issue and the issue as a 

collective work Copyright 1983 by Emerald Valley 
Publishing Co All rights reserved. Copying done for other 

than personal or internal reference use without the per¬ 
mission of Emerald Valley Publishing Co. is prohibited. Re¬ 

quests for special permission or bulk orders should be ad¬ 
dressed to the publisher 

99’er Home Computer Magazine, 99’er Magazine, Home 

Computer Magazine, and HCM are all trademarks of 
Emerald Valley Publishing Co 

Publisher/E ditor-in-Chief 
Gary M. Kaplan 

Managing Editor Office Manager 
David G. Bradcr Pat Kaplan 
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Judy Sanoian Irene Alderman 
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Norman Winncy, Jr Julienne Laabs 
Production & Design Gil Sans 
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Corby Poticha Linda Brundigc 
Carl Shaw Tci 503-485-8796 
Jennifer Somers 

The “$500 Word Processor”—an 
impossible dream? It certainly 
used to look that way. Even as 

recently as last year, a computer with an 
80-column display, letter-quality printer, 
and word-processing software cost at 
least several times that figure—and iny 
targeted “dream price” for an afford¬ 
able, complete word processor seemed 
light years away. But now I’m not so 
sure . . . 

It will lake quite some doing, of 
course, before any manufacturer can 
turn this dream into reality. A few 
obstacles still have to be overcome—an 
obvious one being the price of printers. 
But judging from how1 far we’ve come 
over the last two years—witness the rate 
at which home computers are being 
gobbled up by eager consumers—a new 
time frame is entirely possible: 
Technological breakthrough—fueled by 
typical mass-market production 
quantity—should result in an economy 
of scale that will drive component and 
assembly prices low enough to eventually 
reach the magic $500 barrier. So what’s 
the time frame? And who will achieve 
it first? I’m betting on Texas 
Instruments—and within 18 months! 

Technology and manufacturing 
economy are, in fact, progressing so fast 
now that the old “rules” just don’t apply 
anymore. There is no longer a clear-cut 
separation between low-cost “family 
computers” (of which the TI-99/4A is 
now clearly the industry leader) and the 
more expensive “business/professional 
machines” used mostly for word pro¬ 
cessing, spreadsheet, and database ap¬ 
plications. Relatively inexpensive-yet- 
sophisticated software products such as 
Multiplan™, TI-Writer, and Personal 
Tax Plan, as well as TI’s 99/4A Home 
Computer implementation of the 
p-System™ arc examples of this con¬ 
vergence. The trend was very obvious at 
the Consumer Electronics Show (CES) 
in Las Veaas last month. There was a 

■k_-- 

clear sign that hardware prices are plurn- 
metting, lower-cost peripherals are on 

By Gary M. Kaplan 
Publisher & Editor-in-Chief 

the way, and software is finally in abun¬ 
dance; for the first time, the consumer 
really has a choice in system 
configurations. 

If 1982 was “The Year of the Home 
Computer,” then 1983 will be “The 
Year of Software.” The quantity of 
game software we saw and heard an¬ 
nounced at the show was staggering. All 
I can say is, “Hold on tight to your 
joysticks—the arcade dam is about to 
break wide open . . .” Such well-know n 
names as Watt Disney, 20th Century 
Fox, CBS, Thorn-EMI, Milton Bradley, 
and Parker Brothers will be producing 
software for game cartridges that will 
run on the TI-99/4A. 

Starting with the March Issue, 99’er 
Home Computer Magazine will begin 
regular coverage of the two new Tl com¬ 
puters, the stackable line of compact 
peripherals, and the virtual flood of 
forthcoming software. The wealth of 
technical information and photographs 
that our team of editors obtained at the 
CES new-product debut (beyond what 
is revealed in this issue) will be presented 
in a series of articles over the next few 
months. This advance coverage will (we 
hope) prepare you for the time (in the 
first and second quarters, 1983) when the 
products actually appear on the shelves. 
And during the rest of the exciting year 
ahead, we will feature programs, useful 
applications, and tutorials on the new 
products. You can therefore expect to 
see a greatly expanded 99’er Home 
Computer Magazine. And yes, as you 
have noticed, we did slightly change our 
name and logo. This new identity is 
necessitated by the increased product 
coverage, and makes our magazine’s 
focus more easily recognizable on news¬ 
stands everywhere. 

By the way, we’re still looking for 
more technical writers, editors, and pro¬ 
grammers to join our rapidly expanding 
operation here in Eugene, Oregon. If 
you’ve got the qualifications and are in¬ 
terested, please drop me a line. 

,cleler] 

99* er Home Computer Magazine February 198.J 



Dear Sir: 
Happy to see you've gone monthly. Now I won't 

have to wait so long for my favorite magazine! 
This letter is in response to one from Carol Bax 

from Lynnfteld, MA in the November issue, who re¬ 
quested a program for putting a simple problem, as 
in her example l,A + B = ?'\ up into the middle of 
the screen. 

Without having to resort to Extended BASIC or 
a long involved program in BASIC, I would like to 
submit this simple, eight-line program as a solution 
to the problem: 

10 CALL CLEAR 
20 INPUT ' "PROBLEM?”: AS 
30 CALL CLEAR 
40 PRINT TAB(11);A$ 
50 FOR X=1 TO 10 
60 PRINT 
70 NEXT X 
80 GOTO 20 

Line 10 clears the program from the screen after 
the initial RUN. 

Line 20 brings up the INPUT line and the cursor. 
In response, type in the problem and press ENTER, 

The TAB in line 40 will move the copy to the ap¬ 
proximate center of the screen, provided the copy 
is as short as her example. 

The FOR-NEXT Loop in line 50t 60 and 70 tells 
the computer to print ten lines of nothing (blank 
lines), after the copy. This has the effect of scroll¬ 
ing the copy up to just about the center of the 
screen. 

Line 80 puts the INPUT line back on the screen 
in preparation for the next problem while the first 
problem is still displayed. 

You must use FCTN-4 (CLEAR) to exit the 
program. 

Oops! I forgot line 30. This clears the old INPUT 
line and the typed-in copy from the screen, leaving 
only the problem, and the new INPUT line at the 
bottom of the screen. 

I'm looking forward to the next issue of the 99'er! 
Ted Whomsley 

Anaheim, CA 

Thanks, Ted, for a nice simple solution. 

Dear Sir: 
Why doesn't the new space game, Parsec, work 

on the 99/4 console? Why don't the advertisers who 
sell the module alert 99/4 owners of this 
shortcoming? 

Javier Narvaez 
State College, PA 

A/as, Javier, Parsec will NOT work with the old 
TI-99/4 console because of an improvement in Video 
Display Processor (VDP) components. (The VDP 
type m the TI-99/4 was the TMS99I8 while the 
TI-99/4 A uses the new TMS99I8A.) The horizon¬ 
tal scrolling of the planet s surface was programmed 
tn the high-resolution graphics mode only found in 
the new VDP "chip. " By the way just changing the 
VDP chip in the Ti-99/4 wifi NOT make it compati¬ 
ble with Parsec because of special interrupt-driven 
capabilities of the 99/4A that were also used in the 
programming. 

Dear Sir: 
I just got the November 99’er. What can I say 

except "great.'1 I've been starving for a monthly 
magazine worth a darn! I also enjoyed the joystick 
conversion routine by David Lewis, and the fix for 
Force 1. However there were a couple of things 

missing. Line 1680 of the "fix" (pg, 7) should read: 
ON JZ GOTO 1730, 1690, 1730, 1700, 1730, 
1710, 1730, 1720, 1730. 

Also this necessitates changing Line 640 or the 
star-field won't move properly. Line 640 should 
read: IF JS = 1 AND K = 0 THEN 660 ELSE IF JS = 0 
AND 5 = 0 THEN 660. 

This passes control to 660 if there is no change 
in position of the gunsight and changes the star-field 
if there is. 

All in all, not bad though! 
Keep up the excellent work, guys. 

Jim Lewis 
Champaign, IL 

Thanks, Jim, for showing us the error of our ways. 
We checked out your method and it works fine* 
Many readers sent in other corrections for this 
FORCE 1—joystick problem , , 

Dear Sir: 
I am sending you a tape for the TI-99/4A com¬ 

puter. The first program is a drawing of "Papa 
Smurf" and the second program shows a ghost fly¬ 
ing from a "Haunted House" to his grave. I would 
like to know how to add some sound effects and 

Entering 99’er Programs 
New readers should be aware that 

within the magazine’s pages are found ac¬ 
tual computer programs that you can put 
into vour Home computer and enjoy. 

Make sure you have any special system 
components required by the program (i.e., 
the speech Synthesizer, Extended basic 
cartridge, etc.). Then, using the console 
keyboard, you can type the printed 
magazine listing (character for character, 
and line by line) into the computer s 
memory. 

Before entering the program, connect a 
cassette recorder to the computer. Make 
sure you have two blank cassette tapes. 
For each 10-20 lines you type in, use save 
CSi to save that program segment onto 
one of the tapes. Alternate between the 
two tapes each time you save the program. 
Be sure to rewind to the beginning of each 
tape before saving, so that you always 
record over and replace the shorter seg¬ 
ment of program lines with the longer seg¬ 
ment. By following this procedure, you’ll 
always retain most of your work even if 
the lights go out or someone turns off the 
computer. 

Double check your typing against the 
program listing for errors, and then have 
someone else check it. The most common 
errors are typing the letter "0" instead of 
the number ’ O" (zero)—they are not inter¬ 
changeable to the computer. This is also 
true for the letters "I" and "L” and number 
"1” (one). [See "Key-in Reference" on p. 41 

Every time you make a correction to 
your program, SAVE CSI and switch the 
tapes. Once all the errors are corrected, 
you will have a good copy of the program 
on the last tape. Before turning off the 
computer, put the other cassette tape in 
your recorder and once again SAVE CSI. 
now, if one tape gets damaged, you won’t 
have to enter the program listing via the 
keyboard all over again. Have fun and hap- 
py computing. £fRl 

color. I have made several other drawing programs; 
Pac-man, Pink Panther, Woody Woodpecker, E.T., 
Bugs Bunny and others. I have also made up some 
games. 

I am twelve years old and have had my computer 
since Christmas 1981. For my last birthday, I receiv¬ 
ed Tunnels of Doom, Parsec and Extended BASIC. 
I am interested in trying the Adventure series. 

I love getting the 99’er Magazine and have sent 
for back issues. I think it would be great to include 
some articles by kids who are using the computer 
and their problems with games and programming. 
I have made up eleven tapes of ideas myself, I would 
like to know what you think of my programs. 

Mike Johnson 
Schaumburg, IL 

Well, Mike, you certainly understand Tt BASIC 
statements CALL CHAR, CALL HCHAR. and CALL 
VCHAR very well. It must have taken a long time 
to figure out all the character definitions for the two 
line drawing programs you sent in! We used the 
Screen Dump for Mini-Memory (see November 
99 'er page 19) to print a copy of your Papa Smurf 
drawing on the TI-99/4 Impact Printer: 

Now you can learn about sprites from your new 
Extended BASIC manual. Yes, we'd love to have 
articles from all our young 99 ers out there— 
especially with photos, showing you at your 
computers. 

Dear Sir: 
Your magazine is number one. I couldn’t ask for 

a better written or more informative magazine. 
None of the other magazines hold a candle to the 
level of interest your 99’er produces in me. Please 
continue the excellent work. (When your billing 
dept, informs me of "Renewal Time," you can bet 
I will.) 

Do you project either Tl or some third party mak¬ 
ing up a card for the Tl-Box that will allow use of 
the many APPLE programs? 

Fred Deissinger 
Jacksonville, NC 

Fred, we are not a ware of any BASIC language 
conversion cards for the Tl-Box being available or 
even in the planning stages. By the way, you don't 
have to wait for our billing department to send a 
renewal notice to renew , . . 

Dear Sir: 
I would like to express that your magazine is ab¬ 

solutely the very best thing that has happened to 
TI-99/4A users. I am delighted that you are going 
on a monthly schedule. I also applaud your decision 
to go to larger print for the programs listed in the 
games section. 

Doyle W. Davis 
Lubbock, TX 

I am glad you like the larger print for the pro¬ 
grams, Doyle. It is always a hard decision to balance 

Continued on p. 21 
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TI!s Home Computer* 
Steve Jobs never gave you this much for your money. 

We think the Apple1" us a, good Com- 
purer. But, tor less than A the price1 you 
can get a T1-99/4A Home Computer with 
this generation's microprocessor (the 
16-bit 9900fcmily), built-in TI BASIC, 
16<obr capability 3 octaves of music, 
3-part hartnony, numerous sound effects, 
and the ability to plug in RAM-saving 
Solid State Software™ ROM cartridges. 

Plug-in ROM. Think about that for a 
minute. 
'Itwdun ni.-. iiifiK mrnS.ij^n-j.i,. | nifci I i'i • a foftreiwh ■ 

' ’ *ltli Temilruj Jinni^r,.,-1: GjctrUy: 
tUCSD ftucnl ard LJtrSD P’Syiewi we mtchLrarlii oT dm 
H-lit.-- i.H the UnU'cralEv ufiTliL:[:irriiii 
Appla n a a^gfiwcri :r.* leuyji k af Ajiplft O^npmItm. 

Since die operating system is also in 
ROM it means that the TI-99/4A's I6K 
RAM Ls iuJly usable. And, when you ex¬ 
pand RAM to 52K, it ttMs is fully usable. 

With our Peripheral Expansion Sys¬ 
tem you can plug in Memory Expansion, 
plus an RS-232 interface (with 2 serial and 
] parallel port), and a Disk Controller that 
runs three of tnir single-sided driven (or 
other peoples' double-sided drives). You 
can even add the UCSD p-System t by 
plugging in a p-Code Card. 

We also hive joysticks for games, a. 

Speech Synthesizer with an unlimited 

vocabulary’", phone coufiler tor dan 
access, and a high quality 10-inch color 
monitor 

Now that's a lot of hi^h-powered, 
SOphhti Gated computer for the money. 
That's why, when you decide on a com¬ 
puter for the family, we fust don't think 
you'll pick an Apple. 

Creating useful products H:— 
niiid. services lur you. 

, Texas 
Instruments 

j * 
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ThiNk of iT— The 99'er Questionnaire 
This 4-minute QuestIonnaIre can ACTVAlly iMpACT tHe Home Computer revoLutIon!!! 

FOR ALL READERS 
1. Are you presently a subscriber? Dyes (7 No 
2. if not, do you intend to become one within the next 3 months? DYes 7No 
3. if not a subscriber, where did you get your copy? DNewsstand ^Supermarket DBookstore UAirport 7users group 

□Computer store □Chain/department store DlBorrowed from friend Dother place 
4. what category of articles do you enjoy the most? 7basic programming tutorials □system tutorials DPhoto features 

& news items □Game programs □Education programs □utility programs DProduct reviews DLOGO articles 
5. How much total time do you spend with each issue? QLess than 2 hours D2-4 hours 715-7 hours D8-10 hours 711-13 

hours Dover 14 hours 
6. How many other computer-related magazines do you currently read? 7ivione 71 D2-4 D5 or more 
7. Are you DMaie □Female Dunder 16 years of age D16-20 D21-25 □26-30 D31-35 D36-40 □41-50 Dover 50 
8. Are you a student? Dyes DNo 
9. What is your annual household income? Dunder $5000 7$5000-$9999 7$10,000-514,999 7$15,000-519,999 

□$20,000-524,999 □ $25.000-$30,000 Dover $30,000 
10. What is your zip code? I I I I I 

FOR READERS WHO DON'T YET HAVE A Tl COMPUTER 
1. Do you intend to buy a n computer? Dno Dyes (within 3 months) DYes (within 3-6 months) DYes (within 6-12 months) 
2. which do you think you'll purchase? Dti-99 / 4A Home Computer Dti-99 / 2 Basic Computer Dcompact computer 40 
3. What do you anticipate your primary use of a Tl computer will be? ^Entertainment 7Education Dcomputer literacy 

□Household management □Job-related homework ^Business □Professional use 

FOR PRESENT TEXAS INSTRUMENTS COMPUTER USERS 
1. which system(s) do you currently own? D99/4 D99/4A 799/2 Dcc-40 
2. What was your primary reason for buying it? DEntertalnment □ Education □ Computer literacy □ Household manage¬ 

ment Djob-related homework □ Business □ Professional use 
3. What was your primary reason for buying the Texas instruments brand? 

□company name/reputation □ Features for the money Die-bit microprocessor nconvinced by friends/relatives HEase 
of use □ Prior use in course or "Advantage Club" 

4. which additional ti computer are you likely to purchase within the next 6 months? DNone 799/4A 799/2 Jcc-40 
5. what peripherals do you currently use? □cassette recorder DDisk controller & drive(s) □ Peripheral Expansion Box 

□RS232 □32K Memory Expansion Dtv Db/w monitor Dcoior Monitor □speech Synthesizer ^Joysticks DPrinter 
□Modem Dp-code card □Hex-bus Adapter □wafertape Drive 

6. Put a circle around the above peripheral you are most likely to buy within the next 6 months. 
7. Mark all Tl language software you own or plan to buy within 6 months. DExtended BASIC 799 / 4A Editor/Assembler 

□ucsd Pascal Dlogo □Forth DMini Memory DPilot Dcc-40 Editor/Assembler 
8. how much money do you expect to spend within the next 12 months on your computer system? 
Software.DNone Dless than $30 D$30-50 nssi-lOO D$101-250 Dover $250 
Peripherals.DNone Dless than $50 D$50-100 □$101-250 □$251-500 Dover $500 
Books.DNone Dless than $10 D$10-25 D$26-50 Dover $50 
Blank tapes & disks.DNone Dless than $15 DS15-35 D$36-75 Dover^S 
Furniture, dust covers, & accessories... DNone Dless than $25 D525-100 Dover $100 

9. How many software cartridges do you expect to purchase within the next 12 months? 
□None Di-3 D4-7 D8-12 Dover 12 

10. what % of the above cartridges will be for entertainment? D0% Dless than 25% 725-50% □51-75% □76-100% 
11. circle above what % of the cartridges will be for education. 
12. Have you purchased from any of our advertisers in the magazine within the last 6 months? 

□no DYes, Software DYes, peripherals DYes, Books DYes, Blank tapes & disks DYes, Furniture, dust covers & accessories 
13. About how much money have you spent on the above purchases? 

□less than $25 □$25-50 □$51-100 D$101-250 □$251-500 □$501-1000 Dover $1000 
14. On the average, about how many program listings in each issue do you key into your computer and use? DNone 

□l D2 or 3 D4 or more 

0ARC 
* (Best Article—Reader s Choice) 

Let us know what you like by voting 
for your favorite article or program in this issue. 

The winning author will receive 
a bonus of $100.00 

Page Article Author Page Article Author 
□ 9 Who Needs a Printer?! Ehninger □ 30 Night Blockade Reigo 
□ 11 Printers on Review Balthrop □ 27 Chuck-A-Luck Pincus 
□ 22 Tower of Hanoi Holl □ 47 Vectors in LOGO Richard Bies 
□ 25 joys of Adventuring Pincus D 49 Daisies Kirchner 
□ 30 Lifeline to Titan Bill Bies □ 56 ASPIC Berner and Martin 



The latest printers have a wide range of features and 
capabilities and they offer you innumerable benefits. For 
example: 

• Program listings and data reports are easier to read on paper 
than on display screens, 

• "Hard copy" protects you against data losses caused by 
equipment failure or power outages. 

• Payroll checks and mailing labels can be printed straight from 
your computer list. 

If you still need convincing, consider this: Why are your eyes 
bloodshot, and your cuffs and shirttails scribbled upon with pro¬ 
gram line numbers, page references, file names, and other 
details? 

Now—Who needs a printer? 
The printed word is a tangible and dependable medium for 

information. Once information is down on paper, you can do 
a great deal with it: analyze it and make corrections, com¬ 
municate with another person, or file it away—knowing it will 
be there when you need it, next week or next year. 

Printed information also has character. You can feel its tex¬ 
ture and weight. Whether it be newsprint, computer printout, 
or slick magazine stock, the paper itself contributes to the im¬ 
pression conveyed. 

Finally the printed word has authority. Ideas, agreements, 
calculations, and descriptions become documents when printed! 
Printed words will not rearrange themselves, change meaning, 
or dissolve into gibberish. This cannot be said for oral com¬ 
munication (nor for some computer programs). 

Adding a printer to your Home Computer system provides you 
with the benefits of the printed word. Information is transformed 
from bytes and pieces into a tangible document you can scrawl 
on, mail to friends, or rip into shreds. This article will focus on 
printers that are affordable, available, and intended for use with 
personal computers—the kind you will find at computer stores. 
We are not going to discuss printers that cost more than $1000, 
buildHt yourself printers, laser printers, or ink-jet printers. Some 
ot those excluded may be interesting to read about, but we must 
be practical. 

That leaves us with two types of printers: (1) dot-matrix im¬ 
pact, and (2) daisy-wheel. 

Choosing a Printer 
The differences between printers are significant—perhaps more 

so than the differences between computers. Software can mask 
discrepancies between computers, but not between printers. 
Think of it this way: In selecting a printer, you are choosing a 
set of limitations. Sound negative? Well, nobody yet has invented 
the universal, all-purpose, unlimited printer—and if someone 
does, who II be able to afford it? So choose your limitations 
carefully. 

What is important to you? Decide on your top priority first. 
• quality of printing type 
• printer speed 
• cost 

but is relatively slow; the other is much faster, but less readable 
and appealing. 

If you plan to use your printer for word processing—business 
letters, reports, manuscripts, newsletters, and other reading 
matter—quality of printing should be a top priority. 

For data processing—lengthy accounting documents, inven- 
tones, program listings, and other high-volume material—you 
should get the fastest printer you can afford. A slow one can turn 
out to be a "printer's devil," tying up your computer and keep¬ 
ing you from your work. 

For your personal record keeping, program development, and 
informal word processing, cost will probably be the primary 
factor. 

When looking at printers, ask two questions: 
1. Does it print dot-matrix or fully-formed characters? 
2. Does it use plain or special paper? 

What's a Dot Matrix 
Dot-matrix characters are made up of dots. The amount of 

detail in each character is limited by the density of its matrix. 
(See Figure 1, below, for further explanation.) 

Figure 1 

5 by 7 5 by 8 9 by 9 
A dot matrix is a pattern of dot positions. For example, a sheet 

of graph paper can be considered a very dense dot matrix. Dense 
means there arc a lot of dot positions on it, allowing a great deal 
ot detaij in each character. The most common dot matrix is 5x7, 
That's 5 columns, each containing seven dot positions Figure 
1 above compares the letter "A" at three different dot densities 
(5 by 7, 5 by 8, 9 by 9) 

Most plain-paper printers transfer characters onto the page by 
striking an ink ribbon against the paper. For this reason they are 
called impact printers. Special-paper printers use other means 
such as heat, electrical current, or chemical action. 

Dot-matrix impact printers are the most versatile and popular 
group. Most recent models have several character styles and 
sizes, including high-density matrices of up to 9 by 9. Some can 
even plot points and create high-resolution graphics. 

Generally, dot-matrix characters are not as easy, nor as pleas¬ 
ing to read as fully-formed characters. However, some recent 
units have a letter-quality mode in which the dots overlap to ap¬ 
proximate fully-formed characters. Dot-matrix printers are fast, 
ranging from 50 to 180 characters per second (cps), and range 
in price from under $400 to well over $2000. With their wide 
range of prices and capabilities, dot-matrix printers can be con¬ 
sidered for almost any data processing, word-processing, or home 
use. 

• special capabilities such as graphics or plotting 

There is a definite trade-off between speed and quality of 
printing. Rather than compromise, some manufacturers offer two 
modes in a single printer: one creates well-defined characters 

Daisy-Wheeling 
Daisy-wheel printers produce fully-formed characters as clear 

ana crisp as those of typewriters* Fully-formed characters, com 
Continued on p, 16 
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Texas Instruments Home Computer 

** d r# ■lj'J 

/j 

/i § 

295.95 
100.00 

Our low price 
Rebate from Texas Instruments 

195.95 What a deal! 
WHY SHOULD I BUY ATI HOME COMPUTER? 

• So you can loam the basics of BASIC. 
That’s the built-in programming language that the 994/A speaks. 
And the Home Computer comes with two books; one to teach you 
BASIC from the very beginning and the other a complete reference 

guide. 

• You like to doodle and draw. 
TI-994Ahaseasy-to-program high resolution graphics and 16 colors. 

• You love to sing and you want to program your own 

accompaniment. 
The Tl Home Computer has 5 octaves and 3 voices. (It has a noise 
generator, too.} 

• You want a computer but you don’t want to buy a lot of oxtra 

equipment right now... 
16K RAM + 26K ROM = 42K memory in the starting unit and all 
you need is your own black and white or color TV. 

• ...However, you do want tho assurance of being able to add on 

later. 
Tl offers a complete line of peripherals and accessories as well as a 
seemingly endless line of software. 

• You’d like your kids to stay home more often. 
With the fanciest arcade and adventure games in town they’ll 
NEVER want to leave. 

• You're an efficient and well organized person who likes to keep 

records and receipts in order. 
Lucky you! Tl is hot on Home Management programs. 

• You want to learn to type...to spell...to play bridge...to teach 

your child to road...to get faster and better In math... 
What an educational value the Home Computer is! Tl puts out 
exceptional educational software and more is coming all the time. 

Tl SUPPORTS HOME COMPUTER 

Only $2.98 shipping & handling in Continental U.S. Any size 

WHYSHOULDI BUYITATDHEIN'S? 

Because Dhein’s prices are LOW-EVERY-DAY PRICES. 

DHEIN’S carries everything Tl makes for the Tl Home Computer. 

It’s one stop shopping for the best 3rd party software on the market. 

And fast, convenient service to boot. 

At Dhein’s there’s no hidden extra charge for VISA or Master Card. 

And there’s only a $2.98 shipping and handling charge for ANY size 
order ANYWHERE in the continental U.S.A. 

Where but at Dhein'scan you get a FREE Computer Bulletin that has 
TI-99/4A news as well as programs that you can type in yourself? 

Where else can you get a completely descriptive price list? 

Where else can you get such careful attention and such good advice 
as when you call us? 

If you haven’t already done so, send for your Bulletin TODAY. Free 

for 1983. 

-COUPON-MAIL TODAY 

FREE Subscription to the COMPUTER BULLETIN 

j Name 

j Street 

! City- 

State 

Zip 

Tl supports their Home Computer. 
Dhein’s supports their customers. 

Because, at Dhein's, WE LOVE YOU 

HAPPY VALENTINE’S DAY 

order. No extra charge for VISA or Master Charge. 
Iowa residents add 3% sales tax. 

The best combination of Price, Service and Quality is TRUE VALUE 

More than just a name, it is our way of doing business. 

Tl 
I 

JhuiEl/a&ie- 
HARDWARE STORE 

(319) 236-3861 

7 W. Airline Hwy. 
Waterloo, IA 50701 



If we were to review all the printers on today’s market, we 
would end up writing a massive book, and by the time we 
were done, it would need complete revision. 

As a practical overview, we have selected five models whose 
combined features will give you a good idea of what is available 
in printers at this time. 

If you are a newcomer to the realm of printers, 1 suggest reading 
Who Needs a Printer?! by Charles Ehninger on page 9 of this 
issue. It will help you understand many of the terms used in the 
following reviews. 

Gemini-10 
The Gemini-10 by Star Micronics is an 80 column dot-matrix 

printer, with bidirectional logic-seeking head positioning, and 
speeds of up to 100 characters per second. The standard model 
comes with a parallel interface, 2.3K buffer, and dot-graphics. 
An RS232 interface with 4K buffer, and RS232 cable are available 
as options. The standard unit’s suggested retail price is $499.00. 

Special Features 
The Gemini-10 has some features usually found only on more 

expensive printers. There are 9 type-styles available. Most printers 
of the Gemini-10 price range include normal, condensed, enlarg¬ 
ed, emphasized, and sometimes double strike as the only available 
fonts. But the Gemini-10 comes with all of these plus elite, italics, 
superscripts, and subscripts. There are also 64 special and 
foreign characters, and 32 block and line drawing characters. Op¬ 
tional is a 2K user-programmable ROM (Read Only Memory) 
for a special set of 96 proportional characters. The proportional 
characters are of varying widths, like those in this text. For ex¬ 
ample a small “f” takes up 5 horizontal dot positions, while the 
letter “W” takes up 15 dot positions. 

The standard type-styles available on the Gemini-10 are as 
follows: 

The Gemini-10 measures 15.2” x 12.4” x 5.3”, and weighs 15.4 
pounds. Both friction-feed and tractor-feed are standard. In ad¬ 
dition to its ability to use single sheets and fan fold paper, the 
printer comes with a holder for roll paper. Access to the interior 

of the printer is simple. Only two screws hold the two outer hous¬ 
ings together. The only reason for opening the printer is to ac¬ 
cess the miniature slide switch set for the optional RS232 inter¬ 
face. AH other miniature switch settings are exposed at the back 
of the printer. This greatly reduces the chance of accidental 
breakage or electrical shock, should you forget to turn off the 
power. 

In order to connect the Gemini-10 to the TI-99/4A computer, 
you will need to alter the RS232 cable connecting the printer to 
the TI RS232 interface card. The wires to pins 11 and 20 must 
be interchanged on one end, or the computer will keep writing 
to the Gemini-10 even after the buffer is full—leading to lost data. 
Graphics 

The Gemini-10 lets you create graphics in three ways. The first 
is with a set of line drawing and block characters residing in the 
printer’s memory. There are also two dot-graphics modes. Nor¬ 
mal density dot-graphics can print up to 480 dots horizontally 
on one line. In the double-density mode, up to 960 dots can be 
printed on a single line. 
Documentation 

Because the Gemini-10 was recently introduced, we were able 
to get only the preliminary manuals. However, if these are any 
indication of the final product, users will not be disappointed. 

PrintMate™ 99 
The PrintMate 99 from Micro Peripherals, Inc. is an 80-column 

bidirectional dot-matrix printer, capable of printing up to 100 
characters per second. The suggested retail price for the unit is 
$695.00. [Note: MPI also makes a larger model, the PrintMate 
150, which offers a wider carriage, larger buffers, higher speed, 
and down-loadable customized fonts. The 4 versions of this 
printer have suggested retail prices beginning at $995.00.] 

Special Features 
The PrintMate 99 comes with a low-speed RS232 interface that 

has a maximum transmission rate of 1200 bps. An optional RS232 
with speeds up to 9600 bps is also available. 

Both friction-feed and tractor-feed come as standard equip¬ 
ment. In addition, there are three ways to feed paper into the 
printer. Fanfold paper can come in from the back of the printer, 
or it can feed up from the bottom through a special desk top 
with a slot. Roll paper can be fed from the back with an optional 
roll-handling bar. Single sheets can be fed into the optional tray 
at the front of the printer. 

On the front are three push buttons and two indicator lights. 
Pushing the button marked Select puts the printer on-line —ready 
to accept data from the computer. The TOF set button will set 
the present position of the paper as the top of form. The paper 
advance button serves two functions: Pressing it quickly advances 
the paper one line; holding it down advances the paper to the 
top of the next page. The two indicaters let you know when the 
power is on and when the printer is in on-line mode. 

You can gain access to the control board for setting up the 
printer options by removing four screws from the bottom hous- 

Continued on p. 14 
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HUGE ELEK-TEK DISCOUNTS ON 
TI-99/4A Home Computer System 

Model 
CONSOLE 
PHC M4A 

PERIPHERALS 
php i^oo 
PHP 1220 
PHP 1?40 

PhP 1250 

TI-994A Keyboard $300.00 \^7' 

Less $100.00 manufacturer’s 
Name rebate from Tl. Piet 

Texas Instruments 

TI-99MA Hqme Co'Tipuler (mcl. HP Modul&Tor) 

Peripheral Exppngipn Box 
R5-232 Card 
Disk Controller Card {On? Disk Manager module packed 
wth each^iat! Controller) 
Expansion Syslem DiS* Drive iD^k Drive 
Controller reamed) 
Memory Expansion Card (3£K RAMI 
P-Cnde Card |3£K RAM Memory Expansion required) 
Solid State Speech M Synlhqgizer 
Telephone Coupler (Mrxlemi 
T| 90 Ceiumn I m peer Punter 
VCF Controller 
P-Code Peripheral 
R.F Modulator (Tv Adapler) 
10" COlOr MOnilor 

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES 
Wired n^rviolo CqntruJIers (Pair) 
Tnermal Pappi (2 Pack) 
Dual CaiSOlle Cable 
Monilor Capie 
Audio Adepler iHeadphone Jack) 
Panasonic VGH Controller Cattles 
Sony VhJhq Coni roller CatJlOS 
P'unee* Video ConUoller Cables 

00 

95 
174 95 

249 95 

399 95 
299 95 
£49 95 
149 95 
224 95 
750 00 
090 95 
399 95 
49 95 

399.95 

34 95 
9 05 

14 95 
19 95 
10 93 
99 95 
99 95 
09 93 

APPLJCATIQN PROGRAMS 
Home Mirig*m*niyp«iDrfli Finance 

Educ itlonali'PerHon a I Enrichment 
Commend Modules 

Texas inarrumenli Package* 
PHM 3002 Early ueerning F un 
■aHM 3000 Beginning Grammar 
PHM 3004 Number Magic 
PHM 3005 Video Graphs 
PHM 3000 Vid&U Chess 
PHM 3010 Physica-' Fim-ess 
PHM 3020 Music Maker (Dala slarage system n recornmandedl 
PPM 3021 WtugM Control antt Nutrition (Data storage 

system is recommended) 
PHM 3040 Tl LOCO (Memory Expansion 'S requ.redl 
PHM 3064 Touch Typing Tulqr" \ Avail able ter T1-994 A onlyl 
PHM 3139 Tl Logo M" (32K Memory Expansion .s required) 
Scdlt. Fornamnn Rending and Math Package* (Developed by Scqlt, Foreimifl) 
PHM 3015 Early Raadi ng (Sdtid Si ale Speech' ^ Synl ties- ?er 

is requ red) 
PHM 3043 Reading t un (Solid Si ale Speecn'v Synlhes iz er 

is 'etom mended) 
PHM 304& Reading On 
PHM 3047 Reading Roundup 
PHM 3040 Reading Hally 
PHM 30ft? Reading Flight 
PHM 3027 Add Hon aim Sublraclior I iSnl:0 Slalfi Speech"-" 

Svnlhos /er is recnmmqnded) 
PHM 3OP0 Add'lior and Su3lraci't>n II (Su'id Slate Speech ’■* 

Synlhesijef S r acornmender;■ 
PHM 3029 Mullipl'Caticn i fSohc State Spqech 

SynthesuEr >s recommended: 
PHM 3040 □ ivsion i i Sol'd Slale Speech'r* 

SyntheSi/e1 is recemmernfidl 
Schalailic Package* (Developed by Stholaalic, Inc h 
PHM 3059 Smnlas: c Spelling —Level 3 iSond Slate Speech ^- 

Synthesizer is reqmredi 
l-'HM 3060 Scholastic Spelling Level 4 Hoi id State Speech 

Synthesizer is r0yuired| 
PHM 3061 ScnoliShc Spelling - I evpl 3 (Solid Stale Speech"-1 

Synthesizer if. reqj rqdl 
3002 Scholastic Spe I ny — Level 6 i Sbl'C Siam Sueech' v 

Synmeii^er '& requ redj 
Addrsion-WtjJ*y Computer Math Game* (Developed by Addison-Wesley Publishing Cc 
PHM CompL.IS'1 Maih Oanes 9 

r"’fV SSflfl CdrnuutEr Math Games VI 
MM liken Home Math Seri**-K Ihru Bib grad* (Developed by Milliken Pubhabmg Co.) 
PHM A(Jrliho11 ' 
P H M 3001 Subl reel ion" 
PPM 3093 M Lilt.pl icahcnJ 
nnM 3093 S'vijipn ■ 
PHM 3094 I r1 lagers" 
PHM 3095 ^raciems' 
PHM 3096 Do Ci mala' 
PHM 300 t Percenls" 

29 05 
29 05 
10 95 
19 95 
59 95 
29 95 
39 95 

129 95 
3!} 95 

■29 95 

54 95 

54 96 
54 95 
54 95 
54 95 
54 95 

39 03 

39 95 

39 05 

39 95 

Texas In* [rumen 
PHD 5007 
PHD 5009 
PHD 601 L 
PHD oU'i) 
PHD 5CL9 

PHD 6020 

PhD 5023 

PHD 5026 
pHD 5030 

PHD 503" 

5HD £330 
PHD 5041 
pHD 5042 

PHD 50fi t 
MECC Package* 
PHD 5076 

' Available r 
■* Deve nped 

■*+■ Developed 
nJ M lien Ri 

t’t Duveiopau 

Diskette 
t* Packages 

Team Tcli'S&I1 tJAHl^- 
Mus-^ S^uls T-ainer 
Computer Mijsic 
Merke1 Simuliji.on 
Teach Exlpnded RASiC: (LKlvnded 
RA3IC Cnmmanr Module s 'equiredi 
h7usn. Makei l Jmyiunslrai un (M.js-r Maker O'.iirrrna'id 
MrdiJlfi S 'L^Liirt'd; 
ftti^kettidh Slalisl r.s ;f xrrzruud BA^lt; 
Corrma'id MOiiulu is ryqj redi 
Bnoge ftidd ii y i 
SpOUk i Bpel '^Prcigmm ;SondSlatt; S[>eech 'v 
Bynlhesizer .g rgqu icdl 
S peak A Ma I h ' ^ P rogr a m r Sol id SMI e S OCCi) 11 '-' 
Synlhssi/er and Termral F mulaiur I are regLireri 
Brip^a 0.dd rq II 
Bnnge Bidding IN 
Speller Wner |Term ral PmsUtur |l Command 
Module end Solid Slate Speech'v Synlhesiz^r ^rp loquired) 
0eg inr e r a B A SIC' 1 u 101 

(Developed bjf Mlmeaola Educallgn*! Computing Consortium) 
Melr c and CounVng " (FxlendOd Giuio Cummarh 
Moouie is reqLred) 
t le men I a^y F< 0 nom it t' 
Elem^n^-y Mam and Science' lE-.lond&Lh BASIC 
Command M□d^Jle 15 "squired! 
A^lror-umy'iFiitended BASIC tommand MocMd 
is reciiirfid) 
WOi-d Baginnmgs" (EnlOuded BASIC Command 
Module is required! 
Fxplonng" itilundec; BASIC Ccim 1 riano Moduir 
iy roqured| 
Main Praclice' iFmenOed BASIC Command 
Module i£ r^uuirudl 
Scipi’Cl^ F-yclnJ ; Ex tended BASIC Command Moculf 
is ryqu'redi 

P.mjrnn Q.jrirlfi' 1 902 
tv ■StOll. t ores mar 
.nv Milh;u Urndli.'y — T ne Attack Bla^to Hjsllo ^eraZap Denned Fo^- 

I ,1l1lc y 
by M c-osotrL< HT M^Jlrlplfm■,-, 5 a Iradfims'k (jJ Microsoft■ ■-* nr 

59 95 

59 95 

39 95 
39 95 

39 95 
39 95 
39 95 
39 05 
39 95 
■J0 05 
30 95 
39 95 

34 95 
?9 95 
'9 95 
'9 9D 

24 05 

24 95 
23 96 

29 95 
W 95 
29 95 

29 05 
20 05 

20 96 
20 35 

29 96 

29 96 

29 96 

79 95 

29 96 

29 95 

Elek- 
Tek 

Price 

N( OF^ f'OKA T t. L> 

300.00 

1 B0.00 
130.00 

1JO.0O 

235.CHJ 
215.DO 
100 00 
110,00 
163.00 
500 00 
SOD.00 
290.00 

36 00 
320.00 

26.00 
6.00 

12.00 
15.00 
15.00 
55.00 
05.00 
65.00 

30O6 
Command Modulat 
Home Financial Decisions 29 95 24.00 

3007 Household Budgel ManagemBni (Data slaraqe 
syslqm is requnsd) 39 95 32.00 

3012 SfrCuntieS Analysis 54 9£ 44.00 
30U Pergonal Record Keeping iData slorage 

SySlem iS reLommenrted]. 49 95 40. oa 
3Die Tax/Inveslment Record Keeping |Disk syBlem 

is recemmenoedi 69 95 56 00 
3022 Personal Real Eslale (Data storage System 

is recnTimendedl 69 95 56 00 
3C4-1 Personal HepOrl Generator (Date storage 

System ii recommended) 49 95 40.00 
3’ 11 Tl Wriler (0PK Memory Enpansion requireO) 

Micrdsotl’1^ Mulliplan"^ ’ 
(32K Memory Expansion required) 

99 95 75.00 
3113 

99 95 76 00 

5001 
Dlakolte 
Mailing List 69 95 56.00 

5003 Personal Financ.al Aids 19 95 16.00 
5921 CheckbOdK Manager 19 95 16 00 
502? Business Aids Library—Finance Management 

(Extended BASIC Command Module is requ red) 39 95 32.00 
5024 Business Aids Litnary—Inventory Menegemonl 

1 Personal Record Keeping or SlahSOCS 
Command Mndu'e is toquired) 69 9b E 15.00 

5027 Business Ams Lm^ary—Invoice ManagEmenl 
iPersgnal fiqqord Keeping Dr Slat^stics 
Commaqd M-eduiE ie required) 69 95 56.00 

5029 Business Aids Lihraiy • Cash Managemenl 
(Exlendoil BASIC Command Module is requifea) 39 95 32-00 

5D38 Business Aids L brary -L ease^Purchasu Decisions 69 95 56.00 

6093 
CflHBltB 
PErsonal F-ngncial Akts 14 95 12-00 

6D3fl Business Aids Lidrary —LegM/PufChase Cacisions 59 95 45.00 

24.00 
24 00 
16 00 
16.00 
56 00 
24.00 
32.00 

4B.O0 
75.00 
32.0D 
75.00 

44.00 

44 00 
44.00 
44.00 
44 00 
44.00 

32.0O 

32.00 

32 DO 

32.00 

46 00 

46.00 

40.00 

40 00 

32.00 
32.00 

32.00 
32.DO 
32.00 
32.00 
32.00 
32 00 
32 00 
32 00 

2B.00 
24.00 
16.00 
16 0O 

20.00 

1? DO 

20 00 
24 00 

24 00 

24 00 

24.00 
24.00 

24.00 
24.00 

24.00 
24.00 

24 00 

24 00 

24 00 

24 00 

24.00 

34 00 

Model Name 

Mfr. 
Sugg, 
Ret. 

APPLICATION PHOGRAM5 CONTINUED 
EducitlDrfPvri*tiil Enrlchmtni Continued 

and Yahi/ve a'F Iradem.vhn 

PHD Mae Natural Science1 (Extended BASIC Commana 
Module ig required) 

PHG 5067 Social Science'(Extgnded BASIC Command Module 
is required| 

PHD 506S Teacher's Tool Box' (Exlendea BASIC Command 
Module and printer are required) 
Cutatte 

PH7 60D7 Teach Ydurgeii BASIC 
PHT 6009 Musnf Skirls T1 liner 
PHT 60li Computer Music Box 
PHT 601S Mamei Simulalion 

PHT 60ig Teach Yourself Extended BAStC (Exlended BASIC 
Commend Module is requirgdl 

PHT 6026 Bridge Bidding I 
PHT 60J1 Speak & MathiM Program (Soho Slale Spegch'v 

Synthesizer and Tgrmmal EmuJalar 11 are required) 

PHT 6039 Bridge Bidding II 
PHT 6W Bridge 0i0dmg Ifl 
PHT 604^ Spell Wnier (Terminal Emulator II Command Module 

and Sdhd Slate Speqcti v Synlhes zer are "equ red) 
PH' 6067 Beginner's BASIC Tulor 

Enledtalnmerit 
Com mind Modul** 

T*xl* in*lrumtnti Ptckiaet 
PHM 3d09 Football 
PHM 301B video Games 
PHM 30?3 Hum Ihe WumpL^s 
PHM J0?4 Indoor SdCfer 
PHM 3025 M-nd Challerfyers 
PHM 3030 A Ml/e-lng 
PHM 3052 Tambslone Cnv ZlitCenlury 
PHM 3053 Tl invaoers 
PHM 3054 Cai Wars 
PHM 3057 Munch Man 
PHM 30420 Tunnels nl Doam [2 Disxeile Garner hcluded) 
PHM 3042T T unnel* of Doom |2 Cassene Game& Includedl 
PHM 3C56 Alpmef 
PHM 3i '0 Cnisfiolr-. Tra I 
PHM Ji 12 Par sec " 
MtHon Bradley Package* (Developed by Mlltar Bradley Company) 
PHM 3031 The Allacieft 
PHM 3dJZ Blaslott 
PHM 3033 Blache* ana Poker -ft 
PHM 3034 Hu&;lptt 
PmM 30^j ^eiuZafjfr 
PHM 3037 Hangmantf 
PmM 303B Conned Fourf^ 
PHM 3039 Ya.'Uzeetl 
Ad**n|urv Internalionnl Paokeget (DevelOfked by Scan Ad*m*| 
PHM 304'□ Advenlur* 1 Pi rite Advenlu^e D'Skelld Game Included) 
PHM 304H T Advenlure (P rate Adventurq Cassette Game Indudea) 
Gebrttl Iridutlrle* Packages {Developed by Gabriel lndu«|rlet) 
PHM 3D67 OtheDn- i DeveiOdCd Dy Gabriel IndLJSiriesi 

Diskette 
Texas Imlrumenti Package* 
PhD 50O2 Ti.Trek (with opiiond 1 speech) 
PHD 5010 Mystery Melody 
PHD 50'5 Old u n Bu I Good is s Games. I 
PhD 5017 Oldies Bui Goodq5 Gamqa II 
PHD 5025 BaT.j'oey Nighl Bingo (Sohd Slate Speech"-1 Synlhesiz-sr 

■s icqui'ed) 
PhD 5037 Draw Poker (E*landed BASIC Cummand Modules 16 'Oqu-red! 
PHD 5057 Tcmnslone C■[>■ 2lit Century 132K Memory 

Expansion and Exlsnded 6A&IC Command Module 
are 'equiredj 

PhD 5050 T| Invaders 13EK Memory Expansion ana Eithu-r Exleoded 
BA£<C or Editor.'Assemqtei Cdr'Lmand Mndjlfs are reqj r^d) 

PHD 506O Moncn Man 13?K. Memury Expansion anp Either txlended 
BASIC Or Editor.1 As&Emoler Command Module ire rEquired 

Advenlure Inlematldrial Adventure Sanaa (Developed by ScotT Adam*) (PHM 304ID 
PHM 5046 Ad^enlu'e-lond 
PHD 534-7 Mission impu^si-PFE 
PHD 5346 VOoDuo Castle 
PH[> 5-349 Toe Count 
PHD 5050 Slrangu OdysiEy 
PHD 5051 Mystery Fun House 
PHC 5052 Pyramid 0l Doom 
PHD 5063 Ghpsl Town 
PHD 5054 Eavage Island 1 4 1 
Phc 5056 Gcinen vayage 

Cataette 
Texa* In*trumiM* Package* 
PhT 6010 My-slery Melody 
PhT 0015 OldiCS Uul Good er — Gimes I 
PhT 6017 Oidles Bui Cioodies Gdm«s II 
PHT 6025 Saturday N.gh| Birigo iSohd Slale Speech’^ Synihesirer 

5 'equiredl 
pHT 603 7 Draw Poker 
Advinlur* tnlernalional Advartute Series (Developed by Scolt Adams) (PHM 30411 
PHT 604ft Advenlu'eund 
FHT 604 7 Mi^s-ior Impossitjje 
PH’ 6046 Voodoo CiSde 
PH’ 604t) T ne Cuunl 
PH’ 6350 Strange Odyssey 
PH’ 605i Mystery Fun Hojkc 
PH1" G052 Pyramid el Doom 
PHT fi063 Ghuiil Town 
PHT B054 Savage island ■ 4 ■ 
PHT 6066 Golden Voyage 

OTHER APPLICATION PROGRAMS 
Command Modules 

PHM 3001 DemonsIritiO'i 
PHM 3C' 1 Sbeuoh E d itor (Sol id Smi e SueechSy nlhe& 7e 1 

is req.j red) 
PHM 33'4 Slfilifii CS iDaia-ilo age s^Rlem u le-eOmmendech 
PHM 3006 E^ter'-ded BAFSiC 
PHM 3035 lermna Emu Id I O' 1 

PHM 3055 Em lor1 Assembler 
PHV 3060 M p 1 ■ Memfiry |dK| 
PHM 3045D SMlJ Eleei-iqal Ergnesr ng Litva-y- |2 Diekelies rnluded! 
PHM 3045’ SMtJ blaclr cal Engineer ng LiS'lry" ■; 10 Gassetle5 included: 

Dlakelte 
PHD 50C4 P^cgramm-rg | 
Pf1D 5M5 Preg'Jrnmng A'dR 11 
PHD 6006 Valh Routine ( brj y 
PhD 6C08 Eleolnral Eng nseeing Library 
PH (j 50'2 Progr^m-ming A-.cz 11 

PHD 60'j Graynmg paonsge 
PHD 50"6 Sirucli.iral Eng-ruj(?rng L brary 
PHD 5044 AC C rcun Ana'ysis 
PHD 5063 UCSD-pASCAi .'■ Corm^iiy. |32K Memnry F u'i 

and P Gride 'eQuirud; 
PH)] 506n L.'GSD f Gy stem ■ Assemn.ftr,1. uixl'i i32K Mem-ciry 

F k |>u' 1 a iL'ri anc P ctodp r(iqj-rtu) 
PPG 5065 LzCSD f) System . Ld-i01.'F ila1 .'UIHr.es3i’H Mcmury 

F^pansiQn jnd P..:rvJe req^Jlrec) 
l-U'D inOEG T| Pm O r Msmo'y Fxrijn-siun jr-c 

P-onde 'eriiiirodl 
Pr’D 5060 Cm use Jesyrer Au^nqr eg fMouge lExleodern FlASlC 

■euuirvd and Viden Contriile' oplioo^li 
pHD 50 7 5 "eV-To-Speesn ..L ig la'll a iSol n Slale Sgeeut "-1 

Synlnes-ZC 32K Memory FsipansiOi' and t * I ended 6A6l C 
Cc'imdna Module are lequued) 
Ca**etle 

fHT 6004 Prng'amm ng Aid-s I 
PH" 6006 Main Routine L brary 
PH’ 6006 L lee 11 l il Eng ree^nq Lit.iru'v 
PH’ 601 'j Grnjn nq Package 
PH’ 63'6 SlrucU.i al f nginuH'inq L.ibra'y 
PH" G044 Af. L: ruuil Ai'llvS'S 

7001 ’me Home a .I’.mriil MiOdge' 
7062 “r-S Famly E ■i-t-r 1H r- H r 
7003 ’he L letm e n I a ■ > Fd^caiOr 
7004 rt'L' Ml.5.7 Fd.j..a:qr 
7005 The GuytLr P■ oyran-mer 
7006 ' I'u Sneaking Marr TeadtiL" 
703 7 “he Spea^irnj Ruiidifg Tod-rrer 
70CS The Sneaking Sohulastut Spellmq h'LictiL" 
7C09 The ’I Ar^dde Gann 
■hi:iy T ne Mikon Brad Sy Gdrne Senes 
73'’ Tne Cnmpur0r luiioct.clory Par xage 

Avj.uble only unlil rep.ljeejd by penpnera car-i 
LJCSD UCGD Paso a and DCSD p SySlum ire an "rademj.rKL. . 
Otnel'i; a "dtiEmark ol Gain l" inuustnes 
Coj'iu iu des anfii kn se ^Sor: w m I Anaiyy.y 1 ifvpcn-- 

29 95 

29 95 

29.95 

29 95 
24 95 
14 95 
14 95 

19 95 
24 95 

24 95 
24 96 
24 95 

24 95 
24 95 

29 95 
29 9S 
?4 95 
29 95 
24 96 
24 95 
39 95 
39 95 
39 95 
39 95 
59 95 
59 95 
39 95 
39 95 
39 95 

39 95 
24 95 
24 9& 
24 95 

19 95 
19 95 
‘9 95 
24 95 

49 95 
49 96 

39 96 

14 95 
14 95 
19 95 
24 95 

29 95 
24 05 

19 95 

19 96 
required) 

Elek- 
Tek 

Price 

24 CC 

24.00 

24.00 

24.00 
30.00 
12.00 
12.00 

16 00 
20.00 

20.00 

20.00 
20.00 

20.00 
20.00 

24,00 
24.00 
20.00 
24.00 
20.00 
20.00 
32.00 
32.00 
32.00 
32 00 
46.00 
45.00 
32.00 
33.00 
32-00 

32.00 
20-00 
2D.00 
20.00 
10.00 
16.00 
16.00 
20-00 

40.00 
40.00 

32 00 

12.00 
12.00 
16.00 
20.00 

24.00 
20-00 

16-00 

10.00 

16.on 

29 95 24.00 
29 95 24.00 
29 9b 24.00 
29 95 24.00 
29 95 24.00 
?9 9b 24 00 
29 95 24.00 
29 9s 24.00 
39 9b 32.00 
29 95 24.00 

3 35 9.00 
1 r. %S> 12.00 
19 9b 16.00 

2n 95 20.00 
19 9b 16.00 

quired) 
29 95 24. DO 
?9 9b 24.00 
29 95 24 00 
?9 95 24.00 
29 95 24. cq 
29 95 24 00 
29 95 24.00 
29 9b 24.00 
3H 9b 32.00 
23 95 74 DO 

69 95 E6.0O 

4i 95 36. DO 
■14 96 06.00 
99 95 75.00 
43 95 40 00 
39 95 8Q.0Q 
39 95 60 00 

1 49 95 120.00 
149 95 120 00 

'4 9j 12.00 
2J 9b 20 00 
23 35 24.00 
29 96 24.00 
19 9b 16.00 
19 35 16 00 
29 96 24.00 
?9 9b 24.00 

1 ?r. g-fj 100 00 

99 4b 80 00 

1-1 4b GO 00 

70 96 60 00 

■99 43 150 00 

29 4b 24 00 

9 96 9.00 
20.00 

^4 95 20.00 
14 95 U DO 
?■! 96 20. DO 
?4 96 20.00 

139 95 100 00 
S3 93 66 00 
99 93 75 00 

54 00 50 00 
1'4 i>;i 90 00 
i 9 t)3 90 00 
i'39 30 65 00 
0 19 fliJ 160.00 

1 !H 93 90.00 
i4 7j 90 00 

1 13 35 9Q.00 

luf'SlIV d Cr.l Hr- ■ -1 LI 

jnc. 
6557 N. Lincoln Ave., Chicago, IL 60645 
(800) 621-1269 (312) 677-7660 

CALL TOLL FREE 800-621-1269 (EXCEPT il. AK. Hll MaslerCarc or V sn :>V 

Tiail Or prione Mali Cashier's Ck .Men Ord. Pe.-y Ck i2wksic-t:k) AcdS4 0Qlst -pm 
(AK, HI, PR,. Canada add SB.00 1st item) Si 00 oa. add'l shpg is hand I Sh pn’enis 
:o IL address add 6° n !a* Prices subjeci to change Write for free cataloq ALL ELEK- 
TEK MERCHANDISE IS BRAND NEW, FIRST QUALITY AND COMPLETE 



The Tl Home Computer Desk 
Organize your system as you expand it with 

“The Home Computer Desk” 

V.1 ■ ■ .. 

:■ -■ ■ ■ - -.-: ■ - 

Lllillft] rnruii 

. viv mtJ 
■ ■■S.'.y-y.liO) 

ovvJ*;;y?i£ ”il,r S3' 

With Separate Peripherals 

Note: 

Choose from these three convenient sizes: 

32 Desk - 32W x 24D, top shelf 32W x 12D - $220 
40 Desk - 40W x 24D, top shelf 40W x 12D - $240 
48 Desk - 48W x 24D, top shelf 48W x 12D - $260 
Choice of colors - Honey teak or Walnut, with black legs 

c All top shelves are 36" from floor, and the work surface 
height is 261/2 inches from floor. 

All prices subject to change without notice F O B. Dallas, TX 

HCS. Hardin’s Computer Solutions Inc. 

P.Q. BOX 634/ RICHARDSON, TX 75080 
634 N GLENVILLE/RICHARDSON, TX 75081 

(214) 699-8998 

Printers On Review . from p.ii 
mg. The upper housing then lifts off. Inside you will find two 
miniature slide switch sets. These switches can be used to set up 
the low-speed RS232 interface, the form length, line spacing to 
6 or 8 per inch, and one of four character densities as the default 
at power up. 

Five character types are available: 

PrintMate 99™ Printer 
tt. :i. 

i. w 

NORMAL TYPE 
132 COLUMN 
96 COLUMN 
80 COLUMN-SERII 
enlarge: 
TYRE 

If you plan to use the standard low-speed RS232 interface, you 
will need to change the cable which comes with the printer. On 
one end of the cable is a 25-pin connector which mates to your 
TI RS232 interface card in the TI Peripheral Expansion Box. On 
the other end is a 13-pin connector which you will need to change. 
The wire connected to pin 10 will have to be removed and placed 
on pin 4. This will allow the printer to talk back to the computer, 
telling it when it’s O.K. to send information. You may find the 
arrangement of the connector slightly confusing. It has a single 
row of 13 pins and its mate in the printer has two rows of 13 
pins. The manual did not specify which set of pins you were to 
place the cable connector on. After considerable research, I 
discovered that you place it on the right row of pins (as you are 
facing the front of the printer) with cable pin #1 at the back. 

Graphics , ,. ... 
The PrintMate 99 is capable of printing dot-graphics with six 

of the 9 wires in the print head. Once the graphics mode is set, 
the patterns are printed with ASCII codes 64 through 127. Four 
densities are available: 50 dots per inch (dpi); 60 dpi; 75 dpi, and 
82.5'dpi. 

Documentation 
The PrintMate 99 comes with a 60-page reference manual (ours, 

however, still referred to the older MPI 88) and an abbreviated 
6-page reference manual. The manuals are easy to read and in¬ 
formative, except in explaining the hook-up of the RS232 cable. 
On the back of the 60-page manual is a reference card explain¬ 
ing switch settings and control characters. 

TI 99/4 Impact Printer 
Texas Instruments recently came out with a low-cost dot-matrix 

printer for the TI-99/4A Home Computer. This printer is a 
modified version of Epson’s MX-80, and most programs designed 
for the latter will work with the TI machine. The unit’s suggested 
retail price is $750.00. 
Special Features 

In text mode the TI printer is capable of printing 80 characters 
per second, bidirectionally with logic seeking. In the dot-graphics 
mode, printing is unidirectional. 

The RS232 interface with 2K buffer, RS232 cable, and dot- 
graphics comes standard—ready to use. 

The TI printer is capable of print densities of 5, 8.25, 10, and 
16.5 characters per inch, depending on the style of type being 
used. There are five basic type-styles. 

TI 99/4 Impact Printer 

NORMAL FONT 
CONDENSED FONT 
COND./ENLARGI 
1:3 il"\li II...., ii—li ¥<. S3 IF— - 
EMPHASIZED FDN 
DOUBLE STRIKE 

Continued on p. 19 
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GEMINI- 
FOR PRINTER VALUE THAT’S 

OUT OF THIS WORLD 

O 

Over thirty years of down-to-earth experi¬ 
ence as a precision parts manufacturer has 
enabled Star to produce the Gemini series 
of dot matrix printers—a stellar combina¬ 
tion of printer quality, flexibility, and reliabil¬ 
ity. And for a list price of nearly 25% less 
than the best selling competitor. 

The Gemini 10 has a 10" carriage and 
the Gemini 15 a 15Y2" carriage. Plus, the 
Gemini 15 has the added capability of a bot¬ 
tom paper feed. In both models, Gemini 
quality means a print speed of 100 cps, high- 
resolution bit image and block graphics, 
and extra fast forms feed. 

Gemini’s flexibility is embodied in 
its diverse specialized printing 
capabilities such as super/ 
sub script, underlining, back¬ 
spacing, double strike mode 
and emphasized print mode. An¬ 
other extraordinary standard 

feature is a 2.3K buffer. An additional 4 K 
is optional. That’s twice the memory of lead 
ing, comparable printers. And Gemini is 
compatible with most software packages 
that support the leading printers. 

Gemini reliability is more than just a 
promise. It’s as concrete as a 180 day war¬ 
ranty (90 days for ribbon and print head), a 
mean time between failure rate of 5 million 
lines, a print head life of over 100 million 
characters, and a 100% duty cycle that 
allows the Gemini to print continuously. 
Plus, prompt, nationwide service is readily 
available. 

So if you’re looking for an incredibly 
high-quality, low-cost printer 
that’s out of this world, look 
to the manufacturer with its 
feet on the ground—Star and 
the Gemini 10, Gemini 15 dot 
matrix printers. mnronics»in< 

MAKING A NAME FOR OURSELVES 

1120 Empire Central Place, Suite 216, Dallas, TX 75247 
For more information, please call Bob Hazzard, Vice President, at (214) 631-8560. 



SO F T W A R E 
The very best in a totally integrated accounting 
system for your TI99/4A* 

Accounts Payable $149.95 
Accounts Receivable $149.95 
Billing $149.95 
General Ledger $149.95 
Inventory Management $149.95 
Mailing List $ 99.95 
Word Processing $149.95 

Exclusive Update Service insures against obso¬ 
lescence of your FUTURA Software. 
*Disk-based requiring Extended Basic, 32K Memory Expan¬ 
sion, RS232 interfaced printer. 

FEBRUARY FEATURES 
Cassette programs in Tl Basic at $19.95 each. 

'COPTER CAPERS — Avoid many obstacles as 
you rescue victims from a burning building and 
deliver them to the waiting ambulance. 

DEATH STATION* = Excellent text — only 
adventure game challenges you to find fuel at a 
deserted space station so that you may continue 
your journey. 

MARS MARAUDER = Good navigation skills 
required as you try landing on Mars. 

Cassettes in Extended Basic at $19.95 each. 

COSMIC DRIFT = Earth's only space colony 
depends on you for supplies. Can you deliver? 

GETCHA! = They' re out to 'getcha' and only 
with skill and cunning can this unarmed mer¬ 
chant make the aliens destroy each other. 

‘Also available in Extended Basic. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Payment to accompany 
order. Add $1.50 for postage. Allow 10 days tor delivery. 

Write for complete listing of more than 60 programs for the 
TI99/4A Computer. 

Ehninger Associates. Inc. 
P.O. Box 5581 

Fort Worth, Texas 76108 
817/246-6536 

Who Needs A Printer?!.. .from p.9 
sist of solid lines. (The print you are reading in this article is fully 
formed.) The daisy wheel printer gets its name from the priit 
element which looks like a daisy with type at the tips of it 
elongated petals. The wheel rotates at high speed and a hanrr 
rner strikes the appropriate character as it passes by. The prill 
wheels are easily removable and are available in several styles 
and sizes. 

Daisy-wheel printers are slower than dot-matrix printers—will 
speeds ranging from 12 to 55 cps. They also are usually mud 
more expensive—from $1500 to $2000 and up. (Smith-Corona's 
recent entry into the daisy-wheel market is a superb exception, 
So is the specially modified Olivetti PRAXIS typewriter.) For tof 
quality word processing, you can't beat a daisy-wheel printer 

Is It Computer Compatible? 
You are almost ready for that shopping trip, but first you need 

to know about a little1 thing calk'd an interfere. 
Before your computer can begin c ommumc aling with a printer ■ 

the two units must be connected. That seems obvious, lout there'! 
a lot more to it than simply connecting a bunch of win's. Ther; 
art' matters ot voltage1 It've'is, timing, and protocol (which cle'vict 
says "hello" lirst). All ol these1 itt'ins are1 hunt I It'd by the intellect 

There are two major interface types for computer-printer com 
munieations: serial and parallel. The1 R3-2B2 card (Tl PI IP 1 2201 
lor the TI-99/4A accommodates both. (II you use1 a serial port 
on the R5-232 card, the parallel interlace will be open lor luturs 
peripherals you may want to count'd, but you'll nave1 to make 
sure the printer you buy also has an RS 232 inltTi’act' inslallcd- 
otten an option at t'xtra expt'nse. —td.J Be1 sure1 to buy a cable 
specifically designed for the interface-' you st'lecl. 

Evaluating Printers 
Okay. You are in the computer store. You have eU'tormined 

what kind of printer you are interested! in—one you know is com¬ 
patible with your TI-99/4A. How do you compare one printer 
with another? We shall list the1 features to look tor and oiler some 
suggestions on weighing one' against another. 

Printer Speed 
Printer speed is given in characters per second (cps) or lines 

per minute (Ipm). Most printers in the personal computer market 
specify cps. Printers that output an entire line at once (or ap¬ 
pear to do so) use I pm. 

One Blb-by-l 1 -inch page of double-spaced text contains ap¬ 
proximately 1800 characters. A 30 cps printer does a pagein 
one minute, or 30 pages in half an hour. A 1 50 cps printer does 
a page in 12 seconds, or 30 pages in six minutes. (But remember, 
when you are waiting for a printout, apparent time seems like 
twice the actual time!) 

After you have determined the speed, look lor features that 
make the most of that speed—or in computer lingo, increase the 
printer's throughput. Bi-directional printing is one example. The 
printer outputs one line from left tea right, the next Irom right 
to left, then left to right, and so forth. This minimizes the time 
the print-head must move without actually [jutting the character; 
on the page. 

Logic seeking is another wrinkle in the speed game. It mean; 
that a printer can go directly to the first actual print position or 
the next line—not starting at the extreme left or right margin 
Put the last two features together and you have a bidirectional, 
logic-seeking printer. If that doesn't impress your friends, not bint 
will. 

In normal text, there is a lot of while space—paragraph indents 
tabulations, double-spacing, and spacing at the lop and bollon 
of pages. Some printers can logically sum the number 3 
characters that produce blank spaces. For example, using 
logically-summed spaces, a printer will do a paragraph indeni 
in one continuous motion, rather than going one space at a Lime 
Using logically-summed line feeds, a printer can skip six line 
in a continuous motion, rather than in six separate line advances 

Character Styles 
Until recently, affordable printers could produce only uppei 

case characters, but the lower case is now available on most- 
units. Many offer a standard sel defined by 96 character codes 
called ASCfl (American Standard Code for Information Inter 
change). An increasing number of dot-matrix printers offei 
graphics and special characters. 
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Individual character styles vary widely and are subject to your 
own taste. However, one detail deserves attention here—lower 
case descenders. Descenders are the tails on the letters g, j, p, 
q, and y. Normally, these drop below the baseline of the other 
letters. But in many lower-density, dot-matrix printers the 
descenders are not "true," i.e., the letter is raised so the 
descender rests on the baseline. If you find this annoying, look 
for a printer with true descenders. 

You should also consider the character sizes available on the 
printer. Measured in characters per inch (cpi), standard sizes are 
10 (pica), 12 (elite), and 16,5 or 16.7 (condensed). Pica type is 
standard for data processing and general purposes. Elite is often 
used in business letters and legal documents. Condensed is useful 
when you want to pack many characters onto each line, for ex¬ 
ample, when you need to print 132-column tables on 8-inch 
lines. Many dot-matrix printers also offer extended characters 
(5 cpi, 2.5 cpi), which are nice for headings. 

Proportional spacing is a useful feature for word processing. 
The pica, elite and condensed characters are all monospaced, 
meaning each character takes up the same space. With propor¬ 
tional spacing, however, the space used by each character is 
proportional to its shape. For example, the "\" requires less space 
than the "m." The text you are now reading is proportionally 
spaced. This spacing allows more characters per line but does 
not appear condensed, and is easier on the eyes. For tables, col- 
umnated reports, and program listings, monospacing is 
preferable. 

Control Codes 
In addition to printing characters, many printers perform a 

variety of functions under computer control. The most common 
and useful of these control codes are: 

• Backspace (allows overstriking for boldface and special 
effects) 

• Tabs (positions are fixed or set by the computer) 

• Form feed (automatically advances the paper to the begin¬ 
ning of the next form) 

•Separate functions for line feed and carriage return (for 
special effects and timesaving) 

• Bell or tone signal (the only way some systems can get your 
attention) 

Paper 
What size paper can a printer handle? How many characters 

will fit on one line of that paper? Printers are often rated in col¬ 
umns per line: this is the same thing as characters per line. Can 
the printer accept page after page without your assistance, or 
do you need to feed it one sheet at a time? Ask these questions 
when shopping for a printer. 

If you are looking at impact printers, you'll have more choices 
in terms of paper size and handling. For word processing, an 
8V2-inch-wide paper is standard. It allows 80 characters per line 
at 10 cpi. If the printer has a condensed mode, you can get 132 
characters onto one 8-inch line. For data processing in an office 
environment, some people prefer printers able to handle paper 
up to 15 inches wide. 

Three methods of paper feed are available: friction feed (as 
on typewriters), pin feed, and tractor feed. With friction feed, 
the paper is in sheets or on a roll. With pin and tractor feed, 
the paper is continuous and fanfolded, with holes along each 
margin. Pin-feed systems have guide pins on the ends of the 
platen: tractor-feed mechanisms are external and often more 
reliable than pin feed. Some dot-matrix impact printers are 
equipped with both friction and tractor feed. Many friction-feed 
daisy-wheel units have optional tractor attachments. 

One problem with friction feed is paper alignment. During long 
runs using rolls or other continuous paper, the paper tends to 
creep to the left or right. Also there may be some vertical slip¬ 
page. This may be acceptable in most personal computer ap¬ 
plications, but not in repetitive-forms printing where margins are 
critical. 

User Communication 
One last question: Does the printer talk back to the computer? 

For example, if it is out of paper or ribbon, will the printer stop 
to inform the computer of the problem? And when you replenish 
the paper or ribbon, will the printer continue without losing a 

Continued on p. 64 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

NOT POLYOPTICS 
Twelve great games for the Tf 99/4{A). Specifically 

designed to take full advantage of the graphics and sound 
capabilities of Ti BASIC. 

(1) Addvance. Combines the best features of popular board games 
and then adds the action and unpredictability of the arcade. 

$13.00 

(2) Ant Wars. A war simulation based on the insect world. An 
optional spider adds a third party to reckon with. $18.00 

(3) Cars & Carcasses II. Your city has been invaded by draculae, 
frankensteins, and space monsters, and you must run them 
down. $10.00 

(4) Crosses. Markers are alternately placed on a grid, and the 
center piece of a cross captures it. Chain reactions sweep the 
board. $10.00 

(5) Hordes. The ultimate game of world domination. On a screen 
map of the world armies and navies vie for control. $18.00 

(6) Khe Sanh. Command a military base in Viet Nam during the 
Tet Offensive. Search and destroy, defoliate jungles, defend 
convoys. $18.00 

(7) Maze of Ariel. A maze game with a difference. Use lantern 
and grenades to negotiate a continuously changing, dragon- 
infested maze. $13.00 

(8) Sengoku Jidai. War game based on the period of the Shogun. 
From your castle stronghold reach out to conquer a world. 

$18.00 

(9) Ships! Take three men-of-war and sail them into battle. With 
weather changes complicating the action, you must broadside 
the enemy. $15.00 

(10) Starship Pegasus. Contact extra-terrestrial intelligence as you 
explore and conquer the stars. Complete with name and de¬ 
scriptions of the alien life forms. But watch out for Hyper-D 
Marauders! $18.00 

(11) Tickworld. Eight hungry giant ticks are after you. You must 
capture them and put them in cages. $13.00 

(12) Winging It. Flight simulator for theTI 99/4(A). Once you've 
mastered flying, three different games test your skill. $15.00 

OK. These games are all keyboard actuated, and you need 
no peripherals other than a cassette recorder. Mention this 
ad and receive an additional 10% off the above prices. 

13721 Lynn Street #15 
Woodbridge, Virginia 22191 

(703) 491-5543 

NAME_ 

ADDRESS. 

Please circle the numbers of the programs you're ordering: 

123456789 10 11 12 Suhtotal: 
Virginia residents add 4% sales tax. _. . 
Handling and shipping isfree. Orders Discount:- 
shipped the day of receipt. Support —^ . 
planetary exploration. lotai.- 
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One of the largest full line distributors 
of Texas Instruments 99/4A Home Computer 

Hardware, Software, Peripherals and 
other T.l. Products. 

Attention: T.l. Dealers! 
Consider LOGIX as your pri¬ 
mary or back up source of T.I 
Home Computer Products. 

Texas Instruments 
INCORPORATED 

Inventorying 
the vast T.l. line 

can be expensive. We'll 
be your “warehouse”, and 

at no additional cost to you as 
compared to buying direct from T.l. 

Call for information on availabilily and ordering. Please have resale Tax Number ready 
when calling. Sorry. No retail sales—we sell wholesale only to qualified dealers. 

A Division of RTA Corp. 

PO Box 4107, 991 Broadway, Albany, New York 12204 Call (518) 463-3251 Between 9 AM-5 PM EST 
Telex 710 441-8299 OR In The States of VT, Rl, PA, NJ, NH, CT, DE, and MA Call (800) 833-3420 foil Free 



Printers On Review . .from p.14 
The TI printer measures 4.2” x 14.7” x 12”, and weighs 12 

pounds. Access to the interior is a simple matter of loosening 
the four screws holding together the upper and lower housings. 
Inside are miniature slide switches that let you select form length, 
line spacing, character type, and several other options to become 
the default when the printer is powered up. You can also select 
any one of eight international character sets, and set up the RS232 
interface. 
Graphics 

The TI 99/4 Impact Printer is capable of printing dot-graphics 
interspersed with text on the same line. Two dot-graphic resolu¬ 
tions are available. Normal-resolution graphics can print up to 
480 dots horizontally on one line. Double-resolution graphics can 
print up to 960 dots per line. 
Documentation 

The manual for the TI printer is concise and easy to read. As 
a bonus, TI has included a number of program examples show¬ 
ing how to use each feature of the printer. The novice program¬ 
mer will find it a valuable tool, as it is designed specifically for 
use with the TI-99/4A computer. 

Microline 83A 
The Microline 83A, from Okidata Corp. is a high-quality, wide- 

carriage printer. Its 136-column bidirectional logic-seeking dot¬ 
matrix print head moves along with an impressive print speed 
of 120 characters per second (cps). The suggested retail price is 
$899.00. 
Special Features 

The 83A comes standard with a low-speed serial RS232 inter¬ 
face capable of transmission rates to 1200 bits per second (bps). 
An optional high-speed RS232 interface can be purchased 
separately for $120.00, increasing transmission speed to as high 
as 9600 bps. Friction-feed and tractor-feed both come standard. 
The friction-feed lets you insert individual sheets, (letterheads or 
envelopes) whereas the tractor-feed ensures the smooth flow of 
continuous fanfold paper. It is extremely easy to switch between 
the two. 

The 83A printer measures 14.21” x 12.91” x 5.24” and weighs 
32 pounds. On the front of the printer is the control panel. Most 
control panels include a “form-feed,” “line-feed,” and “on-line” 
switch, but the 83A takes it a step further. It has a rotary 
10-position switch to set the form length and another switch to 
set the paper’s present position as the “top of form.” This feature 
saves you from having to power down the printer just to set the 
“top of form.” 

Two paper feed paths are available. In addition to the normal 
feed path—from the back, through the print mechanism, and out 
the back again—paper can be fed up through the bottom of the 
printer. Of course a special table or desk top is needed, with a 
slot in the top for the paper to pass through. 

There are four type-styles available with the 83A, each of them 
software selectable. The printer will always power up with “nor¬ 
mal” type. Print densities are 5, 8.3, 10 and 16.5 characters per 
inch, depending on the type-style used. The 83A will print the 
following type-styles: 

Microline 83A 

NORMAL FON 
CONDENSED FONT 
ENLAR 
COND. / 
ENLARGED 

Access to the control card is easily gained. First remove the 
tractor-feed system (about a ten-second operation). Under the 
top cover you will find two Phillips-head screws holding the up¬ 
per housing to the lower housing. Once these are removed, the 
upper housing will lift off. You can then get to the two sets of 
miniature slide switches needed to set up the printer. The first 
is in the front, on the control panel. Use this one to set up any 
one of nine international character sets, plus a TRS-80 character 
set. The other set of switches, in the back of the printer on the 
control card, will let you set up the RS232 parameters. 

Continued on p. 64 

Utilities I 
THIS is the one! 

REPUBLIC SOFTWARE presents four 
valuable utility programs for the Texas In¬ 
struments Personal Computer—all at one low 
price. Whether you are a novice or an ex¬ 
perienced programmer, this is the one you need 
to give your programs that professional touch. 

UTILITIES I includes: 

1 • a disassembler that executes in Extended BASIC 
or in console BASIC if the Mini-Memory or 
Editor/Assembler is plugged in. 

2- point-plotting routines that provide high- 
resolution plotting capability in console BASIC, 
Extended BASIC, and Assembly Language. 

3* screen dump routines written in console BASIC, 
Extended BASIC, and Assembly Language for 
the TI 80 column printer and Epson printers with 
Graftrax or Graftrax +. 

4- a speech utility to allow the speech synthesizer 
to speak any word in an Extended BASIC 
program—without having TI’s Terminal 
Emulator II or Text-to-Speech programs. 

All versions of each of these utilities are included 
on every UTILITIES I disk or cassette tape. 

UTILITIES I is a quality product from 
REPUBLIC SOFTWARE—the folks who 
brought you RING DESTROYER. 

See your Dealer or order direct from 
REPUBLIC SOFTWARE. UTILITIES I and 
RING DESTROYER are each available @ 
$19.95. Please specify disk or cassette. All 
orders postpaid. 

Phone (202) 978-3554 to place your order and 
we will reduce the price of your order by $2.00 
to pay for your call. VISA and Mastercard 
welcome. 

Dealer inquiries invited. 

Republic Software, Inc 
P.O. Box 23042 
L’Enfant Plaza 
Washington, DC 20024 
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Unlimited Horizons Await You 
Scotch MARKETING offers a multi-level marketing plan 

for computer software and related products 
for an ever-expanding selection of computers. 

Now featuring FUTURA, SOFTECH, AGRITECH, 
MICRO-ED SOFTWARE, SCOTCHWRITER 
PRINTERS, WICO COMMAND CONTROL 

JOYSTICKS AND 3M PRODUCTS_plus more. 

★ Six categories of DEALERS 
★ Six levels of PERSONAL bonus volume 
★ Monthly, quarterly and yearly bonuses 
★ No investment 
★ No inventory 
★ No bookkeeping 
★ No servicing 
★ No pickup or delivery 
★ Monthly sales promotions 
★ Vacation and leave of absence provisions. 

Scotch MARKETING was publicly announced at 
Tl FEST in San Francisco on October 22nd-25th, 
1982. This IS the ground floor opportunity for you 
to participate in a newly formed, much sought after 
multi-level marketing corporation. 

Tomorrow’s Opportunity Today 
SALES KIT (opt ional).$16.95 (Shipping included) 

To become an Integral part of the clan with a plan 
contact your local authorized Scotch dealer or write 

rotrh MARKETING INC 

P.O. Box 1636 SSS DEPT MLM 
Springfield, MO 65805 



BeeJay FUNWARE 
BLACKJACK ■ One or two players against the house. 
Follows all Vegas rules. Excellent graphics. Multiple 
decks. We know you will like this one 
BLACKJACK ll(*) - Play blackjack with a friend - on the 
telephone! We are first with remote games for the 
99/4A 
CALENDAR • On what day of the week will your birth¬ 
day fall in 2001? In 1,000,000? This program explains 
our gregorian calendar system and will draw a calendar 
for any month of any year, even BC! It highlights the 
holidays and you can add your own special dates - 
permanently! Another BJF original! 
MINIGOLF -18 holes of miniature golf for 1 or 2 
players. 64 different greens. No 2 consecutive holes or 
games are the same. Challenging and fun! 
MINIGOLF ll(*)- Play golf with a friend - on the 
telephone! A fine use for your comm gear! 
XORKLE - A six-dice game for up to 6 players. A unique 
challenge to your daring and judgment! Can you throw 
a triple? If you XORKLE you’ve blown your turn! A 
BeeJay Funware original. 
XORKLE ll(*) ■ Play XORKLE on 2 home computers over 
the phone! Up to three players at each location. 
(*) requires RS232 interface, modem & a fellow 99’er 
similarly equipped. Each player must have a copy of 
the program (order two). All programs require Extended 
Basic. Multiple programs furnished on same tape or 
disk. 
******************** prices ******************** 

1 PROGRAM...$12.95 2 PROGRAMS.. . .$16.95 
4 PROGRAMS $21.95 PLEASE ADD $1.50 SHIPPING 
Colorado residents please add 6.5% sales tax. 

BeeJay FUNWARE 
983 S. Ouray St. 

Aurora, CO 80017 303-695-6213 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

Texas 
Instruments 

HOME COMPUTER 
Retail price $495. Your special BACH Company price is a 
low $299.95. Less Tl $100 REBATE - $199.95! Order today 
TOLL FREE 800-227-8292. In California call 415-969-6600 

Tl Home Computer. 
Peripheral Expansion System. 
RS-232 Card. 
Disk Controller Card. 
Expansion System Disk Drive. 
Maxell MD1 Single Side 5-1/4" Floppy Disk (10) 
Memory Expansion Card. 
P-Code Card . 
Pascal Development System. 
Solid State Speech Synthesizer. 
Telephone Coupler. 
Tl-impact Printer 
10" Color Monitor 

TOLL FREE 
800-227-8292 

299.95 
182.95 
134.95 
192.95 
297.95 

. .29.10 
228.95 
189.95 
370.50 
108.95 

. 158.95 
559.00 
319.95 

CALL FOR 
FREE Tl 
SOFTWARE 

LIST! 

99/4A 

The BACH Company 
715 ENSIGN WAY, PALO ALTO, CA 94303 

Letters . .. from p. 7 
che amount of editorial content, in each issue, against 
the ease of reading the content* 

Dear Sir: 
I am totally impressed with your magazine! It not 

only enhances the TI-99/4A*s fantastic capabilities, 
but it reconfirms what a smart decision I made to 
purchase this relatively unknown machine. 

There is a software program that I cannot find 
anywhere and maybe you or your readers can assist 
me. It is a political software program. With all the 
political groups in America* I am amazed there is not 
one program available for individual candidates, coun¬ 
ty chairman, or state committees. There must be 
a huge market just waiting to be tapped* 

Again, congratulations on such a balanced 
magazine. Texas Instruments 99/4A continues to 
achieve creditability and grow in demand in part 
because of your publication. 

Robert W. Geddis 
Hagaman, NY 

Thanks, Bob* for the compliment. Maybe a reader 
out there in 99er Land can tell us if such a program 
exists * , * 

Dear Sir: 
I have owned a TI-99/4A for well over a year, 

and I have been following the development of this 
computer since its inception. I have found that 99fer 
Magazine is by far the most informative reading of 
any of the computer magazines* I have devoured 
each issue, beginning on the way back from the 
mailbox* I am overjoyed to see that you have final¬ 
ly gone to a monthly publishing schedule. 

When I originally typed in the FORCE 1 program, 
I made provisions for the use of joysticks, but the 
suggestion by David Lewis in your November issue 
looked so intriguing that I added your suggested 
changes to the program. Unfortunately, the addi¬ 
tion will not work as published* 

A problem exists that will allow no motion at all* 
Line 640 does not allow movement if the key status 

is zero* The joystick routine does not return this 
value, so S remains set to zero. To solve this pro¬ 
blem, change lines 1690, 1700, 1710, 1720 and 1730 
as follows: 

1690 K = 88 : : S= 1 : : RETURN 
1700 K = 83 : : S= 1 : : RETURN 
1710 K = 68 : : S = 1 : ; RETURN 
1720 K = 69 : : S= 1 : : RETURN 
1730 K = 0 : : S = 0 ; : RETURN 

Besides these* there are errors on line number 
1680. The ON JZ GOTO , . . statement has its last 
two arguments reversed. This results in no north¬ 
ward sensing. This statement also lacks an eighth 
value. This will cause an error if the joystick is moved 
to the northeast position. To correct both of these 
problems* re-enter line 1680 as follows: 

1680 ON jZ GOTO 1730* 1690, 1730, 1700* 
1730, 1710, 1730* 1720, 1730 

After these changes* the FORCE 1 program will 
operate properly with joysticks as well as the ar¬ 
row keys. 

With the recent boom in Tl sales* my dream of 
organizing a local user's group has materialized. We 
have named the group* appropriately enough* 'The 
Daytona 99fers." Each of our last two meetings 
have drawn about fifty people. If we keep getting 
this amount of new people every month, there is 
a great potential here. I would appreciate it if any 
Tl users in the Daytona Beach* Florida area would 
contact us. 

I have many ideas for articles for 99fer Magazine, 
and I would like you to send me Author's Guidelines. 

Once again . , , Keep Up The Good Work. 
Ralph W. Fowler* III 
The Daytona 99'ers 

P.O Box 4596 
S* Daytona* FL 32019 

Ralph. Thanks for your corrections. Good luck 
to all The Daytona 99'ers and we look forward to 
any articles you care to submit. 

COMPUTER CASSETTES 
100% ERROR-FREE 

World's Finest Media. 

Custom Storage Case, Add 26C 
Each. 

UPS Shipping. $3.00 per pack 

For Orders Only 

1 -800-528-6050 
Ext. 3005 

MICRO-80™ INC 
2665-T BUSBY ROAD 

OAK HARBOR, WA 98277 
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/ / / dad fe'io&eatd 

ca j&io&td#vmcad 

You are in an ancient temple at the 
center of the earth where three dia¬ 
mond needles bear eighty golden 

rings of graduated sizes. At the beginning 
of time the rings were all on one needle; 
but now the temple monks are transferring 
the rings, one at a time, from needle to 
needle, never setting a ring on a smaller 
ring. When they have moved all eighty 
rings to one of the other two needles, the 
world will end . . . 

Possibly you have seen a children's toy 
along these lines—four or five disks of 
various colors and sizes, drilled to fit on 
three wooden pegs. The object is to start 
with the disks on one peg, and by moving 
one at a time—and never setting a disk on 
a smaller one—transfer the entire pile to 
another peg. If you don't have one of these 
in your closet, here is a pocket program 
of the puzzle for you and your friends. 

When the program is run, four "rings" 
(they will actually look more like short 
bars) will appear on the left of the screen. 
There is room on the screen for three piles 
of rings. (To make the game pocket-sized, 
the pegs were left out.) To move a ring 
from one pile to another, press key 1, 2, 
or 3 to designate which pi e (left, center, 
or right) to take the ring from, and then 
press 1, 2, or 3 to designate which pile to 
move the ring to. That's all there is to it. 

The program works this way: rings are 
represented by the numerals 1, 3, 5, and 
7. Peg (1), Peg (2), and Peg (3) are variables 
in which the presence of rings on the three 
pegs (or piles) are recorded. Thus in line 
200, which is part of the initial setup por¬ 
tion of the program, Peg (1) is given the 
value 1.357 corresponding to the presence 
of all four rings on the first peg. The left¬ 
most numeral is the one on top. 

At the beginning, pegs #2 and #3 are 
empty. When a ring is moved 
from one peg to another, the values of the 
"peg()" variables change accordingly. For 
example, if our first move is to place the 
top ring from peg #1 onto peg #2, then Peg 
(1) changes from 1.357 to 3.57 and Peg (2) 
changes from 0 to 1. 

These changes are performed in line 450 
(where the "size" of the ring being mov¬ 
ed is figured out) and in lines 500 and 510 
where the values of the "peg( )"s are ac¬ 
tually changed. "From" and "too" iden¬ 
tify the pegs. They are given values when 
the keys 1, 2, or 3 are pressed. The three 
"top()" variables are strictly for the graphic 
display; they record the positions of the 
tops of the piles on the screen. Convenient¬ 
ly, the rings are 1, 3, 5, and 7 characters 
wide. 

"Status" is used as part of the "call key" 
routine to tell the machine when a key has 
been released so that the program can go 
ahead. Now read through the program and 
see if you can follow what is happening. 

Stacks 
The piles of rings in this program are par¬ 

ticularly graphic illustrations of the stack, 
a ubiquitous and very important idea in 
practically every kind of software. Like the 
rings in these piles, things stored on soft¬ 
ware stacks (subroutine return addresses, 
interrupts, whatever . . . ) come off the 
stacks in reverse order to the way they 
went on. Because the items stored on our 
pegs are only single numerals, we are able 
to use a simple "trick"1 to represent each 
of our three stacks. We just construct a 
number for each digit we want to repre¬ 
sent. The TI-99/4 and 99/4A employ 
numbers accurate to 13 decimal places us¬ 
ing a radix-100 representation, so we can 
push and pop numerals onto and off the 
eft end of these with abandon, multiply¬ 
ing and dividing by 10 without fear of 
roundoff error. 

Homework 
Now that you understand how the pro¬ 

gram works, it's time to personalize it to 
make it your program. Here are some sug¬ 
gestions; Teach the machine to count the 
moves, recognize an end condition, and 
tell how many moves it took to get there. 
Add the pegs and color the rings. Expand 
the game to five rings. 

Finally, if you make some estimates of 
how fast the monks are moving each 
golden ring, you can determine how much 
time the world has left. (You will need to 
know the fastest way to shift the rings.) If 
the holy men went modern and taught 
their TI-99/4 to move a ring every micro¬ 
second, would you be ready to sell your 
long term bonds at a discount? .. 

If you find an application for this "trick" in a program 

of your own, you will be entitled to call it a "method." 

(A "method" is a trick used twice). 

oy o. i, nun 
Qtrs 32?A, Yerba Buena Island 

San Francisco, CA 94130 

100 REM ******************* 
no REM * TOWER OF HANOI * 
120 REM ******************* 
130 REM 99' ER VERSION 2-4.1 
140 REM BY S- T. HOLL 
150 REM 
160 REM 
170 DIM PEG(3) ,TOP(3) 
ISO CALL COLOR(7* 1, 1) 
190 CALL COLOR (8, 2,2) 
200 PEG(1)—1.357 

210 PEG (2)=0 
220 PEG(3)=0 
230 TOPl1)=10 
240 TOP(2)-14 
250 TOP(3)=14 
260 CALL CLEAR 
270 CALL HCHARUO, 6, 88, 1 > 
280 CALL HCHAR(11,5,SB,3) 
290 CALL HCHAR(12,4,8B,5) 
300 CALL HCHAR(13,3 ,SB,7) 
310 CALL KEY(3,FROM,STATUS) 
320 IF 5TATUS=0 THEN 310 
330 CALL KEY<3,DUMMY,STATUS) 
340 IF STATUS=—1 THEN 330 
350 FR0M=FR0M-4S 
360 CALL SOUND(100,110,3) 
370 CALL KEY<3,TOO,STATUS) 
380 IF STATUS=0 THEN 370 
390 CALL KEYC3,DUMMY,STATUS) 
400 IF STATUS=—1 THEN 390 
410 TOO-TOO-4Q 
420 CALL SOUND(1GO,262,2) 
430 IF (FROM<1) + (FROM>3) + (TOO>3) + CT 

0D<1)THEN 310 
440 IF (PEG(FROM)=0)+((PEG(TOO)<>0> 

*(PEG(FROM)>FEG(TOO)))THEN 310 
450 SIZE=INT(PEG(FROM)) 
460 TOP(TOD)=TOP(TOO)—1 
470 CALL HCHAR(TOP(FROM),3+(FROM”1) 

*9+-5*(7-SIZE),87,SIZE) 
4SO TOP(FROM)=TOP(FROM)+1 
490 CALL HCHAR(TOP(TOO),3+(TOD-1)*9 

+.5*(7-SIZE),88,SIZE) 
500 PEG(FROM)=10*(PEG(FROM)-SIZE) 
510 PEG(TOO)=-1XPEG(TOO)+SI ZE 
520 GOTO 310 
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THE PROWRITER” IS HERE!!! 
COMPARE 

PROWRITER 
120 CPS 
Buffer - 3K included 
63 LPM 
Hi Resolution Graphics 
Friction and Tractor 
Serial and Parallel 
Forward & Reverse Paper Feed 
Bi Directional Print 
1 Year Warranty 

EPSON 80 
60 CPS 
Buffer-Optional 2K 
46 LPM 
Block Graphics 
Friction - Extra 
Serial Card • Extra 
One Way Paper Feed 
Bi Directional Print 
90 Day Warranty 

SPECIAL OFFER: OUR PRICE SUGG. RET 
Prowriter 10" $669.00 845.00 
Tl-Pwriter Word Process. Program 
Name-lt Mail Merge and Form 

included 32.00 

Letter Program included 32.00 
RS232 Cable* included 35.95 

* RS232 Required. $669.00 $944.95 

Call 513/232-7784 

STAND ALONE PRICE: 
Prowriter 10” (Par. & Ser.) $599.00 
Prowrlter 10” (Par. only) 499.00 
Prowriter 15” (Par. & Ser.) 725.00 
Prowriter 15” (Par. only) 695.00 
RS232 Cable 35.95 
Tl-Pwrl ter word process, prog. 32.00 
Name-lt Mail Merge 32.00 
Parallel Cables 35.95 

or send to: 

CINTRONICS 2284 DONNINGTON LN. 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 45244 

Cost of phone call will be rebated with purchase orders Add 2% for shipping. Ohio residents add 5Y2% state sales tax. 

FREE CABLE 
* 

WITH THIS 

CASSETTE PLAYER 
C548S* 1 

W Mlr. Si Suggested M1r.'£ Suggested 
List PnM 

PLUS $ 3.50 SHIPPING 

% 

8 DELUXE FEATURES 
(1} AUTOMAT 1C SHUTOFF 
(2) 3-01$ IT TAPE COUNTER 
(3) PkAr+O-KEV 

OPERATION 
(4) SLIDE *0UT 

HANDLE 
(5) CONDENSER 

MICROPHONE 
(6( TAPE-EJECT 

BUTTON ^ 
(7) LEO BATTERY 

CONDITION/RECORD ^^k 
INDICATOR ^^k 

(B> BUILT-IN AC ADAPTER 

PUIS; 
SPECIAL CIRCUITRY RECHARGES ^^B 
THE MONEY-SAVING NICKEL- 
CAD MIUM BATTE R IfS n kji ind. i ^ 

FULL ONE YEAR WARRANTY 

* free 
CABLE 

TD RUN THIS 
WRECORDER ON A 

7 TI 99/4 HOME 
COMPUTER 

(A $14,95 VALUE) 

VA 

IATA ■ ^^ATA SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER ONLY TO: 

NOVADATA SYSTEMS INCORPORATED 

HAVE computer- 1104 SUMMIT AVENUE 

WE-LL cable PLANO, TEXAS 75074 

TELEPHONE 214-423-6694 

# TEXAS RESIDENTS ADD 5% SALES TAX ALLOW 3-4 WKS DELIVERY 

WE’LL CABLE 

Computer Peripheral 

5%" Disk Drive Power Suppli 

• Guaranteed in writing tor 120 days 
•Cases accommodate alJ standard 5 Vi" drives. 
•Over current and over voltage protection. 
•Dealer inquiries invited. 
• Call or write for quantity discounts 

2 N*w Shuman Drlvt 
1 Dual P/SHorV 

1 Two DrHva C«bl« 

— Dual Power Supplies i 
• Horizontal — 12x12x3 Vi.$74.95 
• Vertical — 7x12x6.$74.95 
• OpenFrame —7x2x3 w/o-case $59.95 
• Single Horiz. P/S — 

6x12x3V2 .$44.95 
•Custom 4‘ 2-Drive Cable.$21.00 
• 4-Drive Cable .  $32.00 
•Dual Case. Horiz. or Vert. 
(w/oP/S).$24.95 

•Single Case. Horiz. (w/o P/S) . . . $18.95 
•Shugart 5V« Disk Drive $204.95 

SA 405 — 6ms T-T. SS. SD or DD 

Terms: Personal checks allow 14 days, COD, 
M.D.. Certified Checks,Credit Cards add 3% 
Shipping and Handling: $3.00 West and $6.00 
East states. Alt shipping USP surface other 
means extra. 
Send to: 

c.r.r. 
P.O. Box834, orcell... 

Oak Harbor-, WA 98277 (206) 679-4797 

_•***_ 
•*•*******•*****•*•**1 

8 i,» * • 
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TEX-COMP” 
Tl USERS SUPPLY COMPANY 

' YOUR LUBBOCK CONNECTION™4' 
Tl-99/4 PRODUCTS AT PROFESSIONAL PRICES 

ATTENTION Tl-99/4 USERS TEX COMP HAS BEEN SUPPORTING THE ENTIRE 99/4 PRODUCT LINE TO PROFESSIONAL AND INDUSTRIAL 

ACCOUNTS. SINCE THE INTRODUCTION OF THE Tl-99/4 NOW YOU CAN PURCHASE ALL YOUR Tl-99/4 REQUIREMENTS FROM ONE 

SOURCE AT LOW "PROFESSIONALLY DISCOUNTED" PRICES ON THE ENTIRE 99 '4 PRODUCT LINE WE ARE A DIRECT Ti NATIONAL AC¬ 

COUNT AND DEAL DIRECTLY W'TH Tl, ASSURING YOU THE BEST SERVICE, EARLIEST SHIPMENT AND LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES. 

SEND FOR FREE ORDER KIT AND COMPLETE PRICE LIST 
_CONTAINS MONEY SAVING SPECIAL OFFERS AND NEW PRODUCT INFORMATION 

FREE SHIPPING ON SOFTWARE ORDERS OVER $100. (PHD, PHM, PHT) 
*100. RKHATK. & FHKK SPEECH EXTENDED TO APR. 15 

Tl-99/4 PRODUCT LINE 
CONSOLE 
PHC 00 A A 

PERIPHERALS 

Your Cost 

TEX-COMP USERS SUPPLY DIVISION 
P.O.BOX ;j;S0H4. GKANADA HILLS. CA 9i:U4 (213) 873-4750 

PHP 
PHP 
PHP 

1200 
1??0 
1240 

PHP l 

PHP 
PHP 
PHP 

1260 
12HJ 
1280 

PHP 
PHP 
PHP 
PHP 

PHP 

PHP 
PHP 

PH A 
PH A 

1500 
1600 
1700 
1800 

1880 
2800 
2200 

2100 
4100 

Tk99K4A Horrtg Computa*. 
Color Tv FlF Modulator (14.96 with computer). 
* * La** 1M 00 rebate direct Irom Tl. 
tOim ACTUAL COST. 

Peripheral Expansion System 
PS-232 Card . . 
Disk Controller Card" |One Disk Manager module1 
packed with each Disk Ctni'ulleri 
Expansion System Disk Dnve iD^k Drive Connuiier 
repui'edj .... 
Memory Expansion Card |3?K RAM| 
P-Code Carp I32K RAM Memory fnpansion requirfrdj 
Pascal Development Sysiem — Incudes P-Code Ca*d 
rPHP i270i UCSD Pascal- Compile/ (PHD 5063j 
UCSD P-System As&embier Linker (PHD 5Q64) and 
UCSD P-System- Ediior Fi<er U1 'lilies iPHD 5065j 
132* Menti'y Expansion. Disk Drive and 
Coni'5llej are reqjirpdi . 
Solid State Speech v Synthesizer 
Tp-ephone Coupler (Modem) rRS-232 roquiredi 
RS-232 Accessories Interface 
D-sk Dfjvc Controller (Qn? Disk Manager madulf phoned 
w ir escr Disk Conrroiierj 
D jsk Memory Drive ID'S* Drive Compiler required. 
T I Fmpacl Printer 

Memory Expansion |3?K RAMi 

H F Modutalor (TV Adapter) 
1C Color Monitor . 

279.95 
14 95 

■100 00 
tf-4,10 

170.95 
125.95 

170.95 

286.95 
214.95 
17B.M 

PHM 31 13 Micr0S£^1 "Muhpjn -.\'K 
DiSX D'J'VJ C^r"1.1 j-- ,|-m 232 find 
Pinter j-e -■piro^i’-^i-'n^d ; 

Dilkrnt 
U 95 

PHD 50-01 Mai in§ l <jr 53.95 
PHO 5003 P&rSOriii FrnarK jl A-dS 15.95 
PHO ^0? i Checkcxx:* MaPjger 15 95 
PHD 5077 Personal Tax Plan 

|Aar0^5fk So'tvvife -re i lp Cod# ar-0 32K Ver-c-ry E^p-^nR.or 
S'B reqjiret3 PS232 anc? P-mr^r jre rer df" r-1? 1 

Caiaant 
74 » 

PHT 6003 Personal Finance 11.95 
PHT 6038 Busm055 Aids LiJjrar^ Lpas? Puf-nr',l^fl DeOSiC-ns 

lP'lr-i’er ii f0COn-iiT'^nd6u . 46.55 

Education Personal Enrichment 
CMmind Module* 

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES 
PHP MOO Wirf-o Remote COrilrolers f Joy Sticks M Par) 

Pma 3000 Dua Casseiie Cable 

APPLICATION PROGRAMS 
Home Management Personal Finance 

Command Modules 

Horn’ Financier Decisions 

Hnus^ho'd Budgpl Managpmeni -.Darci silage 

PHM 
PHM 

L'JUOii 
3 DOT 

PHM 
PHM 

PHM 

PHM 

3012 
3013 

3Q1G 
3022 

PHM 3044 

PHM 31 11 

. ■. !■ nr is rf-f .jiri'ir’ie-nripn-1 

Securities 4n,HySiS 
Per^pj. i'.-:cc-i J Keeping .o.lld storage 
IS recur-1-i-.1^^]I 

Tax Invesilent Rpc.trd hooping ■:&k s-m^-il- ^i -s renuvem 
Per5onal Real E^MU: ; m ,i..M,;a Svslem 
is mc-i’rn^ri’e'J'1 

Persor'di Peoort Cnlf’i'ralor iD n.i ^Iqr.ige SvSl^m 
is retor-mended -^l: PhM Ji‘ i is lec-Cinimendedl 

TI Writer .TU'h.Mer :-y p xc.V:i on. ftSJ32 F’rpier 
Ois* 0'ive -ir-c; Cu1 'Pr ,jh 'H/uned) '.Available 'or 

T1-99 jA orivr 

Tm* Intrumtfitt Pickigii 

357 96 PHM 3002 Eflrly Learning Fun 

107.95 PHM 3003 Beginning Grammer 

160 94 PHM 3004 Numte^ Magic 
160.95 PHM 300$ Video Graphs 

PHM 3Q0& Video Chess 

214.95 PHM 3010 Physical Filness 

357 » PHM 3020 MuSlC MekfF :0a'i SiOr:ige ST'irtfrn S 'pror-r-Hndedl 

51995 PHM 3021 Wf^-ghl COnlrol anO T*ulr'lion -U.-Hd Si /.iye L3^^iL"ii 

2B6S6 
PHI^t 3064 

■SK.L^^erUedl 
Touch Typing To'or Av,n jc-e 'nr Tl -iy J4 -i >-| 

35.95 
312 95 

PHM 3109 Tl Lugo Jl i 32Memory P (.oan^iyn ii 'nHj.i i-'-C i 

PHM 301 h Eark Heading ism-o iiaiw Speech 
Synihe^Tpr ^ reuuiri?di 

Heading Fi,n iSo -u Si^ip Soeecr- Synih^M/er 15 25-95 PHM 3043 

ia.95 
PHM 3046 

recd^rnerried 
Reading On 

PHM 3047 Reading Roundup 
PHM 3046 Reading Rally 

22 96 
PHM 30&2 Reading Fhghf 
PHM 3027 Add-on a^d Subvacfion 1 rSo'-d Siaie Sueecr v 

30.95 PHM 3026 
Syrlhesize' ij 

Add'tion and Subjection 11 s^-ic Si a i-- Si^ech L 
41.95 

PHM 3029 
Synmes-zer is reconimeMed. 
MullipliCaliOn 1 iSol.d Suit? is 

53 95 PHM 3049 
recommerdpdl 
Division F i'So'd Siak- Spee!.-' ■ STrinp^.j^.- 

53.95 EnltrlBinr ant 
reron'me'iotc: 

M 95 
Command Moduln 

Tticaa ln»trumtnla Packaf** 
PHM 3009 FOOtlM'l 

T* 95 
PHM 3016 V'dec Gam^s l 
PHM J023 Hunt th# Wympus 

22 95 
22.95 
1595 
16.95 

53.95 
22.95 
30 95 

J6 95 

PHM 3024 indoor Soccer 
PHM 3025 Mind Charters 
PHM 3030 A-Maze-lng 
PhM 3052 Tombstone City 21st Century 
PhM 3053 Tl Invaders 
PHM 3054 Car Wars . . 
PHM 3057 Munch Man 
PHM 3042D Tunnels Ql Doom 12 D'sk^te! Games :.-c u-:ledi 
PhM 3042T Tunnels of Doom i2 Cas&sllfi Game* let lufed; 

PHM 3056 Alpmer 
PHM 3110 Chisholrti T'flif 
PHM 3112 Parsec 
Mm?n Bradley Petki^e* (Developed by Minor Bradley Company} 
PHM 
PHM 
PHM 
PHM 
PHM 
PHM 
PHM 
PHM 
Adventure inlerneiionel Peckeget [Developed by Scon Adama) 
PHM 304ID Adventure rp..jit AdveriurR Oi^kede Game included) 
PHM 304 IT Advenve ■P-'Jit Adveriu'R CassefTe Game Incrudedl 
Gebriel Indutlrie* Package* (Developed by Gabriel Induttrtet) 
PHM 306 7 Othcio i D?ve jped h>-Gadrie loduSl-ie*;- 
Adventure intemahonal Adventure 5+nn (Developed by Seen Adams) 

3031 The Attack 
3032 Biastc 
3033 Blackjack and Pnke^f f 
3034 Hu&6p 
3036 ZeroZap 
3037 Hangman 

3038 Conned Four 
3039 vahtzee 

2\' 

' i' 9'- 

19 -15 
jl:- 95 
30 95 
30 1*5 

30 95 

43 95 
43.95 

30 96 
30 95 
30 96 

30.95 
19.95 

19.95 
19 95 
15 95 
1595 
15.95 
1995 

37.95 
37.95 

30 95 

30 95 PHT 6040 OF PHD 5046 Adveniu' eland 22.95 
69.95 PHT 604 ? °r PHD 5047 Mission impossible 22.95 

PHT 6Q4fl or PHD 504S Voodoo ensile 22 95 

41.95 
PHT 6049 or PHD 5049 ■Thfi Count 22 95 
PHT 6050 or PHO 5050 S^tirge Odyssey 22 H' 

4 1.95 PHT 6051 Or PhD 5051 My5lery Fun HduSe 22.95 

41.95 
PHT 6052 or PHD 5052 Pyramid oF Doom 72.95 

41 95 PHT 6053 or PHD 5053 Gho-sl Tliw n 22 95 

dl Q-S PHT 6054 or PHD 5054 Sa^'aae is a-'ii 1 & M 30.95 

41.95 PHT 6Q&&' Or PHD 5056 Guidon Vny-age 22 95 

Ctttrtie 
30.95 Th>l liUlTurnenli Pjckagts 

PHT 6010 Mystery Mdr-dy T95 
30 95 PHT 601 & O'dies Blf GC'Odes Games 1 19.95 

PHT 601 7 Oldies Bl/ Gciccmr-s: Games II . 16.95 
30 95 

OTHER APPLICATION PROGRAMS 

30 95 
Coirim-and HfldulH 

PHM 3011 Speech Editor 1 So-itf SMte Sp^^ch ■ :r-" .-=. 35.95 
PHM 3014 Si alistrc 5 1D j 1 a slor age siv ■" n - - t r . 35.95 
PHM 3026 Exlended BASIC 74 95 

?? PHM 3035 Terminal Emulator H 3B 95 

PHM 3055 Editor Assemble- iDim Sysier- ,.'a t. K Pam v^-nor., 

n‘. 'egunen'i ■ 74.95 

PHM 3050 Mmi-Memory 74.95 

POSTPAID Tl 99/4A ACCESSORIES FROM TEX-COMP 

FOR USE WITH BELL MODULAR PHONES ONLY. 

OPTIONAL 9 V PATTERY ELIMINATOR $10.95 POSTPAID 

NEW — DESK TOP PRINTER 
STAND BY DATUM 

80 COL. 
132 COL. 

Vinyl 
■ tonds 

NEW — SIGNALMAN MARK III MODEM 
FOR THE 99/4 and 99/4A—DIRECT CONNECT. 

INTRODUCTORY OFFER—$94.95 POSTPAID (Sug* list $139.) 

TEX-NETtm SPECIAL — TERMINAL EMULATOR II only $34.95 
When purchased with Mark II Modem. 

SPfClJki Source/Tex-Net 
sign on and hour use 

with purchase 

SPECIAL — $15.95 POSTPAID 

JOYSTICK ADAPTER — Allows two Atari 
wired Joy Sticks to be used with 99/4 or 
99/4A, 
only $10.95 with any WICO or Tex-Comp 
Joystick. 

NOTE — This item required with ALL WICO joy 
sticks or when using two Tex-Comp Super Joy 
Sticks (order with Atari wiring). 

$14.95 postpaid! 

$16.95 postpaid 

coated steel 
allows paper 

storage under printer 

WICO 
COMMAND 
CONTROL 

JOY STICKS 
IMPORTANT—Joy 
Sticks rquire Tl 
adapter $10.95 
with Joy Stick. 

f 

Joystick 15-9714 $26.95 
I - Extra-tang bet lurtf*onp mi mow. 

/ Hiujtity Hid aully Into M B iadvd portion* 
' - Low-proAaL hHvv-duly ptaittc bu* 

Fjnws Rsd BU" Jwlk* 15 97X $29.95 
* ■ *«de-1>T» nrt hrt hw^Hhet w peppthty am 

*uHy Into rt S audwl pnrtton*. 
■ - LowpnUtta, tM*vy-fhily putc bu*. 

The COMMAND CONTROL trackball $57*95 
> “ - frtAjrv. imrton-eidttHj modutaf onna 

* ■ Ml pomm unique aw dun. 
la an Inlktae nvidw of poaHona. OOP rirt b* 
Id mw> tha acaal of i.«i imiii ohtada. 

- OuH$<-Kbon button naurt to to. baH. tor aenoPt, 
control 

J Ttw Irirt^ttoei modtd* - 72-tWC 

Flip ‘N’ File tm 

$27.95 
For Tl Module* end Cauatlai 

FO*rFA»n 

Eaiy Fbif ibI'ibfb iriBi '■.iK'igp $|$ip~ .• •: i:i:ij[jp 

D'Q-'<kl» f 8“i* 1C i ^ a1 j'Ajc lYa'P" ..a !'r .vt ■ ir-r- 
'm'b bI !hp #mk tIjI i1-- ■■ ■ ■-«! 'll ■■ Mi ilni^B 

kii.iu i-i-t-,+: iv ..3, ri'.- j' ■.'■■■■.■ - 
-ri:-rppJiBhw a-hBlhn' iipan .n • ■■iw.bv ■■ a ih^ j - ..n. h ■ 

ltb4 dufrl ill** 'J 

(M. »«■ ■ -”(10.5 -..i* + r.flni-, 
Pll« B'B $B|I • T'.I'BJF .1 h A--> ' ■' - ■ ■:J I- ' iK A 

-r+' L,-|‘' K 1 la yi' fliM 

Flip ‘N’ File tm 

$23.95 
fat J '.-V' Mini Htfc* 

POSTPAID. 

a r Ijhn w i„ 
■Jbb-'b-H pnq. imn|. 
1*^1 r™ Pm, l.n r up hJ I .r. j.il ... I|,:,1qn „n,., * 

r-i"|J|M iv1"”!"- i_Iu**4 ^-‘iiIbi I rni,i> 9 -l>."Ti Juil |bj' 
■jiy: ir ~il •mp^nini f'ri'iTiiii ■■ 

■■III C*k*+'lp *.'-n : '■■■ » JO. 'Ilh'-f -Ml^l in-,.', rh. 
uiiiqu* -il Hnaigi- D'C'i'Oi-9 I'-.' in r v i.pi-h ^ jy gouH'ra bi a- *■>, 

■r.y ni-vjs, 

TI99/4A 

compatible 

SPECIAL — 10 
PREMIUM GRADE 

HUB-REIN FORCED 

DISKETTE* A 

FREE PLASTIC 

LIBRARY CASE 

$24.95 POSTPAID 

SPECIAL — 8 
DATA QUALITY C-ll 

Cassettes (BASF) in 

FREE Plastic 

storage case 

$9.95 POSTPAID 
TI99/4A compatible 

SUPER JOY STICK! 
RATED «1 

A commercial arcade 
joy stick adapted for 
use with your 99/4 or 

99/4A. Increase your Tl 
invaders score. More 
reponsive action. 

$34.95 postpaid 

TERMS: All prices F.O.B. Los Angeles. For fastest service use cashiers check or money order, Personal checks fake ol least ten days lo clear. Add 3% shipping and handling ($3 00 
minimum). EoM of Mississippi 4'A%. [Free shipping on all software orders over $100. and on postpaid specials}. Add G'/a% S.T. tor delivery in Calif. Prices and availability sub eel to 
change without notice, We reserve the right to limit quantities. Sorry no credit cord purchases or colled calls, these costs increase your price. 
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Part S 

By Samuel D. Vincus 
CctiUtiboliUff L'ditur You are trapped m .1 maze .mi! 

mossier:. threaten from every o<>rru-i1 
rhe maze seems familiar, bul you 

can't ni'M lerr 1 iw r h ovv y'Qi 1 got 0 u 11 a st 1 i 1 k-. 
! i;ijI' ■- riglii you LJ^ed a key, Bl, I you just 
dropped your key in adopter room, lion 
y you could remember what you did lasit 
game, of where you nut thal key. If only 
you had .1 Mtetefty fo* these adventure 
games, instead ot slumIjling through them 
m the mercy of I he warlocks, vipers;, nr 
other powers that he , , 

! a?I month, Irt the first par! of this ar'i- 
c e, I i.il.^i 1 i a bo li t ad v entufirt g n ger 1 e ■ \\ 11 
tolling how to chart a course and avoid the 
spares that can crop up In these games, 
This fln□ 1): 1 i t frift■ rs sis rules tor strategies 
in help you win these '"puzzle/' and 
‘swin<i aj'td sorcery" games! Are you 

ready? then lei's go, 

Rule 1 “Make a MapE 
Most ad cm Lures take place m major sites 

that .ire broken into CH-IO. different loca¬ 
tions (t: a I Jet I rooms I jy . u I ye n t u re fs), O ne 
1 an enter iheso rooms in oil her the obvious 
way (through a door 01 ’window} o< 
through ■. v. common methods (chanting 
a spell or rlfinking a potion). In most (If not 
all) 01 the Scott Ad. u is ad ventures, at least 
one of the doors is locked. I n any c,we. the 
on ly w: ty to kee p track of y0 u r 1 n oves 1 ror 11 
room Of room is to make a nap and up¬ 
date it iTjntkualiy, I ven i you. think your 
memory is up to keeping track br the 
v.M inus locations, a rvfipip is good insurance 
against foolish mrstakes. Remember, 
sui lelime. you wlfl !rave to return to a 
room m order to 1 om plate the adventure. 
You may even have to go back to the start 
mg point. 

In addition, a really nasty adventure vvr t- 
or Will include both flytraps and rowes. 
I11 n real fly trap mini. you are -airc La die 
every time, but in the Scull Adams adven 

Lures, you will find yourself in fake fly-traps, 
i Us means that you may. indeed, rii<> 
whenever yOLl enter a particular location 
un less you h.wr pruviotttfy dor re some 
tfoiRft required of you i Pot example,, in one 
f! A ’I adventure the > inly way 11 ould got 
out of a room (through ;t locked rusty door) 
was to drink a strength potion. Had I not 
drunk it, the room would have been a fly 
h.ip, A map is invaluable in remembering 
whk 11 fGpiris are dangerous. 

In maze, you always Seem to return to 
the same location no matter which way 
you move. It can toe confusing to move 
from room to room, al identical, A map 
helps you keep track or the maze:. 

Whenever you enter a room, update 
your map with the visible exits, the room 
cort ten Is. ami anything else you think jsfm 
portant, List ail contents, no matter how 
trivial they may seem. You c.m 'lever tell 
when a glass, or a match, or an empty bo* 
will become very important late' on. 

fi'htttAry Jyii.i 25 
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Computer Gaming is a magazine for all game 
lovers—players, designers, and programmers of 
microcomputer games. Regular features include prod¬ 

uct reviews, letters to the editor, player strategy, 
a question and answer forum, a Hall of Fame for high 

scorers, tutorial articles on game design and program¬ 
ming, plus interviews with professionals in the world 
of computer gaming. 

All submissions for Pros on Programming are 
governed by the same conditions and payment rate 
as manuscripts sent to other departments of 99 er 
Home Computer Magazine. Materials submitted for 

the features shown below are treated the same for 
Copyright purposes as Letters to the Editor in 99 er 
Home Computer Magazine (as explained in the 
Masthead); if chosen for publication, the material (ex¬ 
cept for 99*er Hall of Fame) will earn for its author 
a free computer game (either Tl or third-party) and/or 

a one-year subscription to this magazine- 
99 er Hail of Fame candidates with high scores in 

Tl, third-party, or Computer Gaming games must 
completely describe the conditions under which their 
scores were achieved (he., skill level, keyboard or 
joystick use, screen number, partner participation, 
appearance of screen, etc.) Candidates may not be 
directly related to or affiliated with the programmer 
of the game or the publishing firm. No compensa¬ 
tion will be provided to new inductees whose names 
are chosen to be immortalized—Fame is its own 
reward , , . 

Make sure you note where your exits 
took you. In the booklet that comes with 
the ADVENTURE Command Cartridge, 
Scott Adams presents some suggestions on 
map-making. Read his suggestions and try 
to follow them. Don't get discouraged if 
your first efforts look like a bowl of spaghet¬ 
ti. Just wait until the map looks too hard 
to follow and then redraw it. Even the most 
experienced adventurer has to redraw dur¬ 
ing his game, if you find a previously 
unknown exit from the room (a hidden 
passageway, for example), don't forget to 
add it to the map. Write down what you 
did to find the exit, and retrace your path. 

Rule 2-Save the Game! 
All Scott Adams games allow you to save 

your game status—such as your current 
room location, inventory, and clothing. 
Use this feature after every 10 rooms or so. 
It will help you restart your adventure in 
cast1 you do something foolish and get 
killed. Always save a game before1 doing 
anything that you know is dangerous (such 
as pushing a button). In some of the more 
difficult adventures, 1 have1 saved different 
game strategies, then started from the 
beginning with the idea of doing things in 
other ways. 

Never get so engrossed in the game that 
you forget to save it. If you successfully 
negotiate a maze, and then get killed off, 
it is very frustrating to do it all over because1 
you didn't type in SAVE GAME. 

Rule 3 - Look, Look, Look! 
Whenever you enter a room, its contents 

will usually be described to you in detail 
(unless you have been blinded during your 
adventure or the lights are out or.). But 
don't rely on the descriptions alone. Ex¬ 
amine everything (using the EXAMINE or 
LOOK command) in the room. Pay atten¬ 
tion to every item in the room. Look at it. 
Move it. If it is a book or a piece of paper, 
rend it! It the room has writing on the wall, 
read that too. And don't forget to examine1 
pictures, rugs, or other items that are on 
the floor, walls, or even ceiling. Try to get 
as much information as possible. 

If there is a container, such as a box or 
chest, open it and look inside. If something 
falls out, you will find it added to the 
description of the contents of the room. So 
if you open a chest and the adventure says 
"there's something there?," look at the 
room contents to find out what it was. By 
the way, if something {Joes fall out, that is 
no reason to stop examining the container. 
A writer of difficult adventures may have 
an unimportant item fall out first and leave 
the really important contents for last. Keep 
looking until you are told that there is 
nothing important left. 

If you try to move a certain item, and it 
doesn't budge, it may mean the item isn't 
important. Just as likely, however, it only 
means that you don't have the skill or tool 
to move or get the object, For the moment, 
just put it on your list. A room that you 
stumble into later may contain just the 
thing you need to move the1 rock or lift the 
chain. 

Rule 4-Keep Track of Your 
Inventory! 

Keep track of everything you carry, If you 
enter a room and see something you think 

you may need, just tell the game to GET 
it. The only problem is that, as in real life, 
you can't carry everything. Sooner or later, 
you will have too much. You will have to 
DROP something to make room for a new 
item. This isn't hard, as long as you 
remember to DROP items after they have 
been used (for example, an empty gun or 
burnt-oul match). In most adventures, an 
item is used only once. Sometimes, 
however, it may be needed later. 
Remember, you can never be sure of 
anything! 

In sword and sorcery play, you must also 
keep track of your status. If you are wound¬ 
ed, your strength ebbs as you continue 
your journey. You may decide to fight a 
creature under the assumption that your 
strength is still high when in fact, you are 
bleeding to death! 

Rule 5 - Keep Track of Objects! 
Always update your map with the items 

you find in a room. If you take out an oh 
ject, c ross it off your map. If you then drop 
it in another room, relocate it on your map. 
It is can harassing to forget where you 
dropped your gun when you need it to kill 
a rattlesnake1. 

Keep in mind that objects may change1 
during a game1, A lump of dirt, when 
washed, may reveal a crystal ball. A branch, 
when whittled, becomes a flute. Make sure1 
you note1 how an.object changed, what 
you did to change it, and where it is now. 
A change may be very subtle—a match 
burns out. a canteen is tilled or emptied. 
Note* even these slight changes. 

Rule 6-Try, Try, Try! 
When you try something and find 

yourself stymied, don't give up! There is 
usually an alternative1. First, try different 
commands. For example, you may say 
WET RAG and be told that the game 
doesn't understand. You may have to try 
POUR WATER in order to wet the rag. If 
vou run out of commands, look for a dit- 
terent approach. You may have to pour the 
water into a pan and then say DUNK RAG. 
Of course, it may turn out that nothing will 
work—that you are indeed trying the im¬ 
possible. Very often, however, you are just 
not using the right approach. For example, 
you may be traveling on a tree-lined path 
with exits to the north and south. After ex¬ 
ploring these exits, you find that you can't 
get anywhere. Don't give up! Did you try 
to climb a tree!' That may be1 your only way 
out. 

Maybe? you are sure that the treasure is 
in the room, but you can't see it. Did you 
(Jig for iU Just because you have gone over 
all the visible objects and obvious exits, 
don't think vou have1 exhausted all the 
possiblities. 

You are not limited to moving in just four 
directions. Up and down are also possible1. 
In addition, a lot of adventures let you say 
things like GO PATE4 if you want to travel 
along a path or GO MOUNTAINS if that 
is what you see in the distance. 

If you do find yourself in a real pickle 
(such as the maze I mentioned earlier), do 
not panic:. Think it through. Act as though 
this were real life. EHow would you solve 
the* problem then? In a maze, you could 
drop an object and then move. If the ob- 

Continued on p. 50 
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is more than a game, it is a course 
in programming, covering many of 
the fine points of the art. Part i (Vol. 
1, no. 4) gave some basic rotes for 
designing games. Part 2 (Vol. 1, no. 
5) laid out a coding plan for a "strip¬ 
ped down" version of tfre game. Part 
3 (Vo. i, No. 6) showed how to code 
in the complete program and how 
to debug it, in this final portion, Mr. 
Plncus shows how to add graphics 
using Extended BASIC. The complete 
Chuck-A-Luck Extended basic pro¬ 
gram is also included here. 

Chuck-A-Luck 
Part 4 

By Samuel D. Pincus 
Contributing Editor 

Before me was the task I had been put¬ 
ting off from the beginning: to plan 
the graphics for the DICE—ROLL 

routine. 
Because the program had been coded 

in Tl BASIC all along, I coded this routine 
using HCHAR and VCHAR graphics. It oc¬ 
curred to me however, that the Extended 
BASIC graphics ability (i.e., sprites) would 
add a lot to this program. Then I saw that 
it could be done both ways. 

The only problem was that I am not very 
graphics oriented. Oh, 1 do all right, but 
I am no world-beater at eye-boggling 
displays. That left me one option: I called 
for HELP!! and turned to my "Guru of 
Graphics,” Ron Binkowski. You may have 
seen his name on some fine programs he 
wrote for 99't'r Magazine. 

I asked Ron to develop a graphics 
routine to display dice rolling inside a 
Chuck-A-Luck wheel. About two weeks 
later, he called me back with the bad 

news, "No dice” (pardon the pun, I just 
couldn't resist it). Rolling the dice was just 
too complicated for this program, but Ron 
did come up with an idea to move them 
graphically. 

Starting to Rolf 
I reworked Ron's routine so that it could 

support both SPRITE graphics for inclusion 
in the Extended BASIC version and 
HCEIAR graphics for Tl BASIC. The design 
indicated that DICE_ROLL needed an in¬ 
itialize routine (to set up some variables) 
as well as the actual graphics roll itselt. I 
added another module to display each 
player's name, cash balance, amount bet, 
and dice value bet. 

The DICE—ROLL routine needed three 
new arrays. Each die can be thought of as 
a formation 3 pieces high and 3 pieces 
wide. Each character can have either a dot 
("pip”) or be blank. Since there are throe 
dice and each needs 9 characters, we will 
have to keep track of the locations of 27 
characters. The 9 characters for the first die 
will be numbered 1-9; for the 2nd die, 
10-18; and 19-27 for the third die. The ar¬ 
ray called LOC_X keeps track of the ”x” 
co-ordinates (the horizontal rows) of these 
characters while LOC_Y keeps track of the 
“y" co-ordinates] (the columns). This 
means that both of these arrays must be 
DIMensioned with 27 entries. 

The array called DICE_PIP tells whether 
characters are blank or have a pip for each 
possible value of the dice. Since there are 
six possible dice values, each to contain 
information on nine characters, we will 
need a two-dimensional array composed 
of 9 entries for each of 6 possible dice- 
values. 

Arrays are Like Buildings 
Remember our discussion about arrays? 

I said that you can envision an array as a 
building with a number of rooms on each 
floor. Well, in a two dimensional array, the 
first variable can be thought of as the floor 
number. The second number is the room 
on the floor. For example, you can think 
of DICE_PIP(2,4) as the value located in 
the 4th room of the second floor of a 
building called DICE_PIP. For our pro¬ 
gram it will contain the information about 
the 4th character (middle row on the left) 
needed to display a dice roll of a 2. 

To make the display more interesting, 
Ron added 3 more dice: values. He realized 
that, depending on how a die fell, the 
values of 2, 3, and 6 could be portrayed 
two different ways. The three extra 
"floors” in DICE_PIP are alternate displays 
for the values of 2, 3, and 6. This meant 

the DICE_PIP had to be DIMensioned as 
(9,9). I added this code as line 110. In ad¬ 
dition, for the SPRITE version of the routine 
in Extended BASIC, Ron needed an array 
to keep track of particular pieces of the die, 
to determine if they were in position. He 
called this array LOC, and since there are 
27 different pieces, I DIMensioned it at 27 
in line 120. 

I then added the code in lines 
20010-20420 to fill in the data needed for 

the new arrays. Lines 20100-20200 are 
used to read in the data for DICE_PIP. 
Each DATA line (in 25000-25080) describes 
whether a character of a dice value is sup¬ 
posed to be blank (= 0) or have a pip (= 1). 
Each line gives the information needed for 
the 9 characters making up the dice value. 
Line 25090 is an extra DATA line. Tl BASIC 
usually slows down when it reads the last 
DATA line in a program, but with an extra 
DATA statement, it never reads the last 
line, and never slows down. 

In order to simulate the DISPLAY AT 
function, available only in Extended 
BASIC, I added a routine to the Tl BASIC 
version in statements 4900-4930 to print 
whatever was in MSG$ beginning at COL 
on the row contained in ROW. It runs 
much faster than the code given in Tl's 
Programming Aids I software package, 
because it is restricted to a single row and 
does no preliminary editing of the message 
area. In lines 20300-20420, I added the 
codes to show where each of the 9 
characters for each die are to be displayed. 
In the Tl BASIC version, these are actual 
row and column numbers. In the Extend¬ 
ed BASIC version, these contain the "dot 
row” and "dot column” values needed for 
sprites. 

I then coded lines 2000-2370 to display 
the information about each player on the 
screen. The new code in 2600-3920 
displays the three dice values graphically. 
Lines 2630-2740 give a 50-50 chance that 
a dice value of 2, 3, or 6 will be displayed 
in its alternate format. The 9 characters 
making up the die are then displayed in 
the loop in lines 2750-2990 in the Tf BASIC 

Continued on p, 51 
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Announcing new educational courseware 
for microcomputers to improve your child's 
Basic Skills, High School Skills or Foreign La 

I MW « m.-gk 

J( >W. PLATO Basic Skills. 
fOW. PLATO High School Skills. 

Both for use with TI99/4A.4 
.r x&fc 

working needier to make- this nationally 
recognized PLATO courseware* available 
via mix l ocornpliters. 

Control Data's PLATO Basic Skills $ a 
prejbensive curriculum-designed to enhance jl 
the development dF elementary amljphjor ? 
high Reading, Math and Grammar skills 

C ontrol Data's PLATO High School Skills 
help High school level students master Reading, 
English, Math, Social Studies and Science. It 
has been used to assist students preparing for 

r, • 

•< 
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WIDEN YOUR CHILD’S WORLD WITH 
THIS INTRODUCTORY OFFERING. 

10 DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE. 
Now, until May 31,1983, 
when ordering a lesson 
at $45.00, you may order 
additional lessons for just 
$35.00 each, (Additional disk 
is included with each lesson 
at no additional charge.) 
Mail this form, or call toll-free 
800/233-3784. (In California, 
call 800/233-3785.) 
Apple* is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc, 
Atari* is a registered trademark of Atari, Inc. 
II* is a registered trademark of Texas 
Instruments. 
Warranty available free from the Control Data 
Publishing Co., 4455 Eastgate Mali, San Diego, 
CA 92121. 

BEFORE ORDERING: CHECK TO 
MAKE SURE YOUR EQUIPMENT 
MEETS THESE REQUIREMENTS, 

Apple II 
PLUS 

Atari 
800 

Tl 
99/4A 

Memory: 

No. of 
drives 1 disk and 1 disk and 1 disk and 
required: controller controller controller 

Operating q q g 3 3 q q q 2 
PLATO 
Interpreter 
Cartridge* 

Will display on any color or b/w monitor 
or TV compatible with your microcomputer 
fisted 

*PLATO Interpreter Cartridge may be ordered 
directly with the order form below. Only one per 
Tl 99/4A machine is needed. 

CONTROL DATA PUBLISHING CO., RO. Box 261127, San Diego, CA 92126 

SHIP TO: (Please Print) 

Name _____ 

Address. 

City_ State. 
I I Payment enclosed (Check or money order only, Make payable to Control Data 

1 Publishing Co.). 

Lj Mastercharge LJ VISA d] American Express Q Diners Club 

Number I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

Your signature_Phone_ 

INTRODUCTORY PRICES: One lesson $45*00. Each additional lesson $35.00, 

Price for order.$ 

Calif. Residents: add 6% 
sales tax.$ 

Add $2 shipping and 
handling.$ 2.00 

TOTAL PRICE:.$ 

Please complete the following: (Indicate computer for which yoili are ordering courseware.) 

apple n plus □ atari soo □ ti 99/4A □ Available on APPLE II PLUS only 

Title (see course 
Quantity description for skill level) 

Basic Number Facts 

Whole Numbers 

Decimals 

Fractions 

Physics—Elementary Mechanics 

French Vocabulary Builder 

German Vocabulary Builder 

Spanish Vocabulary Builder 

Computer Literacy Introduction 

Allow 3-5 weeks for delivery 

If not completely satisfied, you may return alt lesson material within 10 days of receipt for a refund. All 
orders subject to acceptance. This introductory offering expires May 31,1983. 
Control Data Publishing Company supplies this courseware under a personal license agreement rather 
than for sale Customers obtain the right to possess and use PLATO courseware by paying the prices 
specified and agreeing to the terms and conditions of the license agreement contained in the package 

| | Include PLATO Interpreter Cartridge 
— for my Tl 99/4A. Price $50.00. 

| j Please send information on_ 

lesson(s). 

p] Please send_ 
copies of your courseware catalog. 

Title (see course 
Quantity description for skill level) 

French—Travel Words 

German—Travel Words 

Spanish—Travel Words 

French—Shopping Words 

German-Shopping Words 

Spanish—Shopping Words 

French—Classroom Words 

German—Classroom Words 

Spanish—Classroom Words 

Available March 30 Allow 3-5 weeks for delivery 



NL Wl1^. Nine lessons in 
Foreign Languages for 
use with Apple II Plus, 
Three lessons each for French, 
Spanish and German. Hacli 
lesson uses a hangman or 
pyramid game to help children 
learn words most associated 
with defined activities. For 
junior or senior high students; 

Travel Words: Children study 
French, Spanish or German 
Wprds (hey need to know to 
buy train, plane or bus tickets? 
order in a restaurant; request 
medical assistance* read st reet 
signs? etc 

Shopping Words: Children 
study French, Spanish orGer' 
man words they need to know 
to shop for food, clothing, etc. 

Classroom Words: Children 
study the French, Spanish or 

German words that are common 
to the school environment. 
* Available March 30 

Physics—Elementary 
Mechanics: Students are 
shown a physical problem, then 
must "purchase" the missing 
information to answer it 
correctly For senior high 
physics students. 

French, German, Spanish *%£ 
Vocabulary Builders: Gives 
children a basic vocabulary of 
500 words. Supplements intrcF 
ductory and refresher courses. 
Computer Literacy—Intro¬ 
duction: For jr. or sr. high 
and vocational school students. 

Lessons Available 
For Apple II Plus, 
TI 99/4A and Atari 800, 
Haste Number Facts: Practice 
in addition without carrying; 
subtraction without borrowing? 
arid multi pi ication/d i visi on 
with single digits. For elemen¬ 
tary students, 

Whole Numbers: Practice in 
addition, subtraction, multi¬ 
plication, division and mixed 
numbers.1 or elementary and 
junior high students. 

Decimals: Practice locating 
decimal numbers on the number 
line. For elementary students. 

Fractions: Same skill level and 
format as decimals. 

INTRODUCTORY 
OFFERING: 

•Single lesson, $45.00 
• Additional lessons, $35.00 ea 
•Additionaldisk included 
with each lesson ordered at 
no extra charge 

* 10 day money back trial 

SEND FOR PLATO 
COURSEWARE CATALOG 

For a free copy of our PLATO 
catalog, or to order,mail reply 
card? call toll-free 800/233-3784* 
or write Control Data Publish¬ 
ing Cot, PO. Box 261127, San 
Diego, CA 92126. In California, 
call 800/233-3785. 

( 

PUBLISHING 
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EXPLANATION OF THE PROGRAM 
Lifeline to Titan 

Line Nos. 
100-160 
170-190 

200-260 

270-360 
370-420 
430-460 
470-480 

490-800 

REM statements. 
Check for expansion memory 
If it’s there, delete all sprite 
motion. 
Initialize variables and set 
character colors. 
Define character patterns. 
Initialize arrays. 
Set up title screen. 
Branch to set up playing 
screen. 
Main control loop. 

810-960 
970-1040 
1050-1490 
1500-1650 

1660-1740 
1750-1810 

1820-1850 

1860- 
1990- 
2070- 
2140- 
2240- 

1980 
2060 
2130 
2230 
2280 

Display title screen. 
Display instructions. 
Display landscape. 
Display playing screen and 
messages. 
Ship explodes. End of game. 
Input options for the next 
game. 
Initialize variables to play the 
same game. 
Good landing. 
Do instant replay. 
Subroutine to play a sound. 
Subroutine to do explosion. 
Subroutine to stop sprites. 

By Bill Bies 
217 Park Entrance Dr. 
Pittsburgh, PA 15228 

At long last, our resupply mission is 
almost completed. Over 25 months 
ago (it seems like 25 years) we left 

Earth for this desolate mining communi¬ 
ty on Titan, Saturn's largest and richest 
moon. 1 guess we should be thankful— 
our TI-NAV computer shaved three 
months off the trip by using the gravita¬ 
tional "slingshot" effect around Jupiter. 

Unfortunately, Hke almost all mining 
communities, this one is located in the 
middle of the roughest mountain range 
on Titan, and landing here reminds one 
of playing Russian roulette . . . 

I can make out the mountain range as 
we descend for our filial approach. The 
landing site is now coming into view. 
They call that a landing site? It's not much 
more than a rocky ledge with a mountain 
to one side and a cliff to the other! If 1 
can land this one, I'll be asking for a 
bonus. Oh well, here goes everything . . . 

You can finish the story when you run 
this Extended BASIC program. A random 
landscape on the screen is created, and the 
object of the game is for you to maneuver 
your lander to the only flat part of the 
terrain. 

There are three levels of difficulty—the 
higher levels providing a smaller pad to 
aim for. On the third level you barely have 
room for your lander. 

You can maneuver your ship with either 
the keyboard or joystick #1. On the 
keyboard you use the S and D keys to 
rotate the lander, and V to fire your 
rockets. On the joystick you merely move 
the paddle left or right, and press the fire 
button for thrust. 

Now that you're ready, put on your 
helmet and strap yourself in. There are 
some desperate miners down there, and 
you wouldn't want to “alienate" a Titan 
miner when he's hungry . . . 

100 
1 10 
120 
1 30 
no 
150 
160 
170 
1 BO 
190 

200 
210 
220 
230 
240 
250 
260 

REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 
ON ERROR 
RAMS="N" 
COLL INIT 

************************ 
* LIFE LINE TO TITAN * 
$*********************** 

BY BILL BIES 
99’ER VERSION 2.4.1XB 

210 

CALL LOADt-31873.O 

RAM«=”Y" 
CALL CLEAR 
RANDOMIZE 
FOR SET=1 TO 14 
CALL COLOR(SET,16,1> 
NEXT SET 
CALL SCREEN(9) 

270 Vj1 

280 

190 

300 

310 

'.20 

CALL CHAR(40,"80402010080402010 
1020408102040BOFF"&RPTS(HO",28) 
&"FF") 
CALL CHAR(96,"0010102828447C820 
008181828689804000408182BC83008 
00020C34C8281010") 
CALL CHAR(100,"000002BC48502020 
0000807E4C3020400080605B4658608 
04020304C7E800000") 

CALL CHAR(104,"20205048BC020000 
10102BCB340C02000830CS2B1B0B040 
00498692818180800") 
CALL CHAR(108,"B27C442B28101000 
2019161418181OOO1OOC13141810200 
0080814132C304000") 
CALL CHAR(112,"04040A123D400000 
02040C327E01OOOOO1061A621A0601O 
OOOOOO17E320C0402”) 

330 CALL CHAR(116,"0000403D120A0404 ! 
0040302C131408080020101814130C1 
OOO10181814161920") 

340 CALL CHAR(120,”00101B1B1416194“ 
7 

350 CALL CHAR(122,"0000040202000000 
0000000404040000000000001008080 
0000000000020202") 

360 CALL CHAR(126,"0000000000206030 
G000000080A06060000000000020202 
00000000707010101"> 

370 DIM DIR(28,2),HGT(256),N*(3),RP 
LY(25.3) 

380 NS(1)="CADET" :: NS(2)OFFICER 
1 :: NS (3) =11 VETERAN" 

390 RESTORE 410 :: FOR CELL2=1 TO 2 
:: FOR CELL1=1 TO 24 

Continued on p. 38 
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EXPLANATION OF THE PROGRAM 
Night Blockade 

Line Nos. 
170-250 

260-320 

330-350 
360-430 

440 

450 
460-570 

580-600 
610-660 

670-690 

700-720 
730 

740 
750-1220 

760-800 

810 

820 

830 
840 

850-910 

920 
930 
940 

Sets appropriate keyboard flag 
for 99/4 and 99/4A. 
Displays instruction page while 
DATA statements are read and 
graphics characters defined. 
Character definition data. 
Sets of screen coordinates for 
row and column arrays. 
Radar scope correlates for 
target positions. 
Initial values for new game. 
Array reading and character 
definition. 
Colors for graphics set, 
Displays menu and branches to 
selection. 
Additional coordinates for 
ENTER on 99/4A and ENTER 
and period on 99/4. 
Initialization for new game. 
Turns Firing Mode Indicator 
off. 
Sets up screen. 
Main loop. 
Keeps track of shots, resets 
shot counter and checks for 
end of game. 
Branches randomly to im¬ 
mediate missile launch. 
Conditions for immediate 
missile launch. 
Ship postions are incremented. 
Conditions for delayed missile 
launch. 
Branches randomly to missile 
launch by first or second ship 
or bypass of missile launch. 
Line 880 registers player 
reaction. 
Draws scope. 
Displays ships and blips. 
Produces radar scan. 

950-1000 

1010-1020 

1030-1170 

1180-1220 

1230-1260 
1270-1510 

' 1530-1810 

1820-2110 

2120-2200 

2210-2250 

2260-2390 

2400-2590 

2600-2750 

2760-2910 
2920-3050 
3060-3110 
3120-3430 

3440-3910 

On player input branches to fir¬ 
ing mode, menu, repeat scan or 
beginning of game cycle. 
Turns loading Indicaor off and 
Firing Mode Indicator on. 
Produces repeated scan with 
space bar down or shot with 
firing key. After initial repeat 
scan space bar acts as pause 
key. 
Increments shot counter and 
checks for current limit of per¬ 
mitted shots, turning Loading 
Indicator on if limit reached. 
Checks for hit. 
Ship destruction. 
Subroutine to increment ship 
positions, This is in two stages: 
a simple addition to each pos¬ 
tion and a randomly assigned 
addition to make ship progress 
less regular. 
Subroutine to display ship and 
blips. 
Subroutine to display flash of 
ship destruction and sound of 
explosion. ; 
Subroutine for flash of gunfire ; 
and missile launch. 
Subroutine to set up screen for 
game, 
Subroutines to turn Loading 
and Firing Mode Indicators on 
and off. 
Subroutines to draw scope and 
produce scan. 
Instruction page. 
Menu. 
99/4 key redefinition. 
Light and sound effects of 
missile explosion. At line 3260 
program resumes at 920 if 
SM = 0. Otherwise damage is 
determined and reported. 
Defeat message. Missile launch. 

Listing begins on p. 39 

By Ants Reigo 
161A Kenwood Ave. 

Toronto, Ontario Canada M6C 2S6 Man your battle stations. ENEMY 
ALERT! It is 3 rii’ce auiet even¬ 
ing on boarcL yoMr battleship, 

until an enemy taskforce tries to break 
the blockade you've set Up. To make 
things worse, it's night—so you can't 
even see the enemy. All you have to 
guide you is the beeping of yotir radar 
scope. Suddenly you open fire on the 
intruders, and with each explosion the 
night sky lights up, giving you a better 
idea of what you're up against. 

Night Blockade was written in an ef¬ 
fort to come up with a fast-action 
game—one in which the entire keyboard 
is read as rows and columns on the 
screen, so that aiming your camion is as 
simple as pressing a single key. 

Playing the Game 
When the menu screen appears, 

select the "NEW GAME" option. The 
screen will go black, ahd a small green 
radar scope will appear at the bottom of 
your screen. Enemy vessels show up on 
the radar scope, accompanied by a 
beep. Your objective is to direct the fir¬ 
ing of your ship's cannons to destroy the 
enemy. To do this, press the space bar 
to put your cannons in firing mode. That 
mode will be confirmed by either "fir¬ 
ing mode engages" (the 99/4A), or a 
magenta rectangle (the 99/4). Once in. 
firing mode, you can press any key to 
fire a shot. Each shot fired will light up 
the screen, momentarily giving yOu the 
precise location of the ships. At first you 
are limited to six shots per round before 
having to reload. If enemy missiles strike 
your ship, they will knock out some of 
your guns and reduce the number of 
shots you can make without reloading. 
If you do not fire immediately after 
entering the firing mode, the computer 
will leave firing mode and return to radar 
scan. 

The only way to win the game is to 
stay alive. There are, however, two ways 
to lose: If you let two ships get by you, 
or your fire power is reduced to zero, 
the game will end. A display shows you 
the number of ships you have sunk and 
your percentage of hits vs. misses, with 
the option of starting a new game. 

If you wish to take a break in the mid¬ 
dle of the game, press the ENTER key. 
It takes you back to the option page 
where you can resume play by selecting 
the CONTINUE option. 

'Vil'.r 

Note: If you have the 99/4, the letters 
in lines 2320, 2330, 2340 and 3340 
should be changed to upper case. 
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Super Sale on New Disk Drives 
Starting at $ 199.95* complete!! 

with Power Supply and Case. 

single sided 40 track — dual sided 40 track 

single sided 80 track — dual sided 80 track 
for 

RADIO SHACK — HEATH/ZENITH — APPLE' 
IBM/PC - TEXAS INSTRUMENTS & MOST OTHER COMPUTERS 

New!! Special Special - Call us!! 
Featuring Drives for the T1-991 4A 

TOLL FREE ORDERING GENERAL and TECHNICAL 
1-800-343-8841 1-617-872-9090 

Diskettes of all SiZGS (Box of 10).starting at $15.95 
Dot Matrix Printers.$Call 
Word Processing Printers.starting at $999.95 
Printer Buffers 8Kto 64K.starting at $133.00 
Disk Drive Cases and Power Supplies. starting at $49.95 
Filler pieces for Basf slimline drives.$4.98 

*Ask about our Ifettl]l)feI&bU8feWarranty- 
Dealer inquiries invited. 

SOFTWARE SUPPORT 
tirms: One Framingham Centre, Framingham, MA 01701 
M. C./Vita/Amex and parsons I /Ai7\ 070 onon 
oheoks aeeepted at no extra charge. to l / f O f ^-yuyu 

e_* Hours: Mon-thru Sat. 10 am to 6 pm (E.S.T.) •hipping; Please call for amount. 

1 'TANDY CORPORATION 
2 ‘ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS 
3 'APPLE COMPUTER CORP. 
4 'IBM CORPORATION 
5 'TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 

aiuo xsia S3Aiua xsio saAiua xsia S3aiuq xsia SBAiua xsia SBAiua xsia sbaiuq xsia SBAiaa xs 
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Your Galaxy is threatened by The Nebu- 

lons, an Alien Force from The Veil Nebula. 

Take command of the most advanced 

Starfighter available to defend your Star 

System. Use the Joystick to maneuver 

your Ship and fire Lasers. 

Spectacular graphics and sound effects 

are made possible with this Assembly 

Language Game. Aliens approach you in 

3-D as you try to destroy them. Laser 

Blasts recede into the distance when 

fired. Your view is from the Pilot's Seat. 

More Software Available 

FREE CATALOG 

Price: $30.00 ppd. 

Requires Joysticks, Extended Ram, 
Disk System and Extended Basic. 

HEADWIND SOFTWARE 
6347 LAKESHORE 

DALLAS. TEXAS 7521 4 

214/ B24-D223 

“Fifteen men on the dead mans chest 
Yo*Ho-Ho, and a bottle of Rum.” 

Your five man diving team has found the lost 
treasure of BEackbeard the pirate! Unfortunately 
it is at the bottom of a shark infested sea and it 
is protected by two giant Octopuses!! 

********* ********** Warning 
The sharks haven’t been fed since the last 

time someone played this game and they love 
to eat divers!!! 

Automatic multi-level game with free plays. 
Beautiful full color graphics and special sound 
effects. Written in Extended Basic- 

Cassette-G06C-14.95 Disk-G06D17.95 
CA residence Add 6% State Tax 
1 st class shipping/handling-1.50 

IV yi [ Free Game Brochure Available_• 

G MILLERS GRAPHICS 
1475 W. CYPRESS AVE. • SAN DIMAS, CA 91773 

(714)599-1431 

WIZARD’S DOMINION 
99/4 A Fantasy Adventure 99/4A 

The Voritka Ogres are on the prowl. Only the 
hN, Wizard’s Apprentice, the Evil Wizard, the Hero and the 

. W Evil Prince have enough courage to defeat them and 
pm rule Wavoria. Inside the caverns of The Wizard's 
| ) \\ Dominion lay gold, adventure and magical powers, 

Cju] • 3-D Perspective • Magical Powers Galore 
I j • Superb Graphics • Compfex Battles 
r * • Ages 12 to Adult • Many levels to Conquer 

/ f \ Extended Basic Language 
All this for only!! $19.95 cassette $21.95 disk 

-Announcing New Games!!_ 
Let your computer take you on exciting adventures. Go to 

strange new lands.,.go back in time...visit a haunted house...solve 
the puzzles and mysteries. Get ready for hours of adventuring fun 
as you play the new Tlventures by Scott Morgan. 

• HAUNTED HOUSE • AQUA BASE 
• STONE AGE • THE FOUR VEDAS 
• FUN HOUSE • MINER ’49 ER 

Extended Basic Language only $14.95 each cassette! 

ENTRAPMENT (An Arcade Game You Can Beat) 
Now you can bring the speed and fun of video arcade games 

home at a reasonable price. Entrapment is written in assembly 
language for fast moving excitement. Either the Extended Basic, 
Mini-Memory or the Editor/Assembler module are required. 
Memory expansion and disk system also required. Joysticks 
optional. only $19.95 disk! 

Many other programs in Basic & Extended Basic available. 
Write for more information. 

Complete instructions included. To save C O D. charges, send check or 
money order plus $ 1.50 shipping/handling MN residents add 5% sales 
tri y 

I-AMERICAN SOFTWARE 
( W( DESIGN & DISTRIBUTION CO. 
\ASDAD > P.O.BOX 46 

COTTAGE GROVE, MN 55016-0046 

FFF Software Presents .. . 

SHUTTLE COMMAND 
Earth is threatened by thousands of Russian Attack Military 
Satelites (RAMS). The United States readies the space shuttle 
Enterprise to combat the menace and selects you as its 
commander. 

Your view is from the cockpit and you see the RAMS approach 
(in 3-D) from deep space. Your mission is to destroy them before 
they destroy Earth-or you! 

The producers of the now-classic TI-ASTEROIDS bring you a new 
and challenging space game. Joysticks are optional, but recom¬ 
mended, for this exciting Extended BASIC program which features 
1 or 2 player capability, 12 skill levels and great graphic effects. 

A valiable for only $ 17.50 on cassette or diskette 

Also Available . . . 

TI-ASTEROIDS 
See what the Experts are saying: 

" Tt-ASTEROtDS is by far the best space game we have 
seen programmed for the 99/4 in an [Extended] BASIC 
Language. " 

Charles LaFara, President 
International 99/4(A) Users Group 
Newsletter (Vol. 1, No. 7) 

" f was impressed to see what couid be done in Extended 
BASIC... by such firms as FFF Software (Trenton NJ) 
with their TI-ASTEROIDS game ..." 

Gary M, Kaplan, Editor 
99#er Magazine (Vol. 1, No. 4) 

A va liable for $ 17.50 on cassette or diskette 
or for only $10.00 if purchased 

_together with SHUTTLE COMMAND. 

FFFSOFTWARE 
TO ORDER WRITE: p. Q. BOX 4169 

Trenton, NJ 08610 



£; DHEIN’S MEANS 

%sr% STOP SHOPPING 
FOR THE BEST 3RD PARTY SOFTWARE 

3RD PARTY ENTERTAINMENT 
American Software 

Wizard’s Dominion — Extended Basic 
AMT001 Cassette 

AMDG01 Disk 

Land on Mars 
AMT002 Cassette 
AMD0O2 Disk 

Meteor Shower — Extended Basic 
AMT003 Cassette 

AMD003 Disk 

Bomb Squad — Extended Basic 
AMT004 Cassette 
AMD004 Disk 

Mr. Frog — Extended Basic 
AMT005 Cassette 
AMD005 Disk 

3-D Maze — Extended Basic 
AMT006 Cassette 

AMD006 Disk 

Ski 
AMT007 Cassette 

AMD007 Disk 

Laser Shield 
AMT008 Cassette 
AMD008 Disk 

Space Battle 2056 
AMT009 Cassette 

AMD009 Disk 

Barnyard Fun 
AMT010 Cassette 
AMDOIO Disk 

Auto Maintenance — Extended Basic 

AMD011 Disk only 

007:Aqua Base — Extended Basic 
AMT012 Cassette only 

Haunted House — Extended Basic 
AMT013 Cassette 
AMD013 Disk 

Miner 49’er — Extended Basic 

AMT014 Cassette 
AMD014 Disk 

The Four Vedas — Extended Basic 
AMT015 Cassette 
AMD015 Disk 

Fun House — Extended Basic 
AMT016 Cassette 
AMD016 Disk 

Stone Age -- Extended Basic 

AMT017 Cassette 
AMD017 Disk 
Game Pack 1 
Includes Land on Mars, Ski, Laser Shield and 

Space Battle. 
AMT017 Cassette 

Game Pack 2 — Extended Basic 

Includes Wizard’s Dominion, Meteor Shower 
and Bomb Squad. 
AMT018 Cassette 

Entrapment 
Either Extended Basic, Mini-Memory, or 

Editcr/Assembler Module required. Disk sy¬ 

stem also required. Joysticks optional. Note: 
X-Basic version written in Assembly; loads with 

X-Basic. Please specity which version is wanted. 

AMD020 X-Basic version 
AMD021 Assembly 

Extended Software 
All programs require Extended Basic. 

Tl-Pwriter 
EXT001 Cassette 
EXD001 Disk 

Name It 
EXT002 Cassette 

EXD002 Disk 

5 Game Pack 
Includes all five games below. 

EXT003 Cassette 
EXD0O3 Disk 

Froggy — Extended Basic required. 
EXT004 Cassette 
EXT004 Disk 

Baseball/Gorfia Pestulitis 
EXT005 Cassette 
EXD005 Disk 

Hangman/Tic-Tac-Toe 
EXT006 Cassette 

EXT006 Disk 

Norton Software 
All programs are in txtended basic. Programs 

on disk require the Memory Expansion Unit. 

Graphics Package 
i NST001 Cassette 

NSD001 Disk 

Music Synthesizer 
NST002 Cassette 
NSD002 Disk 

Lunar Lander 
N ST003 Cassette 

NSD003 Disk 

Tank 
NST004 Cassette 

NSD004 Disk 

3-D Star Trek 
NST005 Cassette 

NSD005 Disk 

Attack-Man 
NST006 Cassette 

NSD006 Disk 

Cross Country Car Rally 
NST007 Cassette 
NSD007 Disk 

Super Frogger 
N ST008 Cassette 
NSD008 Disk 

Not-Poiyoptlcs 
Starship Pegasus 
NPT001 Cassette 
Winging It 
NPT002 Cassette 

Sengoku Jidai 
NPT003 Cassette 

Ships! 
NPT004 Cassette 

Khe Sanh 
NPT005 Cassette 

Ant Wars 
NPT006 Cassettr 

Hordes 
NPT007 Cassette 

Crosses 
NPT008 Cassette 

Maze of Ariel 
NPT009 Cassette 

Tickworld 
NPT010 Cassette 

Cars & Carcasses II 
NPT011 Cassette 

Addvance 
N PT012 Cassette 

Republic Software 

Ring Destroyer 
Requires Extended Basic and Joysticks. 
RST001 Tape 

RSD001 Ois* 

Software Exchange Group 
Space Games — Extended Basic required, 
includes Alien Attack, Invade the Empire and 
X-Wing Pilot. 
SET001 Cassette 

Assortment Package 
Includes Video Bowling, Monster Match and 3D 
Tic Tac Toe. 
SET002 Cassette 

Atlantic City 
Includes Slot Machine. Black Jack and Shimmy. 
SET003 Cassette 

Write for FREE 
descriptive bulletin. 

Only $2.98 shipping & handling in Continental U.S. Any size order. No extra charge for VISA or Master Charge. 
Iowa residents add 3% siUk Ui. 

(319) 236-3861 
7 W. Airline Hwy. 
Waterloo, IA 50701 
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The OhickEN 
Reviewed By Steve Schwartz 

Author: 
Program Type: 
Language: 
Distributor: 

Price: 

Games Review Editor 

Tom Perkowitz 
Arcade “Chicken Crossing the Road" 
Extended BASIC 
Tomputer Software 
1550 Montgomery Drive 
Deerfield, IL 60015 
$7.96 cassette 

Why did the chicken 
cross the road? Most 
computer games give 

you the stock reply: “to get to 
the other side.” But the new 
Chicken game program from 
Tomputer Software has a much 
more sensible answer: “ to 
eat all the chicken feed lying on 
the highway.” 

This game is superior to the 
other “chicken crossing the 
road” games I’ve seen. Not only 
are there good graphics and 
speed, but you can also move 
the chicken in eight 
directions—not just up and 
down. Pushing the fire button 
on the joystick will make the 
chicken quickly jump out of the 
way of a speeding car or 
motorcycle. 

But what makes this game 
different is that it combines the 
standard “chicken” game with 
some elements of Pac- 
man/Munchman: You are try¬ 
ing to avoid the traffic along 
this multi-lane highway while at 
the same time trying to gobble 
up 10 pieces of corn so you’ll 
progress to the next level of dif¬ 
ficulty. Each new level gives you 
the chance of accumulating 
more points, but you’ll also be 
facing a greater number of 
vehicles. And since there are 12 
pieces of corn scattered around 
at each level, you’ll have to use 
some strategy in deciding which 

ones you can safely eat without 
being run over. 

You start the game with three 
chickens. At first, the road is 
very easy to cross. By the time 
you reach the third level, the 
highway is bustling with traffic. 
Make the right moves and you’ll 
be rewarded with bonus 

chickens—move too slow and 
your goose is cooked! 

Chicken from Tomputer 
Software is definitely a game 
where it pays to eat and run. 
And $7.96 is “chickenfeed” 
for a game of this caliber. 

Fnoqqy 
Reviewed By Steve Schwartz 

Games Review Editor 
Author: A. Green and J. Couto 
Program type: Arcade Frog Jump 
Language: Extended BASIC 
Distributor: Extended Software Company 

11987 Cedarcreek Drive 
Cincinnati. OH 45240 

Price: $9.95, Home computer games 
don’t have to be exact 
copies of arcade games 

to be good. A fitting example is 
Froggy, a new program patterned 
after the very popular Frogger 
arcade game—but with a 
challenge quite different from 
the quarter-eating original. 

You start with five of the lit¬ 
tle beasts, one of which is ready 
to start jumping from the bot¬ 
tom of the screen across a multi¬ 
lane highway bustling with traf¬ 
fic. With either keyboard or 
joystick, this phase of the game 
is a snap. Score 5 points for 
each successful forward (up¬ 
ward) hop. 

cassette or disk t 

It gets tougher at the top half 
of the screen. Here you have to 
jump your pet from one mov¬ 
ing log to the next—six of them 
altogether—until you get all the 
way to the top of the screen. 
Score 50 points for each suc¬ 
cessful jump and rack up a 
bonus of 100 points for making 
it all the way. 

If you are talented enough to 
get all five of your frogs across 
(a truly amphibious landing) 
you’ll be rewarded with another 
five frogs—something I’ve been 
able to accomplish only once. 
Since the logs are moving at dif¬ 
ferent speeds and in different 
directions, it takes steady nerves 

and precise timing to jump at 
just the right time. If you miss 
the log, the little fly-breath will 
jump into the river and swim 
away. A hit from a car and your 
frog will croak. (Sorry, but I 
couldn’t resist it). Either way, 
you lose! 

Unlike the arcade original, 
you can stay on a log as it wraps 
around the screen, making it a 
bit easier to play, but in Froggy 
there’s only one log per row. As 
1 said earlier, the challenge is 
different from Frogger. 

This is a colorful and action- 
packed game, sure to delight 
young and old, and it has lasting 
play value. The action would be 
faster with a few more cold¬ 
blooded cars in each lane— 
perhaps more sound effects 
such as honking horns—but I’m 
satisfied with Froggy, and am 
eager to see what Extended 
Software Company will do with 
my other arcade favorites. 

32K 
Memory 
Expansion 

for TI99/4A 

Only 

$15995 
MLS 32K Memory features; 
• Low Cost High Speed Memory 

Expansion without added cost of 
expansion box. 

• 6 Month Limited Warranty 
• Lully Compatible with daisy chain 

systems and all TI99 Software. 
Model I; Use without expansion box 

at end of daisy chain. 
Model V: Same as Model I except 

allows use of expansion box, 
(Add $15.00 for Model V.) 

Send for free brochure, 
Plea se enclose check or money order 
(specify model), Mai! to: 

Hi-Tech Systems 
2357 Bonanza Court 

South Jordan, Utah 84065 

TRIATHLON 
TECHNOLOGY 

Finally,... o sportswatch with features 
developed specifically for one of the most physi¬ 
cally demanding sporting events ever. 

Engineered for adventure. This incredible 
timepiece insures precision accuracy throughout 
the triathlon challenge. Watertight to withstand 

the long-distance swim—Pace control to improve 
yourbicyding and running performance. 

The TRIATHLON WATCH is spot-on accurate 
to within 1 /100th of □ second while timing 
events up to 24 hours. Timer, daily ond hourly 

alarm, and calendar functions come standard. 
The TRIATHLON WATCH. High-technology AND 

bullet-proof performance. Get yours today from 
The BACH Company. 

ORDER TOLL FREE 

800-227-8292 
The BACH Company 
7T5 Ensign Way, Palo Alto, CA 94303 
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MINDSTORMS: CHILDREN, 
COMPUTERS AND POWERFUL 
IDEAS 

By Seymour PaPert*AQ^V 
The definitive wcQ\9n^^\Ehiloso- 
phy behlndpLa&D. fpSterpted in 
the VoL ™hrt>M KVbJe of this mag- 
azine. ^ hardcover, $13.95 

*1980,230 pages, 6x9 

BASIC COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
FOR BUSINESS : VOL. 1 

By Charles D. Sternberg. 
Each program is documented with a 
description of its functions and op¬ 
eration, a listing in BASIC, a sym¬ 
bol table, sample data, and one or 
more samples. 

Volume l contains over 35 pro¬ 
grams covering; budgets, depreci¬ 
ation, cash flow, property compari¬ 
sons, accounts payable, order entry, 
warehouse locations. Inventory turn¬ 
over analysis, job routing, resource 
allocation, production scheduling, 
etc. 

volume 1f paper, $12.95 
1980, 384 pages, 7x 10 

BEGINNER'S GUIDE FOR THE 
UCSD PASCAL SYSTEM 

By Kenneth Bowles 
This highly informative book is writ¬ 
ten by the originator of the UCSD 
Pascal System. It Is designed as an 
orientation guide for learning to use 
the UCSD Pascal System, and fea¬ 
tures tutorial examples of program¬ 
ming tasks in the form of self-study 
quiz programs. Once familiar with 
the system you will find the guide 
an invaluable reference tool for 
creating advanced applications. 

paper, $12.95 
1980f 204 pages, 6x9 

BASIC COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
FOR THE HOME 

By Charles D, Sternberg. 
An invaluable book containing over 
75 practical home application pro¬ 
grams that will be helpful to the 
novice or experienced owner in in¬ 
creasing the usefulness of any home 
computer. Each program is docu¬ 
mented with a description of its 
functions and operation, a listing in 
BASIC, a symbol table, sample da¬ 
ta, and one or more samples. 

paperf $11.95 
1979r 336 pages, 7 x 10 

GAME PLAYING WITH BASIC 

By Donald D, Spencer. 
Enjoy the challenge of competition 
with your computer. Amuse your¬ 
self with such games and puzzles as 
3-D Tic-tac-toe, Nlmt Roulette, Ma¬ 
gic Squares,the 15 Puzzle, Baccarat, 
Knight’s Magic Tour, and many 
others. The writing is nontechnical, 
allowing almost anyone to under¬ 
stand computerized game playing, 

paper, $11.50 
1977f 176 pages, 6x91 iff us, 

BASIC COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
IN SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 

By Jules H, Giider. 
Save time and money with this col¬ 
lection of 114 ready-to-run BASIC 
programs for the hobbyist and en¬ 
gineer. There are programs to do 
such statistical operations as means, 
standard deviation averages, curve¬ 
fitting, and interpolation. There are 
programs that design antennas, fil¬ 
ters, attenuators, matching net¬ 
works, plotting, and histogram pro¬ 
grams. 

paper, $11.95 
1980, 160 pages, 6x9, Ulus, 

PRACTICAL BASIC PROGRAMS 

Edited by Lon Poole 
Here is a new collection of 40 pro¬ 
grams you can easily key in and use 
on most microcomputers. Each 
program does something useful. 
Practical BASIC Programs is espe¬ 
cially useful in small business appli¬ 
cations. It solves problems in fi¬ 
nance, management decision, math¬ 
ematics and statistics. It requires no 
prior programming knowledge. 
Each program is thoroughly docu¬ 
mented. The book contains sample 
runs, practical problems, BASIC 
source listings, and an easy to fol¬ 
low narrative to help you realize 
the potential uses of each program. 

paper, $16.50 
1980, 200 pages, 8% x 11 

INTRODUCTION TO PASCAL 
(INCLUDING UCSD PASCAL) 

By Rodnay Zaks 
This is the first book on Pascal that 
can be used by persons who have 
never programmed before, but 
more generally it is a simple and 
comprehensive introduction to 
standard and UCSD Pascal for any¬ 
one-beginner to experienced pro¬ 
grammer—who wants to learn the 
language rapidly. The logical pro¬ 
gression and graduated exercises— 
designed to provide practice as well 
as test skill and comprehension- 
enable the reader to begin writing 
simple programs almost immediate¬ 
ly. 

paper, $16.95 
1981, 440 pages, 7x9 

INTRODUCTION TO Tl BASIC 

By D. Inman, R. Zamora, 
and R. Albrecht. 

This comprehensive work will teach 
you all about computersand BASIC 
for use with the Texas Instruments 
Home Computer, Even if you’ve 
never worked with a computer, you 
can now teach yourself how to use, 
program and enjoy the Tl Home 
Computer with this entertaining, 
and easy-to-read work. The authors 
have carefully constructed this in¬ 
troduction so that you will soon be 
writing BASIC programs and ex¬ 
ploiting all of the excellent features 
of the Ti machines, its 14 chapters 
and Appendices cover all of the es¬ 
sential programming statements and 
machine features, 

paper, $12.95 
1980, 384 pages, 7 x 10 

BEAT THE ODDS: MICRO¬ 
COMPUTER SIMULATIONS OF 
CASINO GAMES 

By Hans Sagan. 
Here’s an extremely useful program¬ 
ming guide that provides realistic 
simulations of five popular Casino 
games: Trente-et-Quarante (Thirty 
and Forty), Roulette, Chemin-de- 
Fer, Craps, and Blackjack. Each of 
the five chapters has the same struc¬ 
ture. It begins with a computer run, 
displaying facets of the programs, 
followed by an explanation of the 
objectives and the physical execu¬ 
tion of the game. Acceptable bets 
and how to place them are discussed 
and systems and/or strategies laid 
out. Finally, the computer program 
Is developed and various modifica¬ 
tions of the program are detailed. 

paper, $9.95 
1980, 128 pages, 6x9 

Use the order card in the back of this magazine, or itemize your order on a seperate piece of paper and mail to: 
99’er Magazine/Book Dept., P.O. Box 5537, Eugene, Oregon 97405. Be sure to include check or 
detailed credit card information. No. C.O.D. orders accepted. Add $1.50 postage & handling for 

1 book, $2.00 for 2 books, or $2.50 for 3 or more books. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. 
If there is a question regarding your order please write to Customer Service at the above address. 

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. 



THE PERFECT 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 

TRADEOFF. 
Trade in your current Texas 

Instruments TI-99/4 Peri¬ 
pheral Accessories to the 
BACH Company and well 
give you credit towards the 
New tl Expansion Box and 
its peripherals. 

Or, buy preowned, recondi¬ 
tioned TI-99/4 
Peripheral 
Accessories at 
a Big savings 
from the BACH 
Company. Then, 
when you're 

trade them in for credit to¬ 
wards the Expansbn Box 
System of peripherals. 

In either case, be sure to 
CALL TOLL FREE 800-227- 
8292. And in California call 
415-969-6601 or 415-494- 
1995 for prices and more 

information about 
this exciting 
NEW Tradeoff 
to improve 
your Texas 
Instruments 
Computer 

System. 

^euiteruiare presents 

UP PERISCOPE 
in EXTENDED BASIC \ 

Depth — 60 f 
Speed — 6 / _ ' 
Course — 320 / _ 

Range — 3,000 l _ 

You are the skipper of\ 
the USS Porpoise on patrol \ ^ / 
in the Western Pacific. x. 
“Final Bearing Mark —310 ^^ 
degrees." “Final Range Mark — 3,000 yards." “Fire 
One!" “Fire Two!" You watch through the periscope 
just long enough to see two torpedo wakes converge 
on a 10,000 ton tanker and send it to ‘Davy Jones 
Locker.' “Take ‘er deep; right full rudder; rig for 
depth charge." The destroyer escort has already 
started looking for you. Written by a 20 year sub¬ 
marine Vet. 

UP PERISCOPE.$15 postpaid 
(Extended BASIC Only) 

THE BACH COMPANY 
715 ENSIGN WAY, PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA 94303 

PEWTERWARE 
P. O. Box 503 
Gulf Breeze, FL 32561 

Dealer Inquiries Invited 

Also available (in BASIC): 
Bluegrass Sweepstakes 
Challenge Poker 
Decathlon 
Match Wits 

Each $10 postpaid 

TEX-SOFT ™ PRESENTS 

$ cans talk 

Ahuenture 

Now for the Tl-99f* and TI-99f4A 
an Adventure gums basad an 
Ihe classic fairy tale Jack and 
|ho Beanstalk where you 
become the lead character and 
yogr moves control your destiny 
and even may change Ihe 
course ol history. 

(The giant might get you) 

Thli is one\ V 
ol a series \ 

ol quality programs 
being written 

or reprogrammed 
lor Ihe 99/4 and 99MA 

computers by TEX’SOFT, 
the Tl 99WA software 
Blllliete of TiX COUP 
Users Supply Division. 

V 
5*nd tr*th Cn 

CKdar T-d: 
TEX-&OFT Sollwiro 

H.0. BOr 33004 
Granada MlIIb-. CA Si 1+4 

flftprSitrimmri IfH' lhtW'4 OJflrp* F. Slalltn 
l-SCl Calvari £njirwinr^g. InC. TEK-3QFT Division. 

f A 
/ 

i r-i| i 

-.1 

a 

4/ 

, 4 

Minimum Con fig u ration 
Required. 

1, &0M or 99MA console. 
2 1 Disk Drive And Controller. * 
3. 32 K Memory Expansion. 
4. Extended Basic Module. 
*Nnt milage {Ki fulfil* 

$17.95 
Including B+tlp-pIng 

& h+ndlmg 

DISK DRIVES 
«,*x«TI 99/4A 

S*nd for 6ur free Ordsr Kit — discount* on the antlr* TI-99/4A product lino 

40 TRACK DRIVE.$239 
These ore compare drives wirh power supply & enclosure 

DISK DRIVE CABLE $29.95 
(wirh purchase of drive} 

There is a 15 DAY FREE TRIAL ON DRIVES Warranty 120 days Add $5.00 
per drive for shipping in Conr. US. UPS COD charge $1.50. 

ORDER NOW! 
Wrire or coll. Toll free lines ore for ORDERS ONLY If you need Technical information or 
setvice ooll 214/507-4046. We accepr VISA/W\STERCARD ond COD orders by phone 
COD orders will be cosh, cerrified dned^ or money order only If you older by moil 
allow 2 weeks for personai checks ro clear Texas residents add 5% rax. All srods items 
are shi pped wirh i n 24 hours We do nor charge your cnedi r cord unri I rhe doy we sh i p. 

CALL TOLL FREE 

(800) 824-7888, Operator 24 

Californio diol (800) 852-7777, Operator 24. Alaska & 
Hawaii dial (800) 824-7919, Operaror 24. 

TOIL FREE UNES FOR ORDERS ONLY 
Technical information & service call (214) 037-4346 

AETCCCmP 
Redbird Airport, Bldg. 8 
P.O. Box 24829 
Dallas, TX 75224 



Eastbanch Software Products 
Quality software for the 
TI-99/4 home computer 

INCOME & EXPENSE REPORT FOR 
NON-PRORT ORGANIZATIONS [$36.95] 
Provides .an income/expense accounting system 
for a non-profit organization, using the fund ac¬ 
counting method. Up to 100 income and expense 
categories can be allocated to a maximum of 1 □ 
funds. Offers numerous benefits or organizations 
using manual bookkeeping systems. 

STATEMENT ANALYSIS [$36.95] Beta 
from up to 16 corporate financial statements 
can be accumulated and stored for reference or 
modification. Various analyses can be performed; 
financial ratios ahd statistics can be derived and 
fit to various trend curves. 

SMALL BUSINESS ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 
[$33.95] Creates and maintains a list of open 
and paid accounts payable containing the following 
data: vendor number, vendor name, unpaid bal¬ 
ance, number for cost allocation, discount expi¬ 
ration date, discount percentage, invoice due 
date, date of last payment and open, paid, and 
partially paid status indicator. 

BLACKJACK STRATEGY [$21.95] Allows 
th$ serious student of blackjack to analyze various 
strategies of play and betting in order to improve 
winnings in actual play. This is not a game but 
rather a tool which enables the user to experi¬ 
ment with a variety of blackjack strategies. 

XBASIC, disk or cassette. 
Numerous other programs for astro- 

nomy, mathematics and home finance 
available: For a FREE CATALOG write to: 

Eastbanch Software Products 
1290 Cliff aide Drive 
Logan, Utah 84321 

(801] 753-1084 
UiiiiUiiti uiiii iiiiiii iiiii i iiiii iiiiii iiiiii mi iiiiii iiiiii iiiiii iiii iiiiiii iiiii iiiii iiiv 

LEARN JO FLY! 

fit 
The Dow-4 Gazelle is a simulation of 
a 4-place, single-engine, high perform¬ 
ance aircraft, which will provide fun 
and challenge as you learn to fly. A high 
quality program written by a professional 
programmer/analyst who is also an 
experienced instrument-rated pitot, the 
Gazelle is a real-time simulation which 
responds rapidly to the controls (within 
one second on the average). 
On your screen you see the instrument 
panel, which has 10 dials with moving 
pointers and 11 indicator lights. The 
plane is flown with the joystick, while 
the keyboard is used to control power, 
flaps, fuel, etc. 
The manual contains 30 pages of text, 
a glossary, and seven full page figures. 
It introduces you to the art of flying 
and leads you, a step at a time, from 
novice to professional. Learn to take-off, 
land, navigate, fly instrument approaches, 
and more. If you get into trouble, you 
can freeze the action in case you need 
time to assess your situation. Sound 
effects add to realism. 

This program pushes the TI-99/4(A) to 
its limits. For both 99/4 and 99/4A, 
Does not require anything other than a 
joystick and cassette recorder. 

Send $30.00 to: 

John T. Dow 
6360 Caton 

Pittsburgh, PA 15217 

WESTERN-WARE 

99/4-99/4A Software 

• Accounting 
• Financial 
• Graphing 
• Statistics 
• Entertainment 

FREE 
Brochure and Price List 

WESTERN WARE INC. 
P.O. Box 53042 

Lubbock, Tx. 79453 

TITAN. .from p.30 
400 READ CELL :: DIR(CELL1,CELLS)=C 

ELL :: NEXT CELL1 :: NEXT CELL2 
410 DATA -3,-3,-3,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3, 

^,^,3,3,3,^>,2, 1,0, 1, —2, —3, 

4 20 DAT A O , 
— 1 , 2 ^ j, "7-, 3, “ 

430 
440 
450 

460 
470 
4S0 
490 
*500 

510 
520 
530 

540 
550 
560 

570 
580 
590 
600 

610 
620 
630 

640 
650 

660 
670 

680 

690 
700 
710 
720 

CALL DELSPR1TECALL) 
IF RAIiS="N,( THEN 460 
CALL I NIT CALL LGAD(—3187B,1 

730 

7 40 
750 

760 

7 70 

GOSUB 810 
GOSUB 1050 
GOSUB 1500 
REN MAIN CONTROL LOOP 
CALL KEY(1,A,B)=: CALL JOYST(1, 
C,D> 
CALL POSITION(#1,Y,X) 
IF X+4>256 THEN 660 
IF Y+B>HGT(X+4>+2 AND Y<192 THE 
N 1660 
IF A=2 OR C~—4 THEN PNT-PNT-1 
IF A=3 OR C-4 THEN PNT=PNT+1 
IF PNT=25 THEN PNT-1 ELSE IF PN 
T=G THEN PNT = 24 
CALL PATTERN(#1,95+FNT) 
IF RD0=1 THEN 620 
DISPLAY AT(23,7)51ZE(4):INT(XV) 
DISPLAY AT 123,21)SIZE(4): INT(—Y 
O) 
DISPLAY AT(24,20):FUEL 
CALL POSITION(#1,Y,X) 
RPLY(PST„1)=Y :: RPLY(PST,2)=X 
:: RPLY(PST,3)—FNT+95 :: IF PST 
-25 THEN PST“1 ELSE P5T=PST+1 
IF X+4>256 THEN 660 
IF Y+8>HGT(X+4>+2 AND Y<192 THE 
N 1660 
YV=YV+1 + 1,5* ( (1/t 4—DIF) >/2) 
CALL KEY(l,fl,B):: IF A=13 OR A= 
18 THEN 680 ELSE 750 
IF FUEL=0 THEN DISPLAY AT<22,1) 
:”FUEL SUPPLY IS GONE’* 1 * * * * & :: GOTO 
750 
XO=XV+DIR(PNT,2) 
YV=YO+DIR(PNT,1) 

FUEL=FUEL 1 
IF FUEL=10 THEN DISPLAY AT(22,1 
>;“FUEL RUNNING LOW" :: CALL BE 
EP 
IF FUEL=2G THEN DISPLAY AT(22,1 
) : HWATCH YOUR FUEL SUPPLY1' :: C 
ALL DEEP 
CALL SOUND(-800,125,28,-7,15J 
IF ADS(XV)>254 OR ABS(YV)>254 T 
HEN 7SO 
CALL MOTIONCttl , W/ (2-DIF*. 25) „ X 
V/i 2-DIF*- 25) ) 
GOTO 500 

Psychometric 
An eight part mental health inventory 
Measures which psychological areas (below) 
may need further testing: 

• PERSONALITY FACTORS 
• LIFESTYLE STRESS 
• FEAR 
• ANXIETY 
•MARRIAGE, FAMILY 

RELATIONSHIPS 
• JOB OR OCCUPATIONAL 

DEPRESSION 
•NON-FAMILY PERSONAL 

RELATIONSHIPS 
Offered only as an aid to individual self- 
awareness; this program does not provide 
any psychiatric treatment, is not a substi¬ 
tute for professional psychological coun¬ 
seling, nor is it Intended as such. 

Available only on cassette, 
runs on 99/4 or 99/4A 

Program with instructions for 
interpretation.$8.95 

Send cash, check, or money order. Shipped 
prepaid anywhere In the U. S. California 
residents add 6% state sales tax. 

Pablo Diablo, 
The legendary evil kiteflier 

P. O. Box 4863 
Santa Clara, CA 95054 
SOURCE ID TCV774  

7BO XV=XV-DIR(PNT,2) 
790 YV=YV—DIR(PNT, 1) 
BOO GOTO 500 
810 REM TITLE SCREEN 
820 COLL CLEAR 
830 DISPLAY AT<1,1>:"LIFE LINE TO T 

1 TAN " 
840 DISPLAY AT(3,1):"SELECT YOUR LE 

VEL" 
B50 DISPLAY AT(5,1>:" 1 CADET":" 2 

OFFICER":" 3 VETERAN" 
860 DISPLAY AT(9, 1>i"PRESS ""AID"" 

FOR RULES" 
3/0 CALL BEEP 
BBO CALL JOYST(1, A, B) 
890 IF A=0 AND B=0 THEN 920 
900 DIF=2-B*.25 
910 GOTO 950 
920 CALL KEY(O,C,D) 
930 IF C=1 THEN 970 
940 IF 048 AND C<54 THEN DIF=C-4B 

ELSE BBO 
950 CALL HCHAR(4+DIF,3,102 > 
960 RETURN 
970 REM INSTRUCTIONS 
980 DISPLAY AT(3,1):"YOU ARE PILOTI 

NG A CARGO":"LANDER.YOUR MISSID 
N IS TO":"TOUCH DOWN ON THE FLA 
T" 

990 DISPLAY AT(6,1>:"SURFACE USING 
A MINIMUM OF FUEL." 

i000 DISPLAY ATC9,1):"YOU MAY USE S 
& D TO ROTATE YOUR LANDER AND 
V TO THRUST,OR JOYSTICK 41.D0 

N’T THRUST" 
1010 DISPLAY AT(12,1>:"TOO OFTEN-YO 

U’LL RUN OUT OF FUEL.TRY NOT T 
0 HIT ANY MOUNTAINS!" 

1020 DISPLAY AT(17,1):"PRESS ANY KE 
Y TO GO BACK." 

1030 CALL KEY CO,A,B) 
1040 IF BOO THEN B20 ELSE 1030 
1050 CALL HCHAR(2,1,32,736 > 
1060 DISPLAY AT(1,20):N*(DIF) 
1070 DISPLAY AT(2,1):"PLEASE WAIT." 
10B0 LNDSPT=INT<25*RND+3) 
1090 ROW=INT((10—DIF)*RND+10-DIF)+( 

4-DIF)*1.5 
HOC IF R0W>19 THEN 109C 
1110 COL=0 :: D0T=1 :: X=1 
1120 COL=COL+1 
1130 IF COL=33 THEN RETURN 
1140 IF COL=LNDSPT THEN 1410 
1150 GLS=SLP 
1160 IF INT(54RND+1)<DIF THEN 1190 
1170 SLP=INT(3*RND-1) 
11BO IF SLP=0 THEN 1170 
1190 IF SLP=1 THEN 1210 ELSE 1310 
1200 GOTO 1120 
1210 IF R0W<6 THEN 1310 
1220 IF QLS=1 THEN R0W=RDW-1 

Continued on p. 62 
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DON’T BE A 
28-COLUMN WEAKLING!! 
Do other computers kick sand in your face 
because of your puny 28-column display? 
Well, no longer! Our DISPLAY ENHANCE¬ 
MENT PACKAGE lets you use the 40-column 
display hardware you didn’t know you had! 
• 40 x 24 display format 
• Multi-screen memory 
• Forward and backward scrolling 
• Split screen (part fixed and part scrolled) 
• Improved display control from the 

ksybo^rd 
• Works with any 99/4 or 99/4A 

$24.95 POSTPAID 
Reqs. Memory Expansion, Disk, X*BASIC or ED/ASM 

(Cassette version coming soon) 
Software developers—write for subllcence agreement 

* * * ALSO*** 
SMASH — The program optimizer, requires X—BASIC 

Disk $24.95 

Send check or write for more information to: 

OAK TREE SYSTEMS 
3922 Valentine Road 

Whitmore Lake, Ml 48189 

100 
no 
120 
iso 
140 
150 
160 
170 
ISO 

190 
200 
210 
220 
230 
240 
250 
260 
270 
280 
290 
300 
310 
320 

330 

340 

350 

:<sO 

370 

380 

390 

400 

410 

420 

430 

440 

DCKADE... from p.31 
REM **St**t**t«t****** 
REM S NIGHT BLOCKADE * 
REM *S**St**«t*S«*SStS 
REM BY ANTS REIGO 
REM 99'ER VERSION 2.4.1 
REM 
REM 
CALL CLEAR 
PRINT "IS THIS RUNNING ON "s : ” 
1) 99/4A OR 2) 99/4 ?“s : s"PRE 
SS (1) OR (2)“: ; 
CALL KEY( O , K , S ) 
IF S“0 THEN 190 
IF (K<49> + (K>50)THEN 190 
IF K=49 THEN 250 
KBD-0 
GOTO 270 
KBD=5 
REM ***SCREEN FILL 
CALL CLEAR 
DIS=1 
GOSUB 2830 
DIS-0 
TQTSHT=0 
DIM GRF(14),GRF*(14),SCP(32)tR( 
159),CL 1159) 
DATA 136,299&593EFF185492,A3,08 
01AA0400558201,33,OOOOCOFCFG,34 
,04063FFFFF,35,04O63FFFFF,36,04 
063FFFFF,37 
DATA 04063FFFFF,38,OOOOOOFF7F,3 
9,OOOOOOOF07,40,0000000301,41,0 
OOOOOOl 
DATA 159,O,158,0000007E7E,42,FF 
FFFFFFFFFFFFFF 
DATA 3,7,3,31,3,11,3,13,3,15,3, 
19,3,30,3, 23,3,25,3,21,3,27,11, 
26,5,26,11,29,5,27,3,26,3,8 
DATA 3,10,3,12,3,14,3,16,3,18,3 
,20,3,22, 3,24,8,25,B,26,11,25,3 
,28,11,28,3,29,3,9,8,7,11,16 
DATA 11,10,B,11,5,10,8,13,8,15, 
8,17,5,20,8,19,8,21,8,23,11,22, 
11,19,5.22,5,24,5,6,5,12 
DATA 8,9,5,14,5,IB,11,13,5,8,11 
,7,5,16,11,4,3,5,11,3,3,6,3,17, 
3,28,11,31,8,8,11,17,11,11 
DATA 8,12,5,11,8,14,8,16,8,18,5 
,21,8,20,8,22,8,24,11,23,11,20, 
5,23,5,25,5,7,5,13,8,10 
DATA 5,15,5,19,11,14,5,9,11,8,5 
,17,11,5,8,15,8,9,8,17,5,4,3,8, 
11,27,B,3,11,18,11,12,B,5,5 
DATA 5, 8,6, 8,7,8,27,5, 2B, 8,28,8 
,29,8,30,11,24,11,21,5,29,5,30, 
5,3,5,6,8,4,5,7,5,27,11,15 
DATA 5,4,11,9,5,B,11,6,11,30,8, 
31,3,29,3,23,3,25 
DATA 12,12,13,13,14,14,15,15,15 
,16,16,16,17,17,17,18,18,19,19, 
19,20,20,21,21 

TEXTIGER® 
WORD PROCESSOR 

SOFTWARE 
The only complete processor that does not require 
ram expansion. (Not a typewriter emulator needing 
extra-cost options). Automatically collects, com¬ 
bines, formats, justifies, paginates, and prints any 
mix of files. (Address, text, form, etc.) 
Fast, powerful editing, processing, & cataloging. 
Requires: Extended Basic Module, Printer (EP¬ 
SON, IDS, Tl, SC. etc.) & disk drive or cassette. 
Versions: I« 99/4, II = 99/4A. ill - 99/4A + 32K EXP. 
$59.95 + CA TAX. 

SATISFACTION OR MONEY BACK. Request free 
info or borrow our VHS VIDEOTAPE! 
TEXTIGER, 24433 Hawthorne Blvd. 
Torrance, CA 90505. (213) 378-9286 

VISA/MC 

ir% 
450 

460 
470 
480 
490 
500 
510 
520 
530 
540 
550 
560 
570 
580 
590 
600 
610 
620 
630 
640 
650 
660 
670 
680 
690 
700 
710 
720 

7 30 
740 
750 
760 
770 
780 
790 
800 
810 
820 

330 
840 

850 

860 
870 
880 
990 
900 
910 
920 
930 
940 
950 
960 
970 
9B0 
990 

DATA 3,3,3,3,11,8,5,3,21,19,17, 
15, O, 0,0,6, O 
FOR X = 1 TO 14 
READ GRF< X) ,GRF* t X) 
CALL CHAR(GRF(X),GRF *(X)) 
NEXT X 
RESTORE 360 
FOR X=33 TO 159 
READ R(X),CL(X) 
NEXT X 
RESTORE 440 
FOR X=5 TO 28 
READ SCP(X) 
NEXT X 
CALL CLEAR 

CALL COLOR(4,11,1) 
CALL COLOR(5,12,1) 
CALL SCREEN<2) 
IF T0T5HT-0 THEN 650 
GOSUB 2930 
ON SLXN GOTO 670,740,1520,2770 
TQTSHT=1 
GOTO 630 
IF KBD—0 THEN 3070 
R(13)=8 
CL f 13) =^27 
REM INITIAL VALUES 
RESTORE 450 
READ A,B,C,D,T1,T2,T3,T4,SCP1,S 
CP2,SCP3,SCP4,TOTAL,ESC,SHOTS,L 
IM,MIS 
CALL COLOR<14,10,1> 
GOSUB 2270 
GOSUB 2460 
RANDOMI2E 
TOT5HT-TOTSHT+SHOTS 
SHQTS=0 

REM ***TEST FOR END 
IF <LIM<1)+<ESC>1)THEN 3450 
□N INT(RND*2)+1 GOTO 820,930 
IF (TOTALMO) * CMIS>0) + i TOTAL>l 2 
>*(MIS-O)THEN 850 ELSE 830 
GOSUB 1540 
IF (TOTAL >5) * (MIS=0) +■ i TOTAL >20) 
*(MIS>0)THEN 850 ELSE 920 
ON INT<RND*4)+1 GOTO 860,920,88 
0,920 
GOSUB 3690 
GOTO 900 
GOSUB 3520 
REM MI DEFENSE CHECK 
CALL KEY CO,KM,5M> 
GOTO 3130 
GOSUB 2610 
GOSUB 1830 
GOSUB 2660 
CALL KEY(KBD,K,S> 
IF BOO THEN 980 
GOTO 750 
IF K=32 THEN 1010 
IF K=13 THEN 610 

Continued on p. 59 
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VICES n 
TI-99/4 TI-99/4A 

DIRECT WRITER II 
our popular original version of this 
easy to use WORD PROCESSOR has 
been upgraded to match the flexibility 
of some DOT-MATRIX printers while 
becoming even more convenient for 
the DAISY-WHEEL printer owners. 
FEATURES: 

"LIVE' EDITING - NO RE-TYPING 
32 TO 132 CHARACTERS/UNE 
TRUE UPPER & LOWER CASE - 

EVEN ON THE 99/4 

DISPLAYED ADJUSTABLE 
TABULATION 

** + •* + • + ** + +**** + **** + ********** ********** 

MIX TEXT SIZES WITHIN A LINE: 
(printers with GRAFTRAX plus only) 

small normal LARGE 
SUPERSCRIPT SUBSCRIPT ITALICS DSL STRIKE 

UNDERLINING DOES NOTREQUIRE 
BACKSPACING 

STORED FILE VIEWING OPTION 
PAGINATION OPTION, AUTO STRING 
SEARCH/REPLACE ALSO WORKS 
WITH PRINTERS NOT HAVING 
FORM-FEED FAST, SINGLE-COPY 
PRINTOUT OF TEXT OPTION VARIA¬ 
BLE LEFT-HAND MARGIN, AUTO¬ 
CENTER TEXT FULLY SOFTWARE- 

GUARDED TO PREVENT TEXT LOSS. 
COMPLETE WITH DETAILED 

INSTRUCTION BOOK 
REQUIRES EXTENDED BASIC, 

MEMORY EXPANSION AND DISK 

DRIVE SYSTEM. 
$66 

MORSE CODE PGM SET 
two professional programs which will 

teach and test you beyond qualification 
for an FCC license. User controlled 

tone and speed. Also excellent for 
classroom testing applications, only 
basic required, cassette or disk. 

$22 
OTHER SOFTWARE AVAILABLE 

SEND FOR FREE 
CATALOG 

OR INQUIRE AT YOUR 
LOCAL DEALER 

FOR PURCHASES MAIL CHECK OR 
MONEY ORDER TO: 

DYNAMIC DATA AND 
DEVICES 
P.O. BOX 912 
STAFFORD, TEXAS 77477 
(713) 3434)033 

ADD $2.00 FOR POSTAGE AND HANDLING 
TEXAS RESIDENTS ADD 4% SALES TAX 
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Twenty 
Questions 

with the 

(Voice o(j (paftsec 
An Interview with 

Aubree Anderson 
JX'+W. _ T 

wmmsszmmi 

HCM It was your voice that was 
used as the model for the speech 
synthesis on the Parsec space 
game. How were you picked to do 
the recording? 

AA Well, actually a friend of mine 
was supposed to be doing the 
game; that was Bob Hendren. We 
just met each other at the first of 
the week. We got to talking and he 
mentioned that I had a nice 
smooth voice. A lot of girls have a 
pretty high voice, but mine was 
fairly low, and he asked if l would 
be interested; that was about it. 

HCM Did they teii you why they 
were looking for a female voice? 

AA It was supposed to sound more 
like a computer, loosely based on 
the idea that on Star Trek there's 
always a female voice; and they 
thought that maybe people would 
relate to it better. 

HCM What about the character¬ 
istics of your voice? Why was your 
voice chosen for modeling the 
synthesis? 

AA I don't understand all of it, but 
the computer has to have a voice 
within a certain range so that it can 
pick it up and then reproduce it 
ater. The other girl’s voice, for 
some reason, wasn't being picked 
up. 

HCM Is it more difficult to digitize, 
to reproduce electronically, a 
female voice than a male voice? 

AA Yes, although l didn't have any 
problems. 

HCM I've heard your voice referred 
to as one that's "very trainable." 
Does that mean it's right for the 
synthesis process? 

AA l think they meant that 
whenever my voice is played back 
to me through the computer, l can 
hear if there's anything wrong (like 
my tendency to pronounce "s'' as 
"th"). Then I can try to shape my 
mouth differently or move the 
throat differently. That's what 
they meant by trainable—l learn 
really quickly what's wrong. 

HCM Let's get into the recording 
process. What was it like? 

AA Well there's a booth, and you 
just sit down in a chair and speak 

into a microphone. They do all 
kinds of things; you should see the 
computer. They check the sound 
levels and try to get any distortion 
out, and then l just start reading 
words off the monitor right in 
front of me. 

HCM Do you wear any headphones 
and do you hear yourself as you 
speak? 

AA No, I just speak into the 
microphone, and they play it back 
and let me hear. Then I fix 
whatever is wrong the second time 
through. 

HCM How long does one of these 
sessions last? 

AA Well, it just depends. The first 
time, it didn't take too long, about 
45 minutes. The second time it 
took longer—over an hour, I think. 
After that they got pretty quick. It 
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took about two hours to record all 
the speech for Parsec. 

HCM Do you have to do things over 
and over again to get it right for 
the computer? 

AA Yes, you have to enunciate, 
especially the consonants. You 
have to pronounce them strongly, 
otherwise they don’t pick up and 
you lose k's and t's and s’s. I usual¬ 
ly go through it once, just to hear 
what's wrong and then start trying 
to do it right after that. It takes a 
while; I used to do three or four 
tapes. 

HCM When you record, do you put 
any emotion into it, or are you try¬ 

ing to take emotion out of the 
voice? 

AA It depends on what the com¬ 
puter programmer asks for. If he 
wants to be very nasty or chiding, 
then I'll try to make it that way. 
And if they want it to be pretty 
monotone like a computer, then i' I 
try to do that. 

HCM Did you record just for Parsec, 
or did you record a whole list or 
storehouse of words that could be 
used in many different contexts? 

AA I just recorded for Parsec, but 
of course they keep everything on 
file so they can use it later. 

HCM About how many words or 
phrases did you actually record for 
Parsec? 

AA I'm not really sure—about a 
page. There were very few long 
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phrases. They were mostly three 
words or so, and there were about 
40 of them. 

HCM What did you think of your 
digital voice in the final implemen¬ 
tation of the game? 

AA Well it doesn't sound very much 
like me. They edited it quite a bit. 

HCM Let's get into your back¬ 
ground a little. Can you tell us 
something about yourself? 

AA Well, I'm a junior at Texas Tech 
right now, and I'm a major in 
geology. I don't have anything to 
do with voices. I've never done oral 
interpretation or anything like 
that. 

\ ft. .lAttPPJ 

HCM Have you lived in Texas a long 
time? Obviously you don't have a 
southern accent. 

AA I was born in North Carolina, but 
I left there when I was quite young 
and I've really been living in Texas 
ever since I was three. The reason 
I don't have an obvious southern 
accent is because my father was 
born and raised in California, and 
my mother was born and raised in 
Hawaii. 

HCM How do you feel about com¬ 
puter games? 

AA They're fun; I've always liked 
them. I've been playing them ever 
since I can remember. My father 
worked at Texas Tech; he had a few 
games on the computer there, and 
I used to play with them. 

HCM Have you had a chance to play 
Parsec at all? 

AA Yes, as a matter of fact I have. 
I only played it once. I didn't do very 
well; I didn't even make it to the 
refueling tunnel. 

HCM How did it feel to hear your 
own voice in the game? 

AA Well, it didn’t sound so much 
like me. 

HCM Are you a science fiction buff? 
Do you enjoy the movies or the 
books? 

AA l am. I liked The Empire Strikes 
Back and also the Star Trek film, 
the first one. 

HCM Now that you are the voice of 
Parsec, do you identify at ail with 
the female computer voice of the 
Enterprise on Star Trek? 

AA Well no, there's really almost a 
million variations. As I remember, 
on the second movie they even 
used a male voice. 

HCM How do you feel about the 
fact that soon there may be hun¬ 
dreds of thousands of people who 
wilt hear your voice in their own liv¬ 
ing rooms? 

AA l don't know, it's kind of neutral. 
Maybe if l walked into a house and 
heard somebody playing it, I'd say 
“Hey, that's neat.'' 
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esldents of Las Vegas have seen it all— 
the high rollers, the down-on-theirTuck 
losers* the hype, and the scams. But the 

most exciting game in town this past January 
was not aS the green™felt baccarat tables of the 
Sahara, the whirling roulette wheels at Caesar’s 
Palace, or the bawdy, smoke-filled atmosphere 
of the infamous Palamino Club, , . 

1l was at the Las Vegas Convention Center 
where the real action took place: Over 80,000 
eager spectators gathered in this mammoth 
arena during the week of January 6-9 to witness 
the clash of the consumer electronics titans. 
Here, at the Winter Consumer Electronics 
Show, one Titan clearly emerged victorious in 
the relentless battle for dominance in the home 
computer marketplace—receiving accolade upon 
accolade from the much-impressed crowd. . , 

Rising from the convention floor’s Aisle 700 
was the jet-black, solid-state citadel of Texas 
Instruments—a magnificent structure over two 
stories high—a structure that had to be 
transported to the show on no less than six huge 
18-wheelers. 

Showgoers couldn’t help but be attracted to 
the gigantic, ebony exhibit with its multi¬ 
colored, phosphorescent product displays and 
quadraphonic, 12-voice, TI-99/4A-driven music 
synthesizer projecting the theme from Chariots 
of Fire, And once there, they were treated to 
some astounding advances in consumer elec¬ 
tronics technology. . , 



At the show, wo actually used the 
TI*99/4A and Personal Record Keeping 
Comm and Cartridge with the Waferiape 
drive, 

Although the T1-99/4A Home Com¬ 
puter did not have a whole new line of 
peripherals introduced, expressly lor ii? 
the announcement of a particular 
peripheral from, the Milton Bradley 
Company astonished the trade and press 
alike, The Mill on Bradley Hxprmdcr is 
one revolutionary product that actually 
“speaks (and listens} lor itself.” This 
p l ug-i jj (v i a t he j oy s I ic k pc u i> per iphei a I 
will; for the first time, make voice 
recognition available and affordable on 
a popular home computer—the 
T1-99/4A* The Luiit comes with a 
64-position membrane keypad with 
overlays for various software Command 
Cartridges that Milton Bradley will be 
producing for Texas Instruments. 

Included in the package (with a ten¬ 
tative retail price in the $75--SI00 
range!) are a headset microphone for the 
voice command function* as well as a 
precision, 3-axis analog joystick. This 
new peripheral also contains an addi¬ 
tional connector l or [he second joystick, 
an expansion port for future add-on 
devices, and both speech synthesis and 
recognition via the 2-way “Magic 
Recognizor Chip," 

Voice Command Steals Home 
Although lire TJ exhibit contained 

M i 11 o n R rad 1 ey' s Hxpai refer pet ip her a 1 s 
and had the 10 new Milton Bradley 
game cartridges up mid running, it 
was i i ' i Line i 1 vv e wen i i o M i IL on Brad I ey1 s 
own exhibit across the aisle that we were 
able to actually witness human voice 
recognition in an interactive game. After 
“training*3 (repeating into I he micro¬ 
phone twice) the li.xpandci to recognize 
each player's pronunciation of the nine 

baseball team positions, the player 
whose team is in the field can throw the 
baseball around the screen simply by 
voice commands, Both players 
simultaneously use the keypad and 
joystick to manipulate the pitching and 
hitting. Imagine shouting* “Right*1 ’ and 
seeing your right fielder chase aftei the 
ball; then on your verbal command of 
“Second/* having him fine Lhe ball in¬ 
to second base . , . 

The Mill on Bradley Expander and 
software cartridges are to be distributed 
exclusively by Texas Instruments. The 
ten initial game earl ridges arc; Cham¬ 
pionship Baseball, Digfoot, Sewer* 
mania. Honey Hunt, Soundtrack 
Trolley, Hug Hunt, Super Sly, Meteor 
Belt, Space Bandit, and Terry Turtle** 
Advent tire, Of these ten, we felt that. 
Championship Baseball and Big foot (a 
“di tnbii ig-a nc] -o bst aetc-av o id inggai ne’ ’ 
rl la Donkey Kong) had the potential to 
become real video game hits. 

A Spreads heel Dragon Mix 
We finally got to see the Othello h1 

(CBS Fovs) and Alpiner game carl ridges 
(suggested retail price of $39-95); i he 77- 
Count business software (with each of 
the six accounting* inventory, or mail 
List packages at 599,95); Microsoft’s 
MuttipLw'" consisting of a cartridge, 
disk, and 326-page manual in 3-ring 
binder for $99,95; and six new ednea- 
tional cart i Ldges from D1 .M Arcademies 
(/Alligator Mix, Alien Addition, Minus 
M is si o u. M e t cor M nhipl ica t ion. 
Demolition Division, and Dragon Mix). 
Texas Instruments also announced fir&c- 
quaner availability of four Miliken 
packages (Humber Readiness t Laws of 
A rithnK't, ic, Eqimthiis, i m d A lensure- 
mem I-or mu las), and two new Scon 
Fore sm an packages (Nttmeration 1 and 
II), During the second quarter of 198.1, 
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11 will add Addisons Wesley’s Computer 
Math Games (l, 111, IV) to the previous¬ 
ly announced Math Giuncs IE jind VI. 

Prom Halo to the Stars 
The PLATO educational software 

was finally demonstrated at the show. 
I I color monitors treated showgoers to 
a preview of'the initial package, a Basic 
Skills survey (at a suggested retail price 
of $49.95) lhat allows parents and 
teachers to help select appropriate 
courseware I'or individual needs and skill 
levels, | ('or a discus si on of PT A TO, .see 
99'er Magazine, January 19N3—Ed,] 

l I also hi trod need (under license with 
VVesr.iiiglumse Learning Corporation) a 
new- so Cl ware puck age for people who 
went to learn conversational Spanish, 
This package, Key to Spanish, consists 
of a 3-ring binder containing 4 Com¬ 
mand Cartridges for the TL99/4A, 4 
audio cassettes, and an in si ruction 
manual. ’I Elc audio cassettes are eon. 
trolled by ihe cartridges, helping begin¬ 
ners to pronounce Spanish in conjune 
lion with the lesson plans, '1 lie .suggested 
retail price of the package is $149.95. 

We a iso saw a new peripheral that wall 
prove useful with the above language 
cassettes, as well as wiih program and 
data files (bolh user-written and com¬ 
mercial products). The Tl Program 
Recorder with suggested retail price ol 
$69.95 is optimized for use with the 
'14-99/4.6 and TI-99/2 computers. The 
recorder has color coded input jacks 
and a digital tape counter, among other 
('emurcs. It conies with a computer in¬ 
terface cable for the TI-99/4A* (The 
TI-99/2 comes with ils own interface 
cable.) 

Although announced in the show’s 
product literature, the two enter tain 
mem software packages that probably 
would have been the most interesting 
weren’t ready in time for exhibition* 
We'll jusi have to wail a lit lie longer to 
see if our friend, LT, actually goes 
home, or if the Bnttlestar Guluciicit ever 
finds Earth. 

Watch for more detailed coverage of 
ail of tho new Tl products starting with 
the March issue. 
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LISTING HI (SEGMENTED) 
SCREEN DUMP PROGRAM FOR MINI-MEMORY 

BY PATRICIA SWIFT 99’ER VERSION 2.1.2 

ADDR LABEL OPCODE OPERANDS COMMENTS 
_«_ _-r - ^ —- —i - --- —.-- — 

7D14 MOVB @>7802,@S1 GET MSB OF GROM ADDR INTO SI 

SWPB £S1 
MOVB £>9002,@S1 GET LSB OF GROM ADDR 

SWPB @51 

DEC @51 CORRECT FOR AUTO-INCREMENT 

LI 0,>1D00 

LI 1 , PD 
LI 2,36 
BLWP @>6020 WRITE PAB TO VDP RAM 

LI 6,>1D09 
MOV 6, @>8356 POINT TO DEVICE NAME LENGTH 

BLWP @>6030 DSRLNK TO OPEN PRINTER 

DATA 8 
LI 10,>0400 <<** changed instruction **.;-> 

MOV 10,@>7DEA <<** changed instruction * * / 
<<** deleted instr uct! an 4f 

7D52 LI 

* 

07:1D00 

* 

4f 

7DD2 Li INC 

m 

m 

FOINT TO NEXT INPUT BYTE 

□RA 6,1 /2 

JGT L2 DO NEXT BYTE, IF MORE 

SWPB 4 PUT OUTPUT BYTE IN MSB OF R4 

MOVB 4^ £DO(9) STORE AT DO 

INC 3 POINT TO NEXT BYTE OF DO 

SPA 1 /2 

JGT L3 CONSTRUCT NEXT OUTPUT BY1E 

LI 0,>1D05 

LI 1,>0000 <<** changed instruction **>> 

BLWP @>6024 PUT LENGTH OF 4 IN PAB 

LI 0,>1E00 

LI 1 ,E1 
LI 2, 4 
BLWP £;6028 FUT ESC K SCO. IN DATA BUFF 

LI 6,>1D09 
MOV 6,@>8356 POINT TO DEVICE NAME LENGTH 

BLWP @>6038 DSRLNK TO WRITE EEC K SEQ. 

DATA S 
LI 10,>0000 <<*# changed instruction **>> 

MOV 10, @>7DEA <<** changed instruction **>> 
o;*# deleted instruction **>> 

LI >1D05 

LI 1,>0000 

7E70 LI 

IV 

10,>0400 <<** changed instruction **>> 

MOV lO,0>7DEA <<** changed instruction **>> 
<<** deleted instruction **>> 

JMF L0 DO NEXT SCREEN CHARACTER 

7EB2 L4 LI 0,>1D00 
A 

COME HERE WHEN FINISHED DUMP 

7ED2 PD DATA 

* 

>0012,>1E00,>FF00,>0000,>001A 

* PAB DEFINITION 

TEXT *R5232.PA- 0.DA=G.BA=9600.CR * <^change* > 

* DEVICE NAME 

7EF6 CR data > @ D 0 A CR LF 

7EF8 El DATA >1B4D,>FF00 changed line **>' 

* ESC K GRAPHICS SEOULNCE 

7EFC Si BSC n SAVE AREA 

7EFF E2 data ■0D1B,>4108 

* CR AND ESC A VERT SPACING 

7F02 END 

A Screen Dump Utility 

After working with Super Language: 
A Screen Dump Utility—Part 2 in the 
November 1982 issue, we came up with 
an improvement that we just had to pass 
along. The changes shown here, in the 
segments of Listing #1 from that 
November article, cause the screen 
dump program to write one full screen 
line at a time to the printer. This really 
speeds up the dump and reduces the 
printer-head motion. 

The original DFFSUGs for Screen 
Dump which appeared in the December 
1982 issue on page 40 should be ig¬ 
nored. The File Descriptor should be: 

RS2 ii 2. PA = O. D A = 8.BA = 9600 
That part of the Screen Dump correc¬ 
tions having to do with an error on page 
24 of the November issue (column 2 
under Mini-Memory Considerations 
Step 5) should read as follows: 

5. Put the entry point for DUMP into the 
DtF/RFF table by entering the following 
lines: 

AORG >7FE8 (CFO 
TEXT ’DUMP ' (CR) 
DATA >7D14(CR) 

Note: 1 here are 2 spaces required 
following the word DUMP in the above 
TEXT directive for a total of 6 characters 
within the apostrophes. 

p. —. ' 1 

T ex- Sc/ttbe 

A DEBUG in the Tex-Scribe article oc- 
cured on page 16 of the December 1982 
issue, Regarding Table 2 "TI-99/4 Im¬ 
pact Printer Mode Commands/' it was 
brought to our attention that the Tl 
printer does not have an Italics 
mode. . . We designed that table using 
an Epson MX-80 with Graft rax option 
and mislabeled it. . . If you have the 
TI-99/4 Impact Printer, refer to your 
owner's manual for the available mode 
commands. 
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Vectors 
in LOGO: 

04: Starts 
and SpRites 

By Richard Bies 
i1-7 >'!r't1. Entrance Di\ Pittsburgh PA IS22B. V-eclors. Somewhere a>ong line fine 

toward .m educm on- and c-e l.a'i li¬ 
ly in the study of physics dip sin 

dent encounters a mathematical concept 
( il eil the vet"ior, A vet lor fs a quantity 
■.iler11ied by magriiuide and cliwt.1 ioj 1 -as 
opposed to a quantity without direction, 
usually called ;.oih,r. An example of a vec 
tor is i-Hoofy (as the term is used in 
1 ■ hystCs) w hi<! 1 qu .;i n 1 i fies, !>o 1, h spi! ■. 11v.l 
1 h mullein, 

Pc jo pie an 11 vv'o voc toi-s in t u i ti vH y wh i c 
driving pars, hunting, or in other sports— 
Ixj 1 lew a111.11y rn, 111iernai i.Ci 11 Solution. hor 
instance, when driving .11 ar, you intuitive¬ 
ly. reduce speed as you i h.-mge dirot lion 

I i 1 (1 amount of speed reduction will do 
pend on the amount of change ih 
d reel ion 

Our schools usually tear h physics with 
die scalar approach until l lie su<: on d ye; 1 r 
o: college, by wlfjU ,h lime I he student may 
see vectors as ■->! range .uni soJiiewhal un 
worthy of belief. Kevurlheles's, vec 101 
ana ysis is the gateway to much-of modern 
1 ec Innilogy, 

Within the had Hum a framework 
schools were hot nccr'svui'y remiss in 
io'stpbni 1ig vet•• 1 j'r ct.»icepts. Mos 1 siu 11e■:is 
win 1 d never have a need foi formal vee- 
:oi analysis, which used to lerrui-e 
trigonometry and/or Pythagorean call a I 
a I ion. 

Why are vex tors so important Simply, 
they are in it nsic 10 modern me hnology, 

1 !>ey're what space travel i-; all aln>ut the 
cornerstone, bf future cleveiophierits. 

Back to K.isirx? 
We are a 1 a profound tuming point 111 

■i urn an history1 Our present gjyplbii on of 
dectrohlcAlly-prot. essfed information will 
• iave ..hi i 1 r 1 pac 1 ■; 1 >rtip.aral.111 j to that or 1 h0 
pointing press 11 the Renaissance. 

U.n fortunately our caps Italy to neui 
r ec ri hole x-y' sc ha I k m ge 1 s I >0 lift 111 reaiee et I 
ay .1 movemt?!’ in education known as 
■•’back-io-baslcs/' 1 I n - movement, reduced 
u> piai tice. defines thc-ie'o;i ofeducat on 
as whatever was done thirty or mo re years 
ago. li i.eei ii:. both fitting . aid iron it lhal 
I hose 'et111 cato rs. who 1 re c 0m or 1nx I wi t h 
lilf rat y but limlu d n vision, have t hoseh 
PS their battle cry die bid il iterate nI’: 11 * 1,1 
inm "Readin/ ;Rhi"''. and ’Ridmxdie " 

As coitipulers .lake over mdre and more 
1 i b m the workplace, we i>pqt<enily hear 
Li 11! quip "You e m be replaced by a 
ri.n hine'." 1 i'-. !11 s rbsporisibi ity or the 

oxiucation.il systejn to pn:'| '. re si. uder 1 Is -,r > 
they c a n work vv,11 h in this n 0 w 
techriblogicai eh vi fan merit, But il i,ud>.n k- 
10-basics. bum h. gt ts its w iy and only bade 
.uiilimci c is ranghg our students wjjj) have 
. irearly been tepkie-txl by nachinus! 1 is 
^bsurtl to Spgyicsl lhal a 'vh<it!‘i^phol.fi('v' 
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LOGO Times is an information resource 
for anyone interested in participating in the 
creation of their own personal language- 
one that will easily allow them to com- 
municate with a computer in a totally new 
audiovisual realm of applied imagination, ex¬ 
ploration, and self-discovery. The articles on 
these pages concern the use of the new Tl 
LOGO language, but readers do not need 
any additional software or equipment (or 
even a computer) to understand and learn 
from the material presented here. 

If readers want to actually experience a 
Ti LOGO environment, they will need 
either a TI-99/4 or TI-99/4A computer, the 
Expansion Memory peripheral, and Tl 
LOGO Command Cartridge, A disk drive, 
although convenient to have, is not required; 
a user’s work may alternately be saved on 
cassette tape, printed out on the Tl Ther¬ 
mal Printer, or hand copied into a notebook 
(for later re-keyboarding). 

In each issue, one or more of the articles 
may reference or build upon the topics 
discussed in a previous article. It is therefore 
recommended that for maximum benefit and 
understanding, new readers obtain the ap¬ 
propriate back issues of 99‘er Home Com¬ 
puter Magazine containing LOGO Times 
articles. 

NOTICE 
LOGO Times is actively soliciting articles. 
Manuscripts should be typed double-spaced, 
and accompanied by a cassette tape or disk 
if containing any lengthy procedures or 
graphics. 

Send all materials to: 

LOGO Times Editorial Dept. 
99’er Home Computer Magazine 
1500 Valley River Dr., Suite 250 
Eugene, OR 97401 

All mail directed to the Letters-to-the-Editor col¬ 
umn (Letters on LOGO) wilt be published in ac¬ 
cordance with the conditions set forth on 99 'er 
Home Computer Magazine’s Masthead page. 

Our Contributing Editors 
Henry Gorman, Jr. 
Department of Psychology 
Austin College 
Box 1584 
Sherman, TX 75090 

Roger B. Kirchner 
Department of Mathematics 
Carleton College 
Northfield, MN 55057 

LOGO Times is a trademark of 
Emerald Valley Publishing Co. 
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struggle through arithmetic is a necessary 
prerequisite to higher mathematical think* 
ing. After all, Einstein dropped out of basic 
arithmetic, but he managed to grasp a tew 
of the principles of higher mathematics! 

Because we face this backlash in 
education,1 I cannot overemphasize the 
usefulness of Tl LOGO for students cop¬ 
ing with today's problems. Let me clarify 
this point by showing how well LOGO 
uses vector concepts. 

A vector can be perfectly represented by 
a sprite, It has a given speed, in a given 
direction. With sprites, the vector's proper¬ 
ties are graphically displayed on the 
screen. Through the use of Tl LOGO, 
students can handle vectors at an early age, 
instead of waiting for high school or 
college. 

For perspective, let us retreat for a mo¬ 
ment to pre-sprite days: As vectors are both 
quantity and direction, their manipulation 
requires accounting for both. It doesn't 
work just to add the quantities and the 
directions. 

The use of a direction implies a frame of 
reference, or coordinate system, which 
defines the vector. Typically the coordinate 
system is Cartesian, with an origin (0,0 
position) on x and y axes. In Figure 1, the 
vector is graphically represented as an 
arrow with its length as the quantitative 
value. 

The first step in manipulating the vector 
is to break it into components V* and Vy 
along the two axes, that is with Vx and Vy 
related to the vector V as the sides to the 
hypotenuse of a right triangle. In Figure 2, 
it can be seen that if Vx and Vy are rear¬ 
ranged, they do indeed form a dosed 
triangle: 

Alternatively the vector V is called the 
"resultant" of the two components. The 
tricky part is that getting the components 
from the vector requires the calculations: 

Vy ~ V (quantitative value) x cos 0 
Vx = V (quantitative value) x sin 0 

or the vector from the components: 

Note that 1 have used the angle from the 
y axis, rather than from the x axis as is often 
the case. I do this because the screen 
display defines "up" as North or 0°. Thus 
the angles in the LOGO display are 
measured from North, or the y axis. This 
may seem simple for engineers, but it's not 
elementary school arithmetic. 

The LOGO Approach 
Back to the present: What happens to 

these arcane calculations in Tl LOGO? 
When you start a sprite, giving SETSPEED 
and SETHEADING you define the vector 
(quantity and direction). Then simply enter 

j PRINT XVEL and PRINT YVEL and, there 
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you have it, the x and y components 
displayed! Enter SXV (quantity) and SYV 
(quantity) and the vector is defined, while 
PRINT SPEED returns the resultant, and 
PRINT HEADING returns the direction. 
The power of this advanced concept is 
made available to the child without all the 
arithmetic computations. 

Furthermore, adding vectors by com¬ 
ponents is simple: 

SXV (XVEL + (quantity)) 
SYV (YVEL + (quantity)) 
Not only does SPEED and HEADING 

then return the vector result of the addi¬ 
tion, but the effect is seen on the screen 
as well. 

To add vectors directly does require a 
procedure, but it can be a simple one. Give 
the speed and direction to a second higher- 
numbered sprite (perhaps transparent), 
name its XVEL and YVEL, and pass the 
parameters to the lower-numbered sprites: 

TO ADD 
CS 
PRINT [X & Y COMPONENTS: ] 
PRINT NUMBEROF XVEL 
PRINT NUMBEROF YVEL 
MAKE “A XVEL 
MAKE “B YVEL 
VECTOR :A :B 
END 

TO RESOLVE 
TELL 2 
CARRY :BOX 
SC 0 
HOME 
PRINT [ENTER THE SPEED AND 
HEADING] 

PRINT [THEN ENTER ADD] 
END 

TO VECTOR :A :B 
TELL t 
CARRY :BALL 
SC :RED 
HOME 
SXV XVEL + :A 
SYV YVEL + :B 
PRINT [RESULT:] 
PRINT [SPEED =] PRINT SPEED 
PRINT [HEADING =] PRINT 
HEADING 

RESOLVE 
END 

TO VECTORS 
CALL 0 “A 
CALL 0 "B 
VECTOR :A :B 
END 

I will leave it to someone else to work 
out the multiplications (dot product and 
cross product). 

Students who write programs in the 
sprite mode, will gain an intuitive 
understanding of vectors, These young 
people are growing up with the 
information-handling power of the com¬ 
puter at their fingertips, and they will live 
with a view of themselves from outside the 
world. They will have the power of the 
stars in their hands . . . 

For a view of mathematics today, see a booklet 
entitled Agenda for the 80's published by the Na¬ 
tional Association of Teachers of Mathematics. This 
publication recognizes that calculators and personal 
computers do exist, and that skill in hand manipula¬ 
tion of large numbers is no longer "basic." 



1/Kaik ^Iwmb lAltth, 
By Roger B. Kirchner 

Contributing Editor Tf LOGO is a powerful language. 
Although it does not have floating 
point arithmetic, that capability can 

always be simulated. Tl LOGO can have 
SIN and COS. One need only take advan¬ 
tage of the sprites. 

The graph of the polar equation r = 
Acos(nt) will serve as our example. The 
graph is obtained by interpreting PHI as 
degrees from the vertical measured 
clockwise, and R as the distance from the 
origin in the direction of heading PHI. The 
graph is a circle when n = 1, has n loops 
when n is odd, and 2n loops when n is 
even. When filled in, the loops look (ike 
petals of a daisy. One might not suspect 
that these daisies can be graphed 
in Tl LOGO, but try the following: 

TO DAISIES 
CS 

STOP will be 180 for :N odd, and 360 for 
:N even. (What if :STOP were equal to 360 
for all cases? What would you observe?) 

The value of R in DAISY is the y- 
component of the velocity of sprite 0, 
which had its speed set to 45 in DAISIES. 
(Different sized daisies can be graphed by 
changing the value of SIZE. But if :SIZE is 
much larger than 45, the daisies will wrap 
around to the top of the screen.) Since its 
heading is set to :N*:PHI, the value of its 
y-component is 45*COS(:N*:PHI). The 
daisy drawn thus has outline :R = 
45*COS(;N*:PHI). 

The following procedures compute 
:A*COS(:X) and :A*SIN(:X): (:X in degrees.) 

TO COS :A :X 
TELL 0 
SS :A 
SH :X 

Consider the case in which HEADING 
is between 0 and 90 degrees. Then XVEL 
and YVEL are positive, and we can 
visualize a triangle with hypontenuse 
SPEED and sides XVEL and YVEL: 

XVEL 

YVEL 

SPEED 

HEADING 

CB 1 
MAKE“N RANDOM + 1 
TELL TURTLE 
SC RANDOM + 2 
MAKE “SIZE 45 
TELL 0 SS :SIZE 
TELL 1 SS 100 
TEST :N / 2 * 2 = :N 
I FT MAKE “ST 360 
IFF MAKE “ST 180 
PETAL :N 0 :ST 
WAIT 120 
DAISIES 
END 

TO PETAL :N :PHI :STOP 
TELL 0 
SH :N * :PHI 
MAKE “R YVEL 
TELL TURTLE 
HT 
HOME 
SH :PHI 
FD :R 
IF :PHI - :STOP THEN STOP 
PETAL :N :PHI + 1 ;STOP 
END 

Typing DAISIES will graph a randomly 
colored daisy with 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 4, 8, 12, 
16, or 20 petals. After a two-second display 
of the daisy, another will be started. The 
procedure must be stopped with FCTN 9. 
Then enter CB 7 to change the screen from 
a black color back to cyan. The value of 

OUTPUT YVEL 
END 

TO SIN :A :X 
TELL 0 
SS :A 
SH :X 
OUTPUT XVEL 
END 

This method for computing SIN and COS 
can be understood by reviewing the 
LOGO commands having to do with 
motion. 

SH n sets heading of active 
sprite(s) (or turtle) to n 
degrees clockwise from 
the vertical. 

HEADING returns the heading of ac¬ 
tive abject. 

SS s sets speed of active 
sprite(s). 

SPEED returns speed of active 
sprite(s). 

SXV xv sets x-component of 
velocity to xv. 

XVEL returns x-component of 
velocity. 

SYV yv sets y-component of 
velocity to yv. 

YVEL returns y-component of 
velocity. 

The fundamental relationship is: 

SPEED2 = XVEL^ + YVEL2 

From the definitions of COS and SIN, we 
see that: 

COS(HEADING) = YVEL/SPEED, 
SIN(HEADING) - XVEL/SPEED. 

Thus: 

YVEL = SPEED*COS(HEADlNG), 
XVEL = SPEED*SIN (HEADING). 

SIN and COS are defined so that these 
relations are true for all values of 
HEADING. Indeed, the purpose of SIN and 
COS is to make these relations hold. (The 
math textbook definition looks a little dif¬ 
ferent, but that is because it measures 
angles counterclockwise from the horizon¬ 
tal, and we are measuring them clockwise 
from the vertical.) 

This method does have a restriction 
which must be kept in mind: the sprites 
can have a speed no greater than 127. In 
DAISIES, the speed of sprite 0 was set to 
45, but could not have been greater than 
127. This means that the maximum length 
a petal can be is 127. 

After enjoying DAISIES for a while, the 
reader may want to review the construc¬ 
tion of the DYNATURTLE (Vol. 1, No, 4, 
pp 66-67.) The secret of the Tl Dynaturtle 
is the use of sprites to compute sine and 
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The largest selection anywhere of software, hard¬ 
ware, and accessories exclusively for the Texas in¬ 
struments family of personal computers. 

• Over 500 programs for entertainment, education, 
business, home management, etc. from TI and 
quality independent producers: 
American Software 
Dynamic Dal a 
Easy ware 
LduCATtor 
Futura 
Extended 
Harvey 
Headwind 
Instant 
Pewterware 
Prof. Microware 
Program Design 
Republic 
Simul&oft 

Kuhl 
Letcher Offshore 
Linear Aesthetic 
Maple Leaf Microwave 
Microcomputers Carp. 
Micro-Ed 
Norton 
Not-Polyoptics 
Oak Tree Systems 
Softcom 
Tomputer 
W, R, Wilson 
AND MORE! 

• Dozens of hardware and 
accessory brands, including: 
GF Data Recorder Panasonic 
WICO joysticks Tandon Disk Drives 
Smith Corona and Epson printers 3M Recording Supplies 

and more, plus TI's complete line! 

• Useful accessories — covers, cables, furniture, 
graphic design pads, and more! 

Modem 
-P 

THi: SOI KU 
S 1 WOO 

SOFTWARE AUTHORS: 
Tap the huge 

TI market thru T€N€X 
You or we produce. 

BEST TECHNOLOGY! 
GREAT PRICES! 

T€N€X. P.O. Box 6578, South Bend, IN 46660, 219/277-7726 

SEND FOR THE CATALOG TODAY 

I WANT VARIETY WITH QUALITY AND PRICE!!1 
Enclosed is $2.00 for your catalog* 

NAME ... 

ADDRESS 

CITY/ST. 

ZIP 

MAIL T0:T€N€X., Box 6578, South Bend, IN 46660 
*add a $3.00 Credit to my first order. 
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AdoeotGiRir3£j.. from p.26 
ject is still present, then you haven't left 
the room. Conversely, if the object isn't 
present, you are in another room\ By drop¬ 
ping a few more objects and moving 
around, you can probably get out. What 
if you weren't carrying anything when you 
entered the room? Just restart the game 
(you did save it, didn't you?) at a point 
before you got lost, and pick up as much 
inventory as possible. 

Computer Messages as Clues 
When you try things that don't work out, 

pay attention to the computer's messages. 
They themselves may be clues. For exam¬ 
ple, a response like "THAT'S BEYOND MY 
POWER TO DO" means the thing is im¬ 
possible. On the other hand, a message of 
"I CAN'T DO THAT . . . YET" means that 
you are on the right track but are missing 
some vital object (where did you drop that 
shovel?...you need it now!), or you 
neglected to do something (did you feed 
the piranhas?), or maybe you are in the 
wrong room (where is that map anyway?). 
Figure out what's wrong and then try it 
again. 

The wording of a response can be signifi¬ 
cant. if you say HIT door and get the 
message "I DON'T KNOW HOW TO 
'HIT' SOMETHING," it means that HIT is 
not a good word. If the message is "ITS IM¬ 
POSSIBLE", or something like that, it 
means that the word HIT is good, but not 
in this context. Write it down because 
somewhere or other you will probably 
have to h)IT something. 

Two messages are essential for all Scott 
Adams adventures in which you search for 
treasure. The first one tells you how to 
score points for finding the treasure, where 
to bring the treasure and what to say when 
you find it. Until you see this message, just 
save any treasure in a convenient location. I The second message tells you how many 
treasures you are supposed to find. 
Sometimes you are not told outright how 
many different treasures there are. You 
have to figure it out. When you score a 
treasure, you learn how many points it is 
worth. Each is usually worth TOO divided 
by the number of treasures, so a treasure 
worth 6 points means there are 16 in all. 

These rules should help you survive, but 
in a truly good adventure game you will 
still need that razor-sharp intellect! 

Writing Your Own 
Now, for those of you who want to try 

writing an adventure, I have a few rules 
you might follow. Who knows, you may 
be able to get it published in 99'er 
Magazine! Just pay attention—this could be 
the break you need to get into print! 

First, think of your scenario. Decide 
where and in what time period the adven¬ 
ture will take place. Once you decide, stick 
to it! Don’t do anything out of context for 
the time and place you selected—for ex¬ 
ample, no ray guns in 19th-century 
London. 

Set up a theme. Decide what the adven¬ 
turer is ultimately supposed to do. Is he to 
locate treasure? Maybe the idea is to catch 
Jack the Ripper? Perhaps to escape a 
locked building? Find a princess? How 
about saving a Mad Scientist's daughter? 

Continued on p. 66 
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Tl 99/4A Arcade Games 

Laser-Blaster(X-BASlC) 
Hit and Run 
Super-Munch 
Poultry Pusher (X-BASIC) 
Crazy Kong (X-BASIC) 
Air Combat {X-BASIC) 

$17.50 each, plus $1.50 
postage and handling for 

each order, pre-paid 
(cassettes only, no disks) 

N S Y Software 
141-20 70th Road 

Flushing, N.Y. 11367 

d-' 

NORTHERN 
light 

SOFTWARE 
■ ■ -o'1 # ■ 

■ + 

KING TUT’S TOMB 
3D color maze, 4 levels, hidden 
pitfalls, 7 full chambers, bonus 
coffins and TUT’S ghost. **(K/J) 

JELLYBEANS 
Can you put your patch in the 
conveyor belt’s holes and keep 
the jellybeans from falling? 100 
variations. *(K) 

TRI-LIGHT 
Combo computer/board game, 
2-4 players (including computer), 
3 levels, includes gameboard and 49 
pieces. *(K) 

Chuck-A-Luck . from p.27 
version, and lines 2750-3020 in the Extend¬ 
ed BASIC version. For Tl BASIC, this con¬ 
sists of a simple loop which displays at 
LOC_X and LOC_Y the appropriate 
DICE_PIP for each of the nine pieces. 
After the character on the last die is 
displayed, I wait a little while and then 
leave the routine. 

Notice that in order to highlight the dice 
roll routine, I changed the color of the 
screen and added a little music. My “music 
jar" of melody listings borrowed from 
other programs gave up only one piece 
that remotely matched up with gambling, 
the “call to the post" tune played at the 
track just before a race. Perhaps you have 
a more fitting musical phrase. 

The sprite version of the display routine 
is more complex than the HCHAR verison. 
I will go through it very carefully because 
Ron has some great ideas about control¬ 
ling sprites. Note that this routine was writ¬ 
ten with multiple statements on each line. 
This has to be done to make your BASIC 
code run as fast as possible when handl¬ 
ing sprites. Slow code at this point could 
make it very difficult to handle them 
smoothly. 

Graphic Routines 
If you have an interest in designing Ex¬ 

tended BASIC programs with sprites, trac¬ 
ing through the following program will put 
you well on your way toward your own 
creative endeavors. All line numbers from 
this point on will refer to the Extended 
BASIC version only. 

2750-2820 This code figures out the 
sprite number for each character of the die 
being displayed, and starts it out as a sprite 
with a random motion. Note that this mo¬ 
tion can either be positive or negative so 
that we get them flying in all directions. We 
also set the LOC value for that character 
to zero, to show that we haven't yet moved 
the character back to its final location. 

2840-2920 This routine uses a variable 
called CNT to keep track of the number 
of characters moved back to their starting 
locations. If this number is low enough, we 

Ad placed this way on advertiser request- 

will randomly choose the character we 
work on. If CNT is 21 or greater, however, 
we won't choose the character random¬ 
ly. We'll just look through the LOC array 
sequentially to find the first character that 
we haven't yet moved back to its location 
(i.e., its LOC has a zero in it). 

Why is Ron going through the trouble 
of doing it this way? The answer requires 
a little thought. Suppose we just random¬ 
ly kept choosing a figure. By the time 20 
or so characters have been reset to the final 
location, the odds on randomly selecting 
a good character will then be 7/27 or 26%. 
The odds on the next selection being a 
good character will then be 6/27 and they 
<eep getting smaller and smaller. With one 
character left, the odds on hitting it ran¬ 
domly are 1/27 or less than 4%. As you can 
see, it is very unlikely that you will hit a 
good character when only a few are left. 
To prevent a long wait until the computer 
randomly locates a good character, he set 
up his code so that the last 7 or so sprites 
will not be randomly chosen. Of course, 
he is also checking CNT to see if he has 
finished with all 27 characters. 

2930-2980 This part of the routine takes 
the selected character, changes its color to 
black (to highlight it on the screen while 
we play with it) and freezes it momentari¬ 
ly. That is what the CALL MOTION(#1,0,0) 
is for. The major problem in sprite handl¬ 
ing is that they keep moving at a pretty high 
speed, while BASIC keeps plodding along 
with old data. Ron prevents this problem 
by freezing the sprite before finding its 
location. This means that he gets accurate 
data via the CALL POSITION code. 

After locating the sprite, he computes the 
velocities needed to move it back to its 
original (and final) location. The Extended 
BASIC reference manual talks about row 
velocities and column velocities, but what 
it doesn't explicitly tell you is that you can 
control the direction of the sprite. For ex¬ 
ample, to move at a 45 degree angle, both 
the row and column velocities must be 
equal. To move at a 30 degree angle, just 
make the column velocity equal to twice 

Continued on p. 52 
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cassettes $14.95 each 
diskettes $19.95 each 

'Console basic ''Extended basic 
(K) Keyboard (J) Joystick 
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ft OO!BUQ W He BE 4ft St 

Maneuver T.l.TOAD across 4 lanes of 
heavy traffic then through swift river 
currents to reach his home. But watch 
out! The river is full of surprises. Dif¬ 
ferent colorful animated characters 
appear at each new level making this 
one of the most exciting games ever 
for the 99/4{a). 

Written entirely in assembly language 
and comes complete with It’s own 
high speed disk loader that’s more 
than 10 times faster than the extend¬ 
ed basic loader. 

$29.95 
Full money back guarantee! If you are 
dissatisfied with this program for any 
reason, return it within 5 days for a full re¬ 
fund. 

Equipment required: memory expansion, ex¬ 
tended basic disk drive (joysticks opptional). 

Software Spedalties.lnc. 
Box 18051, Denver, CO 80218 
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Texas Instruments 

TI-99/4A 

$319.00 reg. price 
-$100.00 Tl REBATE 

$219.00 FINAL COST 

includes console, R.F. Modulator, and 
Manuals 

ASK ABOUT OUR 
Dual RS232 Y-Cable 

Half Size P.E. Box Drives 

ARTHROPOD Assembly Language 

Arcade Game 

Mastercard or Visa by mail or phone 
(add 3% charge fee) 

Mail cash, check, money order. 
Personal check (1 add‘1, week to clear) 

$3.00 Shipping & Handling 

Equipment subject to price change 
and availability without notice. 

Peripheral Box 

Speech Synthesizer 

Telephone Modem 

RS 232 Interface Card 

Disk Controller Card 

Disk Memory Drive 

32K Expansion Card 

P-Code Card 

10" Monitor 

Joy Sticks (pair) 

Mini-Memory 

Expansion Box Disk Drive 

199.97 

109.97 

164.97 

139.97 

199.97 

369.97 

299.97 

199.97 

369.97 

27.49 

78.49 

299.97 

Extended Basic 
Household Mgmt. 
Personal Rec. Keep 
Early Learning Fun 
Add Sub I or II 
Video Chess 
Tunnels of Doom 
Car Wars 
Tl Invaders 
Tombstone City 
Munch Man 
Yahtzee 
Parsec 
Adventure Cassette 
Editor Assembler 
Terminal Emulator II 

75.00 
31.49 
38 97 
23 49 
31.49 
54.97 

46.97 
31 49 
31.49 
31.49 
31.49 
19.49 

31.49 
38.97 
77.97 
38.97 

TOLL FREE 1 -800-441 -7419 
in Pennsylvania 

1 - 412 - 935-2040 

NORTH HILLS COMPUTER 
— a subsidiary of Digicom Systems Corporation — 

1016 Madison Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15212 

HERE’S ANOTHER 

NEW GAME FROM 

WHI 

GREAT 

NORTH 

SOFTWARE COMPANY 

Fly your supply transport 
from base to SNOWBIRD VII and 
return as Skalian drone ships 
try to destroy you. 
Become one of the. 

HOSERS 
IN SPACE 
$ Cassette software for your 

TI-99AA computer 
♦ Play against the computer 

or a friend^ 
| Extended Basic graphics 
| Color, animation & sound 
} Joystick controlled 

YOURS FOR ONLY $11.95 (U.S.) 

IN CANADA SEND $14,95 

Ontario residents add 7x sales tax. 

Send Cheque or Money Order to: 
CJMF SERVICES 
R O. Sox 2336, Station 0, 
Kitchener, Ontario 
CANADA N2H 6M2 

All orders are Post Paid. 
No C40*D. orders accepted. 

i SNOWBIRD VII program still * 
^available - same low price! 

Chuck-A-Luck . from p.51 

the row velocity. Ron is using this fact in 
statement 2960 to figure out how far the 
sprite is, vertically and horizontally, from 
where it is supposed to go. He calculates 
this in MY and MX respectively. He then 
adds the two to get a value called TOT. The 
distances can be positive or negative 
depending on the sprite's location relative 
to its final position—left or right, above or 
below. 

In order to get a good value of TOT, we 
have to ignore the signs of the distances. 
In other words, we don't care if the 
number is positive or negative, as long as 
we know its absolute value. We find it with 
the ABS function. By making the row and 
column velocities a function of both the 
distance it has to go (MY or MX) and the 
TOT value, the sprite can be directed to 
travel in the right direction. Take a look at 
the last statement in line 2960. It uses the 
MAX function available in Extended BASIC. 
TOT must be a reasonable size number, 
because we will divide MY and MX by TOT 
to get our velocities. Since it is possible for 
the sprite to be right where it should be, 
TOT can be zero. If you divide by 0, 
however, your program will stop with an 
error. To make sure that TOT has a value 
of at least one, you would normally code 
in something like this: 

xxxxx TOT = ABS(MX) + ABS(MY) 
yyyyy IF TOT<1 THEN TOT= 1 
zzzzz 

This can be done just as easily with the 
MAX function which gives me the higher 

of the two alternatives. If one is greater, it 
will return me a 1. On the other hand, if 
the result of the addition is greater than I, 
it will return that number to me. Using the 
MAX function eliminates the need for an 
IF statement right in the middle' of my 
code. MAX (along with its cousin, the MIN 
function) is a handy feature of Extended 
BASIC that can save you a lot of coding 
trouble. We now use the values that we 
just computed to set the sprite moving 
again using a CALL MOIION. 

2990-3010 i have also sot a new variable 
(my, we are collecting a whole slew of 
them now!) called CHK to be equal to 
zero. This counter will be used to make 
sure that we don't try the next lines of code 
more than 10 times before we give up and 
refigure a new MOTION command. If we 
haven't tried it more than 10 times, we do 
a CALL COINC to sec1 if the sprite has 
reached its goal. If not (HIT = 0) we go back 
and do it again. If the sprite' has reached 
its final location, Ron stops it with a CALL 
MOTION, and does a CALL LOCALE to 
make sure it is being stopped exactly 
where he wants it. This is necessary 
because a sprite that keeps moving be¬ 
tween the CALL COINC and the final CALL 
MOTION may no longer be in the right 
spot. He changes the color back to white, 

3020-3920 This code checks to set3 if we 
finished all the characters, and restarts the 
process if we haven't. It then changes the 
screen back to green. It also issues a CALL 
DELSPRJTE which clears the sprite 
characters from the screen. 
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Ask for our Free Brochure outlining these and many other exciting 719914(A) compatible programs. 

Colorado seems pretty easy. 
But . . . 
CROSS COUNTRY 
CAR RALLY.$12.95 

Where are the energy pellets 
when you need them. 
ATTACK-MAN.$12*95 

Incorporate music into your own 
programs easily. 
MUSIC SYNTHESIZER . . ,$12.95 

The easy way to draw 
hi resolution graphics. 
GRAPHICS PACKAGE . .$16.95 

Guaranteed to make you croak! 
SUPER FROGGER.$14.95 

“This is most illogical captain1'. 
Save the Federation! 
3-D STARTREK.$10.95 

Abort, Abort, FCN = .. oops! 
LUNAR LANDER.$10.95 

Take your agression out on the 
computer or an opponent 
TANK.$10.95 

ATTACK-MAN, CROSS COUNTRY CAR RALLY, SUPER FROGGER and GRAPHICS PACKAGE are available only in Extended 
Basic. All other programs are available in either console or Extended Basic. Joysticks are not needed for any program. You 
have the option in many programs to use Joysticks or the keyboard. 

VtSA 

Please add $2.00 shipping for orders 
containing Jess than 3 programs. 

Special offer 20% 
discount for 3 or more programs. 

Send cheque, money order or charge number 
and expiry date to: 

NORTON SOFTWARE 
Box 575. Picton, Ontario 

K0K 2T0 

Save Shipping Charges, many dealers now 
carry the full Norton Software line of products 

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME 

Protection and Improvement 
We have now finished the Extended 

BASIC version of the code. Our game gets 
a final debugging and is ready to go! The 
next step is just some administrative work 
to make sure that your effort will not be 
in vain. First, change the REM statement 
at the beginning of the program so that it 
says FINAL VERSION as well as the version 
number. Next, save it on cassette tape or 
disk. Label the tape or disk with the name 
of the program, the date, and the version 
number along with the words FINAL VER- 

60 REM *** CHUCK—A—LUCK *** 
70 REM t EXTENDED BASIC * 
BO REM * BY SAM PINCUS * 
90 REM *99ER VERSION 2.2. 1XB* 
IOO DIM DICEJVALUE(3),PLAYER_NAME*< 

4),PLAYER_CASH(4),PLAYER_BET(4) 
,PLAYER_DICE<4> 

110 DIM DICE PIP(9,9),LOCX(27),LDC 
Y (27> 

120 DIM LDC(27) 
130 RANDOMIZE 
160 GGSUB 20000 
170 EM BETTING LOOP 
200 REM GET BET 
210 GOSLJB 1200 
220 REM THROW DICE 
230 GOSIJB 2000 
240 REM UPDATE CASH BALANCE 
250 FOR 1=1 TO PLAYERS 
760 IF PLAYERCASH(I)=0 THEM 760 
2B0 PR I NT •' " : PLAYER_NAME* (!>;", YOU 

BET ON";PLAYER _DICE(I); "EOR" ; P 
LAYERBET (I) ; "DOLLAR" ; 

290 IE PLAYERBETCI)<2 THEN 3)0 
300 PRINT "S" ; 
310 PRINT ". " 
520 WIN--0 
530 FOR J=1 TO 3 

SION. Make two copies. If you are saving 
on tape, make one copy on each side and 
verify both. Then make another copy on 
a backup tape. You should always have a 
backup tape kept separately from your 
original master copies. Remove the tabs in 
the back of the tape to prevent accidental 
erasures. For disks, add the write-protect 
tab. Make a backup disk. Keep it separate 
from your regular disks. Then enjoy the 
fruits of your labor! 

540 IF PLAYER_DICE(I)< >DICE_VALUE(J 
)THEN 560 

550 WIN=WIN+1 
560 NEXT J 
570 IE WIN=0 THEN 690 
580 WlN=WIN*PLAY£R_BET<I> 
590 PRINT "YOU “;“WIN”;WIN;“DOLLAR" 

m 

600 IF WIN<2 THEN 620 
610 PRINT "5"; 
620 PRINT "." 

630 PLAYER_CASH(I)=PLAYER_CASH(I)+W 
IN 

640 PRINT "YOU NOW HAVE”;PLAYER_CAS 
H ( I > ;"DOLLAR"; 

650 IF PLAYERCASH(I)<2 THEN 670 
660 PRINT "S"; 
670 PRINT 
680 GOTO 760 

690 PRINT “YOU LOST"fPLAYER_BET(I); 
"DOLLAR"; 

700 IF PLAYERBET(I)<2 THEN 720 
710 PRINT "S"; 
720 PRINT " 
730 PLAYERCASH(I)=PLAYER_CASH(I)-P 

LAYER_BET(I) 
740 IF PLAYER_CASH(I)>0 THEN 640 

Continued on p. 54 

EGASUS SOFTWARE 

Quality Software for your TI-99/4(A) 

‘Quest For The Sword 
TEXT ADVENTURE 
Can you find the 

lost sword of Aron? 
basic $16.00 

‘Assault Force 
Game for 2 players 

Rescue the king 
from your opponent's dungeon. 

xbaslc $15.00 

‘Conquest in Space 
Game for 2 players. 

Destroy your opponent's 
space station to 

control the galaxy. 
xbasic $16.00 

‘Balloon Voyage 
Fly across the city 

avoiding buildings and birds. 
Multiscreen game for 1 player. 

xbasic $17.00 
_Send SSA for Catalog_ 

PPd. Send check or money order to: 

PEGASUS SOFTWARE 

1438 38th Avenue 

Greeley, CO 80634 
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Harvey’s Special 
of the Month 

An Informative Text Book 
and Disk 

Programmers: The key to 
becoming a professional, in 
home or business applica¬ 
tions, is to acquire the skill to 
create and maintain relative 
files. Whether you work as 
an employee, or as a free¬ 
lance programmer, the earn¬ 
ings potential for you in 
business applications is enor¬ 
mous. 

My publication, “How to 
Create and Maintain 
Relative Files”, was written 
for /4 and /4A programmers 
who want to sharpen their 
skills in this important area. 
The text is on 8 Vi x 11 inch 
sheets and covers 45 pages. 
Eleven pages are devoted to 
four example program 
listings. The disk contains 
the 4 programs, which pro¬ 
vide hands-on experience us¬ 
ing relative files. A printer is 
not required to use the pro¬ 
grams. A disk system is not 
required if the publication is 
used as a text book, Func-' 
tions include: 
- How to create relative files. 
- How to get around the 255 
character record length 
barrier, 

- How to bypass the record 
number operator input 
requirement. 

- How to create and use 
multiple disk files. 

- About 20 pages are devoted 
to file maintenance 
functions. 
To use the disk, a minimal 

disk system is required. 
PRICE: When not on 
special: $50.00 
Now through March 31: 
$45.00 
Includes delivery in the U.S. 
No sales to foreign countries. 
Delivered by first class mail 
right away if you send a bank 
Money Order to: 

James Harvey 
159 Dover Road 

Spartanburg, S.C. 29301 

Write for free catalog 

Now expanded to 61 pages 
to add a sort utility program 
to the text and disk. 

Delivery and your satisfac¬ 
tion guaranteed. 

/GAME SOFTWARE.. 
| FOR THE Tl 99/4(A) 1 
V Six Arcade Type Games for Less Than the I 
I Cost of a Single Command Module! I 

Vcl* I (BASIC) 
1. R0AD CACE-Race 
down an endless winding 
road, look out lor trees 
Fire your laser1 

— Arcade Features — 

2. CHASE -Clear oil as 
many squares as possible 
before being eater by Sam 
The Sinister Smiley Face' 

3. BCMEAEDAtENT 
- Run out the door before 
being hit. score points on 
the way! 

Vtl. II (X-BASIC) 
1. THIEF - The ultimate 
fully graphic quest/adven¬ 
ture game! 

2. THE EHICrEN - 
Eat. jump and run - not just 
another road crossing 
game' 

3 SHOOT IT-The end¬ 
lessly challenging 1 or 2 
person game or indurance! 

Single Game - $7.96 
Single Volume - $16.96 
Both Volumes -$27.96 

CRCEE NCW! 

{Less than the cost of a 

Single Command Module) 

~ Prices include postage and handling 
- All games require joysticks 
- All programs on cassette tape 
- Full documentation 

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO: / 

Tomputer Software 
'Quality Software at Reasonable Prices' /^y/ 

1550 Montgomery Drive 
^Deerfield, IL 60015 

ATTENTION 
PROGRAMMERS 

If you have written (or plan to write) 

programs for the TI-99/4(A), we are 
interested in hearing from you. We 
will market your programs for you 
and pay royalties for each program 
sold. Please write for further details 
or send your program with user 
instructions to: 

Complete Software Co. 
P, O. Box 50886 

Nashville, TN 37205 

Chuck-A>Luck . . .from p.53 
750 PRINT "YOU ARE BANKRUPT!" 
760 NEXT I 
770 REM CHECK FOR END QF GAME 
7B0 GOSUB 5000 
790 IF N0_LEFT>1 THEN 970 
800 INPUT “WANT TO PLAY AGAIN (Y/N> 

?": At 
810 A*=SEG*(AS,1,1) 
820 IF AS< >”Y" THEN 850 
830 GOSUB 22000 
840 GOTO 200 
850 IF AS< > " N“ THEN 880 

860 PRINT "THANK YOU FOR PLAYING.": 
M M , II II 

870 STOP 
880 PRINT PLS 
890 GOTO 800 
970 FOR 1=1 TO 600 
980 NEXT I 
990 GOTO 200 
1200 CALL CLEAR 
1210 FOR 1=1 TO PLAYERS 
1220 IF PLAYER_CASH(I>=0 THEN 1500 
1230 ON INT(RNDS4+1)GOTO 1240,1260, 

1280,1300 
1240 PRINT "NOW, 
1250 GOTO 1350 
1260 PRINT “OK, "; 
1270 GOTO 1350 
1280 PRINT "ALRIGHT, 
1290 GOTO 1350 
1300 PRINT "YOUR TURN, "; 
1350 PRINT PLAYER^NAME*(I) ; " , “ 
1360 PRINT “YOU HAVE";PLAYER_CASH(I 

);"DOLLAR"; 
1 1370 IF PLAYER CASH (1X2 THEN 1390 

1380 PRINT "S"; 
1390 PRINT " . " : “WHAT’S YOUR BET? " 
1400 INPUT PLAYER_BET(I) 
1410 IP PLAYER_BET(I)<1 THEN 1450 
1420 IF PLAYER_BET(I)>PLAYER_CASH(I 

)1HEN 1450 

1430 IF PLAYER_BET(I)>50 THEN 1450 
1440 IF INT(PLAYER_BET(I ) )=PLAYER_B 

; ET(1)THEN 1470 
1450 PRINT "THAT’S NOT POSSIBLE." 
1460 GOTO 1230 

| 1470 PRINT "WHAT NUMBER WILL YOU BE 
1 T ON?" 
1480 INPUT PLAYER_DICE(I? 
1490 IF INT(PLAYER_DICE(I) ) C >PLAYER 

_DICE(I)THEN 1520 
1500 IF PLAYER_DICE( I ) < 1 THEN 1520 
1510 IF PLAYER_DICE(I)<7 THEN 1540 
1520 PRINT "TRY AGAIN." 
1530 GOTO 1470 
1540 NEXT 1 
1550 RETURN 
2000 REM 
2010 CALL CLEAR 
2020 CALL SCREEN(10) 

2030 FOR 1=1 TO PLAYERS 
7035 GOSUB 28000 
2040 RUW=(1-1)*5+1 
2060 DISPLAY AT CROW,15):PLAYER_NAME 

* (I) 

2160 DISPLAY ATCROW+1,15>:"BET ; 
STRS(PLAYER_BET(I)) 

2260 DISPLAY ATIR0W+2,15):“CASH S"; 
STRS(PLAYER_CASH(I)) 

2350 DISPLAY AT(ROW+3,15):"DIE- "; 
STRS(PLAYER^DICE(I)) 

2370 NEXT I 
2500 FOR 1=1 TO 3 

2510 DICE_VALUE(I)=INT(RND*6)+i 
2520 NEXT I 
2600 REM DISPLAY DICE 
2610 FOR 1=1 TO 3 
2620 CHAR_NO=DICE_VALUE(I) 
2630 IF CHAR_N0=1 THEN 2740 
2640 IF CHAR_NO=4 THEN 2740 
2650 IF CHAR_N0=5 THEN 2740 
2660 IF RNDC.S THEN 2740 
2670 IF CHAR_NO<>2 THEN 2700 
2680 CHAR_N0=7 
2690 GOTO 2740 
2700 IF CHAR_NO=6 THEN 2730 
2710 CHAR_NO=S 
2720 GOTO 2740 
2730 CHAR_N0=9 
2740 REM DISPLAY A DIE 
2750 FOR J=1 TO 9 
2760 K=(I-1)*9+J 
2780 CALL SPRITE<#K,96+DICE_PlP(CHA 

RJMO,J),16,LOC_X(K),LOC_Y(K),R 
ND * 120-60,RND*120-60) 

2BOO LOG t K)=0 
2B20 NEXT J 
2830 NEXT I 
2840 CNT=0 
2850 IF CNT<21 THEN 2900 
2860 FOR 1=1 TO 27 :5 IF L0C(I)=0 T 

HEN 2920 
2B70 NEXT I :: GOTO 3800 
2900 I=INT(RND*27)+1 
2910 IF LOC(I)=1 THEN 2900 
2920 LDC(I)=1 :: CNT=CNT+1 
2930 CALL COLOR(#1,2):: CALL SOUND( 

-1,110,0,165,1,220,2) 
2940 CALL MOTION<#I,O,0>:: CHK=0 
2950 CALL POSITION(#1,Y,X> 
2960 MY=LOC_Y(I)-Y :: MX=LOC_X(I)-X 

:: TOT=MAX(1,ABS(MY)+ABSCMX)) 
2980 CALL MOTION(#1,MY*50/TOT,MX*50 

/TOT) 
2990 CHK=CHK+1 :: IF CHK>10 THEN 29 

40 
3000 CALL COINC(#1,LQCY(I),LOC_X(I 

),20,HIT):: IF HIT=0 THEN 2990 
3010 CALL MOTION(#1,O,O):: CALL LOC 

ATE(#I,LOC_Y<I),LOC_X(I)):= CA 
LL COLOR(#1, 16):: CALL SOUNDf- 
1,1111,0) 
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CUMBERLAND 
TECHNOLOGY 

10 Wagner Drive 
Carlisle, PA 17013 

99/4<a) Programs 
• ENGINEERING 
• MATH 
• PROGRAMMING AIDS 
• GAMES 
• Many programs written in 

Assembly Language 

Please send name and address 
for a current list 

4 

+ 

+ 
♦ 
4 
+ 
+ 
4 

ERMUFIRE 

CPU 

+ 
♦ 
+ 
+ 

++ SILLV-CON I.JhRS *+ 
BUGS ENTER I'D TD RTTflCK 
STOP THEM WITH MICRO PuL 

EDITDRXRSSEMBLER REQ-'D 
*+ QUR FAMILY TREE ++ 

FAMILY AND PEDIGREE PAGES 
EXTBASIC DMLY 

♦ ♦ ♦ BOMBING MISSION 
♦ FAST ACTION; TI BASIC .JDVST 
♦ ♦ ♦ CRAZY CLOWN ++ 
♦ AGES 4 £: UP EXTBhS11> SPEECH 
♦ .+ FRACTIONS ARE FUN *. 
♦ EXCELLENT WAY TD BECOME 
+ SKILLED IN FRACTIONS. 
♦ BASIC DR EXTBASIC 

+ + ♦ SPELL WITH BEE ++ 
♦ ENTER SPELLING WORD LIST 
+ TERMINAL EMULATOR 2 REDD 

♦ TAPES 110, 0 o DS K 11E. □ 0 * 
♦ 3 ON ONE DISK FOR 43B.0U + 
♦ORDER FROM: ERMWhRE ♦ 
♦ P.O. BOX IS22 ♦ 
♦ SANDY, UTAH 840a1 • 
♦ INCLUDES MAILING C HANDLING * 

4. "ff- 

4 

4 
4 

4 
4 

4 

4 

4 

4 
+ 

4 

4 

4 

4 

Chuck-A-Luck 
3020 IF CNT<27 THEN 2850 
3B00 FOR 1 = 1 TO 400 
3S10 NEXT I 
3900 CALL SCREEN(4) 
3910 CALL DELSPRITE(ALL)t x CALL CLE 

AR 
3920 RETURN 
4990 REM CHECK FOR A WINNER 
5000 N0_LEFT-0 
5010 FOR 1=1 TO PLAYERS 
5020 IF PLAYER_CASH<I)-O THEN 5050 
5030 NO_LEFT=NO_LEFT+1 
5040 LAST_PLAYER-I 
5050 NEXT I 
5060 IF ND_LEFT>0 THEN 5200 
5100 PRINT “NO ONE IS LEFT."t“THE G 

AME ENDS IN A TIE.“ 
5110 SOTO 5400 
5200 IF NO_LEFT>i THEN 5400 
5300 PRINT PLAYER_NAME*<LAST PLAYER 

)j" WINS!" 
5400 RETURN 
20000 PL**"PLEASE ANSWER THE QUESTI 

ON" 
20010 CALL CHAR<96,"FFFFFFFFFFFFFFF 

F“) 
20020 CALL CHAR<97,"FFFFFFE7E7FFFFF 

F" ) 
20030 CALL COLOR(9,2,16) 
20050 CALL CLEAR 
20090 ROW=12 
20100 FOR I»1 TO 9 
20110 FOR J=1 TO 9 
20120 READ DICE PIP(I,J> 
20130 NEXT J 
20140 IF INT<I/2)=I/2 THEN 20170 
20150 MSG*= " CHUCK-A-LUCK " 
20160 SOTO 201BO 
20170 MS6*=M 
201SO DISPLAY AT<ROW,14):MSS* 
20200 NEXT 1 
20300 CNT-0 
20310 FOR 1=1 TO 3 
20320 FOR J=1 TO 3 
20330 FOR K-l TO 3 
20340 CNT-CNT+1 
20350 L0C_Y(CNT)=<J+I*4)*8 
20370 LOC~X(CNT)«<K+2)*8 
20400 NEXT K 
20410 NEXT J 
20420 NEXT I 
21000 CALL CLEAR 
21010 INPUT "NEED INSTRUCTIONS (Y/N 

)? "IA* 
21020 A*=SEG« <A*,1,1) 
21030 IF A*="Y" THEN 21100 
21040 IF A*»"N" THEN 22000 
21050 PRINT PL* 
21060 GOTO 21010 
21100 PRINT a"WELCOME TO THE 

GAME OF" s “ CHUCK-A-LUCK * " : " " 

21110 PRINT "THIS GAME CAN BE PLAYE 
D BY":111 TO 4 PLAYERS. EACH P 
LAYER STARTS OUT WITH *500. F 
OR" 

21120 PRINT "EVERY TURN, EACH PLAYE 
R BETSFROM *1 TO *50 ON A DIG 
E VALUE FROM 1 TO 6. THREE 
II 

21130 PRINT "DICE ARE THEN ROLLED. 
EACH PLAYER WILL THEN RECEIV 
E AN AMOUNT EQUAL TO HIS BET" 

21140 PRINT "MULTIPLIED BY THE NUMB 
ER OF TIMES THE VALUE HE SELE 
CTED CAME UP. IF NO DIE HAS T 
HE" 

21150 PRINT "VALUE SELECTED, THE PL 
AYER LOOSES HIS BET. A PLAYE 
R WHOGOES BANKRUPT IS OUT OF 
THE" 

21160 PRINT "GAME. THE GAME IS OVER 
WHEN ONLY 1 PLAYER REMAINS. 

IF NOONE REMAINS, THERE IS NO 
H 

21170 PRINT "WINNER. 
21500 FOR 1=1 TO lOOO 
21510 NEXT I 
22000 INPUT “HOW MANY PLAYERS <2-4I 

? ":PLAYERS 
22010 IF PLAYERS<2 THEN 22060 
22020 IF PLAYERS>4 THEN 22060 
22030 IF INT(PLAYERS)=PLAYERS THEN 

22100 
22060 PRINT PL* 
22070 GOTO 22000 
22100 FOR 1=1 TO PLAYERS 
22110 PRINT "PLAYER NUMBER";I;“ENTE 

R YOUR" 
22120 INPUT "NAME-"sPLAYERJMAME*<I) 
22140 IF PLAYER_NAME*<IK>"" THEN 2 

2250 
22170 PRINT PL* 
22-180 GOTO 22110 
22250 PLAYER_NAME*<I)=SEG* <PLAYER_N 

AME*(I>,1,10) 
22310 PLAYER_CASH<I)=500 
22320 NEXT I 
22330 RETURN 
25000 DATA O,O,0,0,1,O,0,O,O 
25010 DATA 1,0,O,0,0,0,0,0,1 
25020 DATA 1,O,0,O,1,O,0,O,1 
25030 DATA 1,0,1,0,0,O,1,O,1 
25040 DATA 1,O,1,O,1,O,1,O,1 
2SOSO DATA 1,1,1,O,O,0,1,1,1 
25060 DATA O,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,O 
25070 DATA O,0,1,O,1,0,1,0,0 
25080 DATA 1,O,1,1,0,1,1,O,1 
25090 DATA X 
28000 T2=700 i: T=120 
28010 CALL SOUND(T,392,1> 
28020 CALL SOUND(T,523,1) 

Continued on p. 63 

GRAPHICAL ADVENTURES 
Complete advantage of Tl Extended 
Basic’s color graphic and sprite 
capabilities has been taken in the 
development of three excellent 
graphical adventures. Maneuver a 
graphical adventurer around inside a 
window containing both graphical 
and word objects. Type two-word 
commands in the form of verb-noun. 
Exit the window on any side possible 
and a new window will quickly assem¬ 
ble so the adventurer can continue on 
his journey. These adventures are ex¬ 
tensive and take a long time to com¬ 
plete. Therefore, two of the adven¬ 
tures have a save-game feature. All 
adventures come with instructions 
and a clue sheet. Adventures can be 
played on both 99/4 and 99/4A 
computers. 

Medieval Graphical Adventure; 
Explore a castle, cave, and dragon 
valley. Meet Merlin and a witch. 
Gather up to 18 items, such as, sword, 
rope, key, and herb to help you dur¬ 
ing your journey. The program 
understands over two dozen verbs. 
Save Game Option. Recommended 
for intermediate or advanced 
adventurer.$18.00 

Egyptian Graphical Adventure: 
You’ve been sent back in time to col¬ 
lect Egyptian treasures to save the 
American government from bankrupt¬ 
cy. Explore a tomb, pyramid and time 
machine. Meet 3 Egyptian gods. The 
program understands over twenty 
verbs. Save Game Option. Recom¬ 
mended for intermediate or advanced 
adventurer.$18.00 

Graphical Adventure: 
Collect 6 keys and gold while search¬ 
ing for an exit to a three-level maze 
complete with robbers, devils, 
dragons, traps, doors, and much 
more. No words in this adventure. 
This adventure is for all levels of 
adventurers.$12.00 

Special Offer 
Graphical Adventure 
Demonstration Program: 
Small parts of each of the three 
graphical adventures have been 
combined in this program to let 
you see the quality of these 
adventures.$4.00 

All adventures require 
Extended Basic 

Cassette Orders Only 

Send checks to: 

Walter J. Dollard 
417 Woodland Hills 

Pittsburgh, PA 15235 
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In last November's issue of 99'er 
Magazine, we introduced ASPIC, a sim¬ 
ple language for doing arithmetic and 

graphics, ASPIC was designed primarily for 
chi dren, but it can be valuable for teachers 
as well. They will find it an easily accessi¬ 
ble language for designing their own 
software. 

In this issue-we offer four more examples 
any teacher can program. First is a drill 
similar to multiplication drills found in 
commercial software packages. 

DRILL 
10 PRINT “HOW MANY PROBLEMS” 
20 ASK FOR N 
30 CLEAR 
40 LET RIGHT = 0 
50 LET A = 12 
60 LET B = 12 
70 REPEAT N 
80 PRINT A 
90 PRINT “X” 

100 PRINT B 
110 ASK FOR ANS 
120 IF ANS = A*B THEN 
130 PRINT “VERY GOOD!” 
140 SOUND 
150 LET RIGHT = RIGHT + 1 
160 ELSE 
170 PRINT “INCORRECT” 
180 PRINT “THE ANSWER IS” 
190 PRINT A*B 
200 END 
210 PRINT “ ” 
220 LET A = A + 7 
230 IF A> 12 THEN 
240 LET A = A-12 
250 END 
260 LET B = B + 7 
270 IF B> 11 THEN 
280 LET B = B-l 1 
290 END 
300 END 
310 PRINT “YOU CORRECTLY 

ANSWERED” 
320 PRINT RIGHT 
330 PRINT “OUT OF” 
340 PRINT N 

In lines 10-30, the user selects a number 
of problems from 1 to 132. If a number 
larger than 132 is put in, the problems will 
repeat. Lines 40-60 are used for RIGHT, 
which keeps track of the number of cor¬ 
rect answers, and A and B, which will be 
the multiplier and multiplicand. Lines 
80-100 print the problem. Lines 110-200 
check the student's response and offer 
either a reward or a correction. Notice 
how the “IF . . . THEN . . . ELSE” con¬ 
struction makes the logic clear. Lines 
210-300 prepare the next problem, and 
because ASPIC has no random number 
generator, we use a mathematical trick: 
The number 7 has no common factor with 
either 12 or 11, and therefore keeps the 
problems from repeating while making 
them seem in random order. The last few 
lines of the program give a score for the 
session. 

The program certainly could be written 
in another language, and if copied ver¬ 
batim in BASIC, it would be more attrac¬ 
tive on the screen. The advantage of ASPIC 
is that a teacher with no previous program¬ 
ming experience could tailor the lessons 

A 

A LANquAqE For Teachers 
By Andrew Berner, Ph.D. and Kathleen Martin, Ph.D 

University of Dallas 
Irving, TX 75061 

* Amateur's special Purpose instructional code 

aspic in a Nutshell 

Amateur's Special Purpose Instruction Code 
is a language designed for children, using a logic 
consistent with a child's way of thinking. Doc¬ 
tors Berner and Martin, in working to help 
schools find more effective ways of using com¬ 
puters in education, found the BASIC language 
too complex for children. It was a difficult 
language for young students to learn, and one 
which kept slipping away from those whose 
time at the computer was limited to a session 
or two per week. To overcome these obstacles, 
the two educators created ASPIC. 

to individual needs. For example, the 
teacher might want to limit the problems 
to the l-through-6 times tables. Even 
simpler would be to change from 
multiplication to addition. The teacher 
might want to vary specific numbers to em¬ 
phasize a single fact table. All these 
changes and more are easy with ASPIC. 

ASPIC Graphics 
Our second example shows how to ex¬ 

ploit the graphics capabilities of ASPIC. 
This program distinguishes between even 
and odd numbers by grouping boxes in 
pairs. It also displays graphically the nature 
of even and odd numbers. 

EVEN-ODD 
10 MAKE LEFT 
20 MAKE RIGHT 
30 MAKE SQ 
40 PRINT “HOW MANY NUMBERS?” 
50 ASK FOR N 
60 CLEAR 
70 REPEAT N 
80 ASK FOR NUM 
90 DRAW (NUM ACROSS) SQ IN 

ROW#20 COL#3 

With a few simple commands such as MAKE 
and DRAW, the children can create shapes on 
the screen and assign colors to them. These pro¬ 
grams help children understand concepts such 
as constants, variables, and plotting with a sim¬ 
ple coordinate system. 

ASPIC is easy for children to use. and easy for 
teachers to program—even teachers who have 
had virtually no experience with computers. For 
complete instructions, see 99'er Home Com¬ 
puter Magaine, Nov. 1982, pp. 64-67. 

100 DRAW (128 ACROSS) BL IN 
ROW# 21 COL#l 

110 LET C = 3 
120 REPEAT UNTIL NUM<2 
130 DRAW LEFT IN ROW#20 COL#C 
140 DRAW RIGHT IN ROW#20 COL#CN 
150 LET C = C + 2 
160 LET NUM = NUM -2 
170 END 
180 IF NUM = 1 THEN 
190 DRAW BL IN ROW#20 COLJC 
200 DRAW SQ IN ROW#20 COL#30 
210 END 
220 END 

The first three commands are used tt 
make the shapes below; they are needet 
ater in the program. 

LEFT RIGHT SQ 

Lines 40-60 ask how many numbers yot 
wish to examine. Lines 70-220 repeat thi 
following procedure for each numbei 
examined: 
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an equal number of squares drawn (Lines 
90-100). Lines 110-170 place brackets 

i around the boxes in groups of two. Lines 
180-210 determine if there is an un¬ 
bracketed box, i.e., if the number is odd. 
If so, it is "shot" to the far right of the 

^ screen. 
At the end, it is easy to tell whether the 

sum of all entries is even or odd by men¬ 
tally pairing up the "extras" on the right 
side of the screen. This program makes it 
easy to visualize the theorem that a sum 
is odd whenever there is an odd number 
of odd addends. Computer graphics make 
tangible a concept that is usually treated 
abstractly. The "shooting" of the extra box 
is an image that sticks with children and 
brings the mathematical concepts and 
theorems to life. 

The power of ASPIC comes through in 
the structure of the program. The writing 
of the program reflects one way of think¬ 
ing about even and odd numbers. No 
technical jargon or obscure symbolism 
distracts from the thought. The program's 
"chunks” correspond to thought patterns 
that clearly follow the problem. 

The third example is another program 
that uses graphics to illustrate a concept- 
in this case, "square" numbers. How'ever, 
the main purpose of this example is to 

■ show how the LOOK command can con¬ 
trol the pace of instruction. 

SQUARES 

10 MAKE REDBOX 
20 MAKE BLUEBOX 
30 MAKE YELLOWBOX 
40 COLOR REDBOX RED 
50 COLOR BLUEBOX BLUE 
60 COLOR YELLOWBOX YELLOW 
70 DRAW BOX IN ROW# 12 COL# 16 
80 LET LOOK = 0 
90 REPEAT UNTIL LOOK - 1 

100 LOOK 
110 END 
120 DRAW (2 DOWN) REDBOX IN 

ROW#12 COL# 17 
130 DRAW (2 ACROSS) REDBOX IN 

ROW# 13 COL# 16 
140 LET LOOK - 0 
150 REPEAT UNTIL LOOK = I 
160 LOOK 
170 END 
180 DRAW (3 DOWN) BLUEBOX IN 

ROW# 12 COL# 18 
190 DRAW (3 ACROSS) BLUEBOX IN 

ROW# 14 COL# 16 
200 LET LOOK = 0 
210 REPEAT UNTIL LOOK = 1 
220 LOOK 
230 END 
240 DRAW (4 DOWN) YELLOWBOX IN 

ROW#12 COL# 19 
250 DRAW (4 ACROSS) YELLOWBOX 

IN ROW# 15 COL#16 

Lines 10-60 simply construct and color 
the boxes used in the rest of the program. 

* Line 70 draws a black box (a 1 x 1 square) 
in the middle ot the screen (Notice that 
shapes are colored BLACK by default.) 
Lines 80-110 illustrate the use of LOOK. 

, Nothing will happen on the screen until 
a key Is pressed, and perhaps held for a 

Your one source for all software 
and peripherals. Here are four 
good reasons why... 1 Encyclopedia/Catalog— 

Hot off the press! All T! 
software. All Tl peri¬ 

pherals. Hundreds of third 
party software packages and 
accessories. You can order 
virtually anything you need 
for your TI-99/4A using the 77 
Home Computer Encyclo¬ 
pedia/ Catalog from Unisource 
Electronics. Only $6, refund¬ 
able with your first order. 
And, you’ll automatically get 
future updates. Order it 
today.. .from Unisource. 

Price—We know you shop around before you buy, and 
we know price is important. You can be assured of a 
competitive price from Unisource. Ask about our dis¬ 

count program that applies to everything we sell—no 
minimum order. You can order using our toll free phone 
number, and there’s no additional charge when you use 
MasterCard or Visa. 

Special Mail Offers—Extra-special offers are often 
made available to those on our mailing list. All you 
have to do to be included is call our toll free line and 

give us your name and address. It’s as simple as that. Call 
today! Unless you’re a past customer (and already on our 
list) you’ve missed several extra-specials already. 

4 Availability—Unisource Electronics is located only 3 
miles from the Tl warehouse in Lubbock, Texas. That’s 
important in today’s environment of limited supply on 

hot new products. 

Simplify your shopping. Go with the one source that has it 
all—Unisource Electronics. And, order your copy of the Tl 
Home Computer Encyclopedia/Catalog today. Just call us 
on our toll free hot line... 

1 -800-858-4580 
(In Texas call 1-806-745-8835) 

.. .and give us your name, address, Visa or MasterCard 
number, and we’ll charge the $6.00 plus $1.50 shipping and 
handling to your account. Texas residents add 5% sales tax. 
For mail-in orders, send to P.O. Box 64240, Lubbock, Texas 
79464. 

Unisource Electronics, Inc. 
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CANADIANS! 

Texas Instruments 
Home Computer 

CONSOLE 
With RF Modulator and Manuals included 

$377 
899.95 
164.95 
164.95 
149.95 
64.95 

24.95 
59.95 

39.95 
39.95 
39.95 

39.95 
39.95 
39.95 

NEW ITEMS 
PHP 2500 Dot Matrix Printer 
PHM3111 Tl Writer 
PHM 3113 Microsoft Multi plan 
PHM 3109 LOGO II 
PHM 3042 T unnels of Doom 

(tape or disk) 
PHA 2612 Editor/Assm. Manual 
All Scott Foresman, Addison 
Wesley, Milliken & Scholastic 
Educational Modules 

All MECC Disks 
PHM 3056 Alpiner 
PHM 3110 Chisholm Trail 

PHM 3112 Parsec 
PHM 3067 Othello 
AH Adventure Series on 

Cassette or Disk 

PHM 3110 
PHM 3112 
PHM 3067 

PERIPHERALS 
339.95 PHP 1200 
169.95 PHp 12?Q 
219.95 PHP 1240 
379.95 PHP 1250 
259.95 PHP 1260 
219.95 PHP 1270 
125.95 PHP 1500 
215.95 PHP 1600 

499.95 PHA 4100 
19.95 PHP 1100 
12.95 PHA 1950 
19.95 PHA 2000 
24.95 PHA 2010 

Peripheral Expan&icn Box 
RS-232 Card" 
Disk Cormoiier Cai'0° 
Expansion Box Drive Card3 
Memory Expansion Card (HAMfD 
P-Cude Card11 
Solid Slale Speech'1* Synihesizer 
Telephone Coupler (Modem) 
10" Color Monitor 

Wired Remote Gondoliers <Pairj 
Thermal Paper ^2 Paeki 
Dual Oasselle Cable 
Monitor Cable 

ENTERTAINMENT 

Command Moduli 
39.95 PHM 3009 Football 
39-95 PHM 301$ Video Games I 
39.95 PHM 3025 Hunt the Wumpus 
39.95 PHM 3024 Indoor Soccer 
39.95 PHM 3025 Mmd Challengers 
39.95 PHM 3030 A^Maze-Ing 
39.95 PHM 3031 The Attack 
39-95 PHM 3032 BlaslO 
39.95 PHM 3033 Blackjack and Poker 
39.95 PHM 3034 HuSHe 
39.95 PHM 3030 ZeroZap 
39.95 PHM 3037 Hangman 
39.95 PHM 3038 Connect Four 
39-95 PHM 3039 Yahtzee+t 
74.95 PHM 304ID Advenlure (Pirate Adventure Diskelle 

Game included I 
74.96 PHM 304 IT Advenl^re \ Pi rate Adventure Cassette 

Game inciudedl 
39 95 PHM 3(^2 Tomhslone C-ty 2lst Century 
39.95 PHM 3053 Tl Invaders 
39 95 PHM 3064 Car Wars 
39.95 PHVI 305! Munch Man 

Dttkell* 
31-95 PHD 5002 T|-Trek iwith speech) 
31-95 PHD 5010 Mystery melody 
31.95 PHD 5015 Oidies Bui Goodies — Games i 
31 95 PHD 5017 Oldies Bui Goodies — Games II 
44.95 PHD 5025 Saturday Nighl Binge 
34.95 pHD 5037 Draw poker 

Cmhii* 
22-95 PHT 60t0 Myslery melody 
22 95 PHT 6015 Oldies Bui Goodies — Games I 
31.96 PUT 6017 Oldies Bui Goodies — Games il 
44.95 PHT 6025 Saturday Nighl Bingo 
34.95 PHT 6037 Draw Poker 

74.96 PHM 3041 T 

39 95 
39.95 
39 95 
39 95 

31-95 PHD 5002 
31.95 PHD 5010 
31.95 PHD 5015 
31 95 PHD 5017 
44.95 PHD 5025 
34.95 pHD 5037 

GAMES 
IM COMMAND MODULES 

$39.95 
CANADIAN FUNDS 

Horn* Management/Persona I Finance 

42 95 
42 95 
55 95 
49.95 
59.95 
15.95 
59.95 

$4.95 
32 95 

32 95 
47.95 
62.95 

61-95 
64.95 
72.95 

PHM 
PHM 

PHM 
PHM 
PHM 
PHM 
PHM 

PHD 
PHD 
PHD 
PHD 
PHD 
PHD 
PHD 
PHD 

3006 
3007 

3016 
3012 
3013 
3022 
3044 

soot 
5003 
5021 
5022 
5024 
5027 
5029 
503$ 

21.95 PHT 6003 
72-95 PHT 6033 

Command Module* 

Home Financial Decisions 
Household Budget Management 
Tax/Investment Record keeping 
Securities Analysis 
Personal Record Keeping 
Personal Real Estate 
Personal Reporl Generator 
Dll* til* 
Ma»img Liu 
Personal Financial Aids 
Checkbook Manager 

Business Ards Library — Finance Managemeni 
Business Aids Library — Inventory Managsme 
Business Aida Library - Invoice Management 
Business Aids Library ’ Cash Management 

Business Aids Library — Lease/PurchflsH 
Decisions 

Cmtllt 
Personal Finance Aids 
Business Aids Library — Lease/Purchase 
Decisions 

OTHER APPLICATION PROGRAMS 

44 95 
73 95 

124.95 
73-95 

124.95 
124 95 

21.95 
31.95 
41.95 
41.95 
31-95 
31 95 
41.95 

264.96 
213-95 
129 95 
129 95 
129 95 

PHM 3000 
PHM 3014 
PHM 3026 
PHM 3035 
PHM 3055 
PHM 3050 

PHD 
PHD 
PHD 
PHD 
PHD 
PHD 
PHD 
PHD 
PHD 
PHD 
PHD 
PHD 

5004 
5005 
5006 
500 6 
5012 
5013 
5016 
5044 

5063 
5064 
5065 
5066 

17-95 PHT 6004 
41.95 PHT 6006 
41.95 PHT 600$ 

Command Module* 
Diagnostic. 

Statistics 

Extended BASIC 
Terminal Emulator it 
Editor Assembler 
Mini - Memory 

Diifcatt* 
Programming Aids l 
Pro-gramming Aids ll 
Main Routine Library 
Electrical Engineering Library 

Programming Aids III 
Graphing Package 
Structural Engineering Library 
SMU Circuit Analysis I 
UCSD Pascal ■> Compiler 
UCSD p-System -J. Assemblyr.''Linker 
UCSD p-System n. Editor/FMer/Utilities 
Tl PILOT 

Cmtllt 
Programming Aids I 
Math Houtine Library 
Electrical Engineering Library 

EDUCATION/PERSONAL ENRICHMENT 

42.95 
52 95 
34.95 
42-95 
$9.95 
51.95 
5995 
59.95 
75 95 
59.95 
59.95 
59 95 
59.95 
59 95 

59.95 
59.95 
59 95 
59.95 

49 95 
39.95 
29 95 
29.95 
39.95 
23.95 
39 95 
39.95 
39 95 
39.95 
39 95 

39 95 
39 95 
19 95 

39.95 
39.95 

22.95 
25.95 
29.95 

39.96 
39.95 
39 95 
39 95 
39.95 
39.95 

Comand Module 
PHM 3002 Early Learning Fun 
PHM 3003 Beginning Grammar 
PHM 3004 Number Magic 
PHM 3005 Video Graphs 
PHM 3008 Video Chests 
PHM 3010 Physical Fitness 
PHM 3015 Early Reading^ 
PHM 3020 Music Maker 
PHM 3021 Weight Control and Nutrition 

PHM 3027 Addition and Subtraction l 
PHM 302$ Addition and Subtraction n 
PHM 3029 Multiplication t 
PHM 3043 Reading Fun 

PHM 3059 Scholastic Spelling — Level ill 
PHM 3060 Scholastic Spelling — Level iv 
PHM 3061 Scholastic Spelling — Level V 
PHM 3062 ScholasliC Spelling - Level VI 
PHM 3064 Typing Tutor 

Dl*k*11* 
PHD 5007 Teach Yourself BASIC 
PHD 5009 Music Skills Trainer 
PHD S011 Computer Music Box 
PHD 501$ Market Simulation 
PHD 5019 Teach yourself Extended BASIC 
PHD 5020 Music Maker Demonstration 
PHD 5023 Baskeibaii Statistics 
PHD 5026 Bridge Bidding i 
PHD 5030 Speak $ Spell""- Program 
PHD 5031 Speak $ Math-- Program 
PHD 5039 Bridge B>ddmg tl 
PHD 5041 Bridge Bidding 111 
PHD 5042 Spell Writer 
PHD 5067 Teach Yourself begmmng BASIC 

CMietti 
PHT 6007 Teach Yourself BASIC 
PHT 6009 Music Skills Trainer 
PHT 60i f Computer Music Box 
PHT 601B Market Simulation 
PHT 6019 Teach yourself Extended BASIC 
PUT 6026 Bridge Ridding l 
PHT 6031 Speak & Math” Program 
PHT 6039 Bridge Bidding II 
PHT 604 1 Bridge Bidding III 
PHT 6042 Spell Wnler 
PHT 6067 Teach Yourself Beginning BASIC 

PAYMENT & DELIVERY: All prices quoted are in Canadian Funds, For faster delivery, pay 
by certified cheque or money order. Personal cheques take two weeks to clear. At these 
prices, we do not provide Credit Card sales. We can provide all items on the Tl Canadian 
price list. Add $5,00 per order for postage & handling. Do not remit sales tax. All prices 
subject to change. Answering service: 403 426 2152; we'll call back collect. No direct sales. 

Canadian Micro Works 
3724 91 Street Edmonton Alberta Canada T6E 5M3 

second or two. Lines 120 and 130 draw 
boxes around the edge to make a 2x2 
square. The rest of the program alternates 
between waiting (Lines 140-170 and Lines 
200-230) and drawing the next ''square" 
number by adding an odd number of 
boxes around the edges (Lines 180-190 and 
240-250). 

Notice the word "LOOK" has two 
meanings in ASPIC. In Lines 80 and 90, it 
is a variable. In Line 100, it is a command 
that checks whether a key is down; if so, 
the variable LOOK is assigned 1; otherwise 
the variable LOOK is assigned 0. Thus the 
loop in Lines 90-110 (and in corresponding 
places later in the program) is executed un¬ 
til a key is pressed. When the loop is finish¬ 
ed, LOOK has the value 1. Thus it must be 
re-assigned 0 (Lines 140 and 200) in order 
to use the procedure again. 

Making Math Concepts Concrete 
This program's overlapping boxes help 

children to see that "square" numbers are 
the sums of consecutive odd numbers. To 
make the next larger "square" number, 
you add one to the number in the side of 
the current square; then double that (for 
the row and the column) and subtract one 
(the overlapping box). 

1 = 1 
1+3 = 4 
1 +3 + 5 = 9 
1 + 3 + 5 + 7 = 16 

Another way to enlarge the square is to 
add the next larger row, but fill in the col¬ 
umn without the overlap. The odd number 
is then seen as the sum of two consecutive 
numbers. What advantage does the com¬ 
puter program have over some tangible 
device—such as a flannel board or graph 
paper? Because the squares on the screen 
are not physical objects, the children must 
use their imagination to switch back and 
forth between the two ways of looking at 
the odd numbers (e.g., 5 is both 2x3-1 
and 3 + 2). Such a program helps students 
to see one idea from different points of 
view. 

The extensive use of string variables in 
the translation from ASPIC to BASIC causes 
ASPIC programs to run slowly. In Even- 
Odd and Squares, this slowness is not 
problematic. Rather, it allows time to point 
things out and to discuss the concepts in¬ 
volved. It lets the children observe the pro¬ 
cess by which the concepts were built and 
the illustrations drawn. Were the language 
not slow, delays would have to be built in¬ 
to the programs. This raises a question of 
programming: When should computer 
assisted instruction focus on process and 
when on product? Even—Odd and Squares 
teach by calling attention to the process, 
so it is important to slow it down. Drill 
(above) and Nines (following) are more 
concerned with product. Therefore, 
slowness is not inherently valuable. 

Nines is a program that allows school 
children to use the computer as a data- 
gathering device. The research is directed 
toward solving the question: 

How long a string of 9's do you need 
before a number is divisible by a given 
quantity? For example, 999 is divisible by 
37, and 999999 is divisible by 7. Is there 

Continued on p. 67 
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ASSEMBL Y LANGUAGE IS HERE 
AT INTERSOFT 

Powerful assembly language unleashes all the 
might and speed of 99M and 4A. Assembly language 
is now made possible on disk or cassette by Mini 
Memory Module, This all Assembly program provides 
the fastest speed ever, 

DEFEND THE CITIES El — Enemy aliens are atack- 
ing the five most important cities of the planet Earth. 
An alien ship orbits overhead dropping bombs on the 
city. You must destroy the bombs before they reach 
the skyline of the city and you must destroy the ship 
to end the attack. Your ship rotates 360° enabling you 
to fire or accelerate in any direction. After successful¬ 
ly defending, one city, you move on to the next, which 
has increased difficulty and point values. Spectacular 
arcade action, graphics, and sound effects. 

This is a full 4K of Assembly Language and re- 
quires either MMM, console and cassette or 
Editor/Assembier, 32K, disk system and console. 

Cassette $19.95, Disk $21.95 
DEFEND THE CfTiES - Extended BASIC Version 

Cassette $19.95 

COMING SOON FOR MMM 
THEON RAIDERS 

A TOTAL 3-D EXPERIENCE 
Send for free catalog. 

1OOO 
1010 
1020 
1 030 

1 0 40 

1050 

1060 

1070 

1080 

1090 

1 100 
1 110 
1120 

1 1 30 

1140 

1150 

1 1 60 

1170 

1 180 

1190 

1200 
1210 
1 220 
1 230 

1240 

1250 

1260 

1270 

1280 

1290 

1300 

1 3 1 O 

1320 

1330 

1340 

1350 

1360 

1370 

1380 

1390 

1400 

1410 

1420 

1430 

1440 

1450 

1460 

1470 

1 480 

1490 

1500 

1510 
1520 

1530 

1540 

1 550 

1560 

Quahty Intersoft 
Software By: 

5407 Salem Htll 
Austin, TX 78745 

3CKADE. . .from p.39 

GOTO 940 
GOSUB 2560 
GOSUB 2410 
CALL KEY(KBD,KEY,ST AT) 
IF STATOO THEN 1000 
GOSUB 2660 

CALL KEY(K8D,KEY,STAT) 
IF STAT=0 THEN 750 
IF <KEY=32)*(SHOTS=0)THEN 1050 
IF KEY=32 THEN 1030 
CALL SOUND<90,-7,16) 

IF (KEY<13)+<KEY>159>THEN 1030 
IF (KEY >13)*(KEY< 33)THEN 1030 
REM ***IMPACT GRAPHIC 
CALL GCHAR(R < KEY) ,CL{KEY),CODE 
) 

CALL HCHAR(R(KEY),CL(KEY),136) 
CALL HCHAR(R(KEY), CL(KEY),CODE 
) 

GOSUB 2220 

IF (CODE>33)*(CODE< 38)THEN 124 
0 

5H0TS=SH0TS+1 
IF SHDTSCLIM THEN 1030 
GOSUB 2510 
GOTO 750 
REM ***TEST FOR HIT 
IF CQDE=34 THEN 1340 
IF C0DE=35 THEN 1400 
IF CODE=36 THEN 1460 
REM **SHIP DESTRUCTION 
CALL HCHAR(T4,D,GRF(1)) 
CALL HCHAR(T4,D-2, GRF(2).5) 
GOSUB 2130 
CALL HCHAR(T4,1,32.32) 
D=3 
GOTO 750 
CALL HCHAR<T1,A,GRF(1)) 
CALL HCHAR(T1.A—2,GRF(2),5) 
GOSUB 2130 

CALL HCHAR(T1,1,32,32) 
A=3 
GOTO 750 
CALL HCHAR(T2,B,GRF(1)) 

CALL HCHAR(T2.B-2,GRF(2),5) 
GOSUB 2130 

CALL HCHAR(T2.1,32,32) 
B=3 
GOTO 750 
CALL HCHAR(T3,C,GRF<1)) 
CALL HCHAR(T3,C-2,GRF(2),5) 
GOSUB 2130 

CALL HCHAR(T3,1,32.32) 
C=3 
GOTO 750 
END 

REM *#*INCREMENT SHIPS 
RANDOMIZE 
A=A+INT(2*RND)-H 
B=B+INT(3*RND)+1 

A—2, GRF(2),5) 

1,32,32) 

SUPER DISK 
SPECIALS 
T1-99/4A Disk Drives 

single-sided drive 
. $215.00 

double-sided drive 
.$270.00 

With Case and Power Supply add.... $65.00 

Memorex Diskettes 
.25.95 

2 Disk Drive Kits also available 
for Peripheral Expansion Box: 

With 2 single-sided drives 
.$430 

With 2 double-sided drives 
.;.$540 

Shipping included for pre-paid 
VISA/M.C./C.O.D. 5% handling 

g Reach 
% for 

MICRO-ED! 

WMS 
Tel. 

2760 S. Havana #S 
Aurora, CO 80014 

303-337-5909 or 800-641-3885 

1570 C=C+INT(3*RND“3)+1 
1590 D=D+INT(3*RNDA3)+1 

1590 IF (A>29)+(B>20)+(C>28)+(D>28) 
THEN 1700 

1600 ON INT (5*RND'"3> +1 GOTO 1610,16 
20,1640,1660,1680 

1610 RETURN 
1620 A=A+1 
1630 GOTO 1590 
lt>40 B=B+INT (2*RND) +1 
1650 GOTO 1590 
1660 C=C+1 
1670 GOTO 1590 
1680 D=D+1 
1690 GOTO 1590 
1700 IF A>28 THEN 1750 
1710 IF B>28 THEN 1770 
1720 IF 028 THEN 1790 
1730 D=3 
1740 GOTO 1800 
1750 A=3 
1760 GOTO 1800 
1770 B=3 
17B0 GOTO 1800 
1790 C=3 
1800 ESC=ESC+1 
1810 GOTO 1590 
1820 REM ***DISPLAY SHIPS 
1830 CALL HCHAR(T1,1,32,A-2) 
1840 CALL HCHARCT1,A+l,33) 
1850 CALL HCHAR(Tl,A,34) 
1860 CALL HCHAR(Tl,A-1,38) 
1870 CALL HCHAR(Tl,A+2,32,31-A) 
1880 IF (A<5)+• (A>28) THEN 1900 
1890 CALL HCHAR CSCP1 , SCP (A) , GRF ( 13)) 
1900 CALL HCHAR(T2.1,32,B-2) 
1910 CALL HCHAR<T2,B+l,33) 
1920 CALL HCHAR(T2,B,35) 
1930 CALL HCHAR(T2,B-l.39) 
1940 CALL HCHAR(T2,B+2.32,31-B) 
1950 IF (B<5)+(B>28)THEN 1970 
1960 CALL HCHAR (SCP2, SCP (B) , GRF < 13)) 
1970 CALL HCHAR(T3,1,32,C-2) 
1980 CALL HCHAR<T3,C+l,33) 
1990 CALL HCHAR(T3.C,36) 
2000 CALL HCHAR(T3,C-1,40) 
2010 CALL HCHAR(T3,C+2,32,31-C) 
2020 IF (C<5) + 1028) THEN 2040 
2030 CALL HCHAR (SCP3. SCP (C) .GRF (13)) 
2040 CALL HCHAR(T4,1,32,D-2) 
2050 CALL HCHAR(T4.D+l,33) 
2060 CALL HCHAR(T4,D,37) 
2070 CALL HCHAR(T4,D-l,41) 
2080 CALL HCHAR(T4,D+2,32,31-D) 
2090 IF (D<5)+<D>2B)THEN 2110 
2100 CALL HCHAR CSCP4, SCP <D> , GRF (13 >) 
2110 RETURN 
2120 REM % %fEXPLOSION 
2130 CALL SCREEN(7) 
2140 CALL SCREEN(11) 

ip3 Over 100 
Educational 

Programs for 

• Texas 
Instruments 

99/4A 

Dealer 
Inquiries 
Invited 

Send for FREE CATALOG 

Please Send me your 
FREE CATALOG 

ForTI 

Name 

Address 

City 

State Zip 

Micro-Ed, Inc. 
P.O. Box 24156 
Minneapolis, MN 55424 

You can call 
us at 

612-926-2292 
Continued on p, 60 
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Tf,QIMIQo!I 
COMPUTER SERVICES 

NO NONSENSE SOFTWARE for 
the Tl 99/4A. Alt software 
comes in disk or cossette form 
with on audio cassette and 
written instructions. 

A 

t 
I 

Special Introductory Offer. Buy any software package ond get a second package of foe 
some or lower price of o 50% discount. Exomple; Buy BUSINESS PACK for $189.95CA great 
deal — BUS. PACK includes oil five $49.95 programs — INVENTORY, ORDER ENTRY, SALES, 
MAIL LIST and PM5 SORT.—$249.75 if purchased separately) and get RECORD KEEPER at 
50% off. Total cost, $284.93. You save twice, $59.80 on foe BUS. PACK and $94.98 on foe 
discount! Check out these program titles and order yours today! 

INVENTORY * ORDER * SALES * MAIL LIST* PM5 SORT * BUSINESS PACK (includes oil five of foe 
above) * BILUNG DOCTOR M.D. * BILLING DOCTOR D.Di. * BILLING LAWYER * BILLMA5TER * 
RECORD KEEPER * JOB COST * 5PELLEfc£NGU5H * SPELLER ENGU5H TO SPANISH * SPELLER- 
5PANI5H TO ENGU5H. 

All software is serialized, unlocked and updatable by foe user. Destiny Computer Services 
specializes in writing custom software programs nor covered by those listed above. In 
addition, Destiny carries a complete line of Direct Market Software. Write for details. 

"Software of the future... NOW!" 
Destiny Computer Services • 432 Edgehill Lane, Suite 35 • Oceanside, CA 92054 

I 

I 
I 

I 

I 

I 

COMPUTER SERVICES 

Name 

Address 

City . State.Zip 
Send me the software packages checked below 

□ INVENTORY .. 
□ ORDER ENTRY 
□ SALES. 
□ MAIL LIST,... 
□ PMS SORT ... 
□ BUSINESS PACK... 

P ■ H H 

$ 49.950 BILL MASTER .... 
$ 49.95 □ BILL DR. M.D. 
$ 49.95 □ BILL DR. D.D.S.... 
$ 49.95 □ BILL LAWYER 
$ 49.95 □ SPEILER*ENGLISH 

$139.95 
$189.95 
$189.95 
$189.95 
$ 49.95 

$189.95 □ SPELLER*ENGLISH 
(Includes all 5 of above) TO SPANISH. 

□ RECORD KEEPER.$189.95 □ SPELLER*SPANISH TO 
□ JOB COST.$189.95 ENGLISH 

□ DISK □ CASSETTE 
A + H P i 

$ 49.95 

$ 49.95 

One package at list price, second package of same or lower price 
50% off (third package at list, fourth package of same or lower 
price — 50% off, etc,). Payment must accompany order. Make 
check or money order payable to: Destiny Computer Services. 
California residents add 6% sales tax. 

Destiny Computer Services 
432 Edgehill Lane, Suite 35 • Oceanside, CA 92054 

DATA RESCUE 
^ Extended BASIC and Joysticks 

Required, 

Can you recover the stolen data 
bank modules from the Meapzorp 
spacecraft and return to earth all of 
the knowledge accumulated over the 
fast 3000 years? 

Or will the evil Meapzorps use this 
knowledge to rule the universe? 

The future is in your hands. 

Dealer Inquiries Invited 
THIS GAME FEATURES: 

* Arcade Action 

* 3-D Perspective 

* Multiple Screens 

■ 3 Skill Levels 

To order, send check or money order to: 
KUHL SOFTWARE 

412 SW 15th Avenue, Rochester, MN 55901 

Only $10.95 on Cassette 
(Minnesota residents add 5% sates tax) 

A COMPUTER 

THE WORLD’S FINEST 
Data media for all microcomputers. 
Used nationwide by software manufac¬ 
turers, hobbyists, schools and busi¬ 
nesses. Premium 5-screw shell with 
leader fits all standard recorders. 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY BACK. 
Send for tree brochure. Ask for 
quantity discounts. Calil. resi¬ 
dents add sales la* SHIPPING: 
HANDLING jUPSj 1 dcz. %? 
2 dot $3.50: 3 dor. $4 50: ea. 
additional doz. $.50. For parcel 
pnsl instead of UPS add $1 
Outside Continents I USA. add $2. 

ITEM 1 DOZ. 2 DOZ. 

c-os 1 1 7.50 Li 13.50 

C-1D □ nm 1 n 14 *C 
C-2Q C 10 00 C 18.00 

Hard Box □ 2.50 □ 4.00 

FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT A_1( Q4Qr74n Idnn 
USE YOUR VISA Oft MA&TEHCAND CALL £ \ Of f I U~ T 40(J 

VORK lOTomputeruiore 
24573 KMlridge St 9 9 Canoga Park. CA 91307 

BLOCKADE , , from p.59 

2150 CALL SCREEN(5) 
2160 CALL SOUND<100,-7,12,110,24,12 

0,26,140,28} 
2170 CALL SOUND(900,—7,22,110,28) 
2130 CALL SCREEN(2) 
2190 TOTAL =TOTAL+1 
2200 RETURN 
2210 REM ***FLASH 
2220 CALL SCREEN t 7) 
2230 CALL SCREEN(2> 
2240 CALL SOUND(50,-7,26) 
7250 RETURN 
2260 REM * & 4 SET UP SCREEN 
2270 CALL CLEAR 
22SO CALL SCREEN(2) 
2290 GDSUB 2460 
2300 GDSUB 2560 
2310 CALL HCHAR (21,1,42, 128) 
2320 PRINT "*Tiring *************LDA 

DING* ,r 
2330 print >iriT)Dde"mmnn.mtt 

7340 PRINT “lenqaged*************** 
*****11 

2350 PRINT : : : : : 
2360 CALL HCHAR(19, 1,42 ,192> 
2370 CALL VCHAR(13,2?42,12) 
2390 CALL VCHAR(13,31,42,12) 
2390 RETURN 
2400 REM * * *FIRING SIGN ON 
2410 FDR SET = 9 TO 11 
2420 CALL COLOR(SET,2,14) 
2430 NEXT SET 
2440 RETURN 
2450 REM ***FIRING SIGN OFF 
2460 FOR SET=9 TO 11 
2470 CALL COLORCSET,7,2> 
7490 NEXT SET 
2490 RETURN 
2300 REM ***LOADING SIGN ON 
2510 FOR SET-5 TO 7 
2520 CALL COLOR t SET, 12,2) 
2530 NEXT SET 
2540 RETURN 
2550 REM **LOADING SIGN OFF 
2560 FOR SET=5 TO 7 
2570 CALL COLOR(SET,2,2) 
2580 NEXT SET 
2590 RETURN 
2600 REM * * *RADAR SCOF'E 
2610 FOR N =12 TO 21 
2620 CALL VCHAR<15,N,159?B> 
26-30 NEXT N 
7640 RETURN 
7650 REM * * rtRADAR SCAN 
2660 CALL SOUND(190,356,16) 
2670 CALL COLOR <16, 12, 13) 
7680 CALL COLORC16,16,13J 
2690 CALL COLOR <16, 12, 13) 
2700 CALL COLOR(16,11,13) 

2710 CALL COLORi16,4,135 
2720 CALL COLOR(16,3,13) 
2730 CALL COLOR(16,13,13) 
2740 GDSUB 2560 
2750 RETURN 
2760 REM * * * 1NSTRUCTIDNS 
7770 CALL CLEAR 
7730 GOSUB 2510 
2790 CALL COLOR(3,9 , 1) 
2800 CALL COLOR(6,12,1> 
2810 CALL COLOR<8,12,1) 
2320 CALL SCREEN(2) 
7330 PRINT "PRESS": ;"<ENTER: FOR M 

ENU AND SCORE": :"<SPACE> FOR 
FIRING MODE": : 1h< ALPHANUMER I C 
KEYS > TO FIRE11: : 

2340 PRINT "RELEASE ALL KEYS FDR DE 
FENCE": : : 

2850 PRINT +l << WITH 99\4A CTRL AND F 
CTN": :"KEYS EXTEND RANGE OF F 
IRE": : 

2360 PRINT "AND ALPHALDCK SHIFTS AI 
M OF": : "LETTER KEYS > < TO SHIP 
T AIM M: :"OF NON ALPHA KEYS D 
EPRESS ": : 

2B70 PRINT M BOTH SHIFT KEY AND NON 
ALPHA": :"KEY TOGETHER>>": 

7BBC IF DIS=1 THEN 2910 
2390 INPUT AS 
2900 GOTO 610 
7910 RETURN 
2920 REM **TITLE/SCORE/MENU 
2930 CALL CLEAR 
2940 CALL COLOR 13,7,1) 
2950 CALL COLOR <8, 12, 1) 
2960 GDSUB 2510 
2970 PRINT " NIGHT BLOCKADE": 

BY ANTS REIGO”: : : 
2980 PRINT " TOTAL;"SUNK”: :" A 

CCURACY";INT(TOTAL/TDTSHT*100) 
;"PERCENT": : 

2990 PRINT " PRESS NUMBER": :" -1 
- NEW GAME": : 11 -2- CONTINUE" 

3000 PRINT : Tf -3- END": -4- IN 
STRUCTIONS": 

3010 CALL KEY(0*K,S) 
3020 IF S=0 THEN 3010 
3030 IF (K< 493 -+- (K >52)THEN 3010 
3040 SL X N—K —4B 
3050 RETURN 
3060 REM ***REDEF 99/4 KEYS 
3070 R(46 > = 11 
-7080 CL (46) =26 
3090 R(13)=11 
3100 CL(13)=29 
3110 GOTO 710 
3120 REM ***MISS1LE IMPACT 
3130 FOR T=1 TO 4 
3140 CALL SOUND(10O,600,0,700,0,-2, 

0) 
3150 CALL SOUND!100,110,28) 
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WINCHESTER DISK PRODUCT ANNOUNCEMENT 
MYARCJNG. announces its Winchester Disk and Controller, the WDS/100, which brings hard disk capacity 

and reliability to your Tl 99/4 microcomputer. Our “Unix”-like “directory manager” features robust file manage- 
ment and MYARC s error correction coding provides excellent program and data file integrity. Available 
,nf 5, ? ^ theleasi|V installed WDS/100 can grow as you grow to accommodate a total 
of 4 hard disks. That s 40 Megabytes of on-line storage! 

MYARC packs this and much more into its WDS/100 system at a competitive price. 

Direct interface with the Tl 99/4 operating system 
Upward compatibility with Tl's floppy disk system 
Complete array of disk utilities 
Flexible configuration 
Easy installation 

Reliable backup 
State-of-the-art ECC 
Customized directory management 
Winchester reliability and high speed performance 
Special “time of day” clock option 

Write for additional product 
and pricing information to: 

P.O. BOX 35 
MYARC, INC. 

■ EAST HANOVER, NJ 07936 

Dealer 
Inquiries Welcome 

O) 

Cl AO NEXT T 
3170 CALL SCREEN(105 
3ISO CALL SCREEN(2) 
3190 CALL SOUND(500,-7 
3200 CALL SCREEN(7) 
7210 CALL SOUND(500,-7.15) 
3220 CALL SOUND(500,-7,26) 
3230 CALL SCREEN(16) 
2240 CALL SCREEN(11) 
325U CALL SCREEN(2) 

7260 IF SM=0 THEN 920 
7370 CALL CLEAR 
7700 CALL SOUND<900.20000.2S) 
3290 CALL SOUND(1,20000,28) 
3300 GGSUB 2410 
3310 GGSUB 2510 

3320 DAM=INT(RND*2)+1 
3330 IF DAM>—LIM THEN 3S70 
3340 FRINT " damage report": : 

: : :"MISSILE IMPACT HAS WIPED 
OUT": :INT(DAM/LIM*100);"PERC 

ENT" 

3350 PRINT "OF REMAINING FIRE POWER 
. I 

3360 PRINT : : : : 
3370 LIM-LIM-DAM 
3300 MIS=MIS-t-l 

3390 CALL SOUND(3000,20000,2B) 
3400 CALL SOUND(1,1lO,2B) 
3410 CALL CLEAR 
3420 GOSUB 2560 
3430 GOTO 730 

3440 REM ***DEFEAT MESSAGE 
3450 CALL CLEAR 
3460 GOSUB 2510 
7470 PRINT " THE BLOCKADE IS BROKE 

N": : : " THE WAR IS LOST": 

7400 CALL SOUND(3000,20000,28) 
’490 CALL SOUND(1,20000.28) 

GOTO 610 ■i. > < X 

3510 REM ***MI5SILE LAUNCH 
3520 CALL HCHAR(Tl,1,32,A-2) 
3 5 30 CALL HCHAR(Tl,A+1,33) 

CALL HCHAR tJtTA,34) 
3550 CALL HCHAR(Tl,A-1,38) 
3560 CALL HCHAR(Tl.A+2,32,31—A) 
3570 IF ( A<5) +■ (A>28) THEN 3580 
3580 CALL VCHAR(Tl-1,A-l,136) 
3590 CALL VCHAR(Tl-2,A-l,63) 
3600 CALL GCHAR(Tl—3,A—1,CD) 
36 i 0 CALL VCHAR(T1-3,A-l.136) 
3620 CALL SCREEN(7) 
3630 CALL VCHAR(Tl—1,A-l,32) 
3640 CALL VCHAR(T1-4tA-l,43> 
3650 GGSUB 2220 
3660 CALL VCHAR C T1-4,A-1,32,4 > 
367O CALL VCHAR CTl-3,A-l,CD) 
3690 RETURN 
3690 CALL HCHAR(T2,1,32, B-2) 
3700 CALL HCHAR(T2,B+l,33) 
3710 CALL HCHAR(T2.B.35) 
3720 CALL HCHAR(T2,B-1,39) 
3730 CALL HCHAR{T2,B+2,32,31-B) 
3740 IF ( B<5> -MB>28) THEN 3750 
•7750 CALL VCHAR(T2-1,B-l, 136) 
3760 CALL VCHAR(T2-2,B-l,63) 
3770 CALL GCHAR(T2-3,B-1.CD) 
3790 CALL VCHAR(T2-3,B-l,136) 
3790 CALL SCREEN(7) 
3800 CALL VCHAR(T2-i,B-l,32) 
30 1 0 CALL VCHAR(T2-4.B-1,43) 
3820 GOSUB 2220 
3830 CALL VCHAR <T2-4? B-l,32,3) 
3940 CALL VCHAR(T2-3,B-l,CD) 
3850 RETURN 
3860 REM ***DEFEAT MESSAGE 
3870 CALL CLEAR 
3880 GOSUB 2510 
3890 LIM=0 
3900 PRINT " THIS GUN EMPLACEMENT 

:" HAS BEEN DESTROYED” 

3910 

■ ^ V 
* v ■- 

GOTO 3480 

THE 99/4(A) 
PROGRAM EXCHANGE 

4 
X7 

★ our prices are lower 
★ our service is faster 

• Selection from hundreds of programs 
in our rapidly expanding user 
written and translated software 
catalog - only $2.00 per program! 

• For those who submit programs 
the exchange rate is 5 for 1! 

• Newsletter, 3rd party and T.l. 

hardware & software and much, 

much more. 

SEND YOUR ONE TIME 
MEMBERSHIP FEE OF $5 to 

THE 99/4(A) PROGRAM EXCHANGE 
P. O. BOX 3242 

Torrance, CA 90510 

Send in your Photos and Anecdotes 
Do you have a favorite 

photograph {color or black and 
white) featuring an unusual ap¬ 
plication of your Home Com¬ 
puter? Would you like to share 
your unusual or amusing anec¬ 
dotes relevant to Home Com¬ 
puting? 99’er Home Computer 
Magazine will pay $25 for items 
it publishes, Material chosen 

will be subject to the same 
copyright treatment as “Letters 
to the Editor” as set forth on the 
Masthead page. No submis¬ 
sions can be returned. Send 
anecdotes and copies of photos 
to: Pot Pourri Editor, 99’er Home 
Computer Magazine, 1500 
Valley River Drive, Suite 250, 
Eugene, Oregon 97401. 

Have you ever forgotten on which disk a particular program is 
located? Imagine being able to determine in just a few Seconds 
which disk contains the program you're searching fort SUPER 
CATALOGER accepts up to 500 filenames from as many as 63 
disks and produces a sorted catalog on any printer. Audit's fast loo/ 

an Assembly Language subroutine sorts 200 filenames in six 
seconds! Requires: Tl-Extended-BASIC, memory expansion, disk 
drive and printer. Special Introductory price: $19.95 postpaid. 
Virginia residents add 4% sates tax. 
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Printers On Review... from p.i 9 
If you are going to connect the 83A to the TI-99/4A computer, 

you will need to alter the RS232 cable connecting the printer to 
the TI RS232 interface card. The wires to pins 11 and 20 must 
be interchanged on one end, or the computer will keep writing 
to the 83A even after the buffer is full, resulting in incorrect or 
lost information. 

Graphics 
The 83A comes standard with a fixed set of block graphics 

characters. These characters are accessible with ASCII values 128 
through 191, and repeated again at ASCII 192 to 255. The same 
type-styles for characters (such as condensed, or enlarged) can 
be assigned to block graphics, expanding their range of graphic 
effects. 

Documentation 
The 83A includes a 75-page user’s manual, and 7-page instruc¬ 

tion manual. Both are informative, but finding specific infor¬ 
mation can be time consuming. The information presented could 
have been better formatted. Some of the explanations are too 
technical for the average consumer and are geared more for the 
hobbyist and serious programmer. 

Olive-1™ 
If you already own an Olivetti PRAXIS electronic typewriter— 

or are thinking of purchasing one—correspondence-quality print¬ 
ing with your Home Computer is now possible with the addition 
of the Olive-1 RS232 interface kit. If you do not own an Olivetti 
PRAXIS typewriter, the Olive-80IM typewriter/printer package 
is available from The Olive Branch Association, Ltd. for a sug¬ 
gested retail price of under $750,00. The Olive-1 interface alone 
sells for a suggested retail price of $249.00. 

Special Features 
The Olive-1 is a serial communications interface (RS232), com¬ 

patible with the T1-99/4A. The Olive-1 lets you convert the Olivet¬ 
ti PRAXIS typewriter into a powerful letter-quality printer. If 
you have completed one of the more complex HeathKit,S1 pro¬ 
jects (such as a stereo amplifier) you can probably install this in¬ 
terface yourself. If you lack the necessary skills, Olive Branch 
will install the interface for $50.00, 

The Olive-1 is a grey box measuring 1.5” x 5” x 5.25”. It has 
three connections. The first is a 9-volt cable supplied from a 
calculator-type power supply, (Note: Two AC wall outlets will 
be required, one for the PRAXIS and one for the Olive-1). The 
second is a flat ribbon cable which you must install in the PRAXIS 
typewriter. The third is the RS232 cable which connects to the 
RS232 interface card in the TI Peripheral Expansion Box. 

One feature really sets this printer apart from the others: You 
can, at any time, stop sending information from the computer 
and type right on the paper from the typewriter keyboard. Olive 
Branch has not, however, made provisions for transmission from 
the keyboard back to the computer. 

The PRAXIS typewriter is capable of printing up to 165 
characters per line at a speed of 12 characters per second. Used 
as a typewriter, it contains a 10-character buffer with automatic 
correction. The Olive-1 gives the PRAXIS a 165 character buf¬ 
fer, and can accept three baud rates: 110, 300 and 1200 bps. The 
PRAXIS also features an interchangeable daisy-wheel printing 
element. 

The following is an example of the PRAXIS type; 

Who Needs A Printer?!.. from p.i7 
single character or changing the margin alignment? These! 
capabilities are luxuries for some users, necessities for others. * 

After the Honeymoon 
Looking ahead, think about operating costs and 

maintenance—especially in terms of the two major consumables: 
(1) ribbons and (2) print-heads or daisy-wheels. Before choos¬ 
ing between two similar printers, compare the costs of replac¬ 
ing these items. Find out the estimated life of each, in terms of 
total characters printed. How convenient is it to replace a rib¬ 
bon? Can you replace the print-head, or is that a service center 
procedure? 

If you follow these guidelines in making your purchase, you 
will easily learn to live with, and even love, your new printing 
partner. 

perienced technician should do the job—to ensure proper opera¬ 
tion and to avoid damage to the PRAXIS. 

At the time of our evaluation, the user’s guide was in a provi¬ 
sional format with the attached statement “The forthcoming 
OLIVE-80 USER’S MANUAL will cover in depth what the pre¬ 
sent text can only hint at. Every registered OLIVE-80 owner will 
receive the user’s guide as soon as it comes off the press.” 

The 18-page provisional manual covers the initial connection 
and testing of the installation. This guide lacks information on 
utilizing the super-fancy printing capabilities of the system, but 
much of this can be figured out by most users. Besides, the system 
is very useful without all the ‘‘bells and whistles.” 

General Comparison of Printers 
Now let’s make some general comparisons so that you can bet¬ 

ter choose a printer that will fit your needs. 
If, for example, type-styles are a major concern, the Gemini-10 

has an outstanding selection. It is also capable of dot-graphics, 
as are the TI 99/4 Impact Printer and Print Mate 99 printer. If 
speed is of the utmost importance, the Microline 83A will finish 
first at 120 cps, although the Print Mate 99 and Gemini-10 are 
not far behind at 100 cps. 

Three printers have wide carriages—the Microline 83A, a wide- 
carriage model of the Gemini-10 (the Gemini-15) and the wide- 
carriage model of the PrintMate 99 (the PrintMate 150). 

For quality of print, the Olivetti is in a class by itself. It is a 
relatively slow printer with single-sheet feed only, but its daisy- 
wheel provides letter-quality characters. 

Now down to the money. It is misleading to make quick com¬ 
parisons of suggested retail prices without considering hidden 
costs. You have to consider the cost of ribbons: $2-$5 for the 
spool-type used on the Microline 83A and Gemini-10, and $8-$16 
per cartridge for the others. Also, the cost of different paper types 
may be a consideration. 

These many factors make your decision a complex one, but 
it is worth the effort to take the necessary time in selecting the 
printer that will best fit your requirements. 00m 

For Further Information: 
On the Gemini-10 Printer contact: 

Star Micronics, Inc. 
Suite 216 
1120 Empire Central Place 
Dallas, TX 75247 

On the IVticroline 83A contact: 
Okidata Corp. 
Ill Gaither Drive 
Mt. Laurel, NJ 08054 

On the Olive-1 Kit contact: 
The Olive Branch 

Association, Ltd. 
26291 Production Ave.,Ste. 205 
Hayward. CA 94545 

On the PrintMate 99 Printer 
contact: 

Micro Peripherals, Inc. 
4426 South Century Drive 
Salt Lake City, UT 84107 

On the TI 99/4 Impact Printer 
contact: 
Texas Instruments 

Consumer Relations Dept 
P. O. Box 53 
Lubbock, TX 79408 

Documentation 
The Olive-1 comes with two separate manuals. The installa¬ 

tion manual is very clear and must be read completely if you 
decide to do the installation yourself. Our feeling is that an ex¬ 

Olive-l and Olive-80 are trademarks of The Olive Branch Association, Ltd. Print- 

Mate is a trademark of the Micro Peripheral, Inc. HeathKit is a trademark of the 
Heath Company. 
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RENEW TODAY DON'T MISS A SINGLE ISSUE! 

toi'M: 
Subscription 

□ NEW SUBSCRIPTION Q SUBSCRIPTION RENEWAL 
(Allow 6'S wks for your first issue} 

Term U.S.A Canada & Mexico Foreign Surface Foreign Air 
12 Issues) S25 $32 $43 Inquire 

Term U.S.A Canada & Mexico 
"Lyr {12 Issues) $25 $32 

2-yr (24 Issues) $45 $52 
3-yr (36 Issues) $63 $70 

RENEWAL SUBSCRIBERS PLEASE INCLUDE INFORMATION 
BELOW FROM PREVIOUS MAILING LABEL: 

Subscriber Code Number (line above your name on mailing label) 

NAME 

enclose payment in U.S, FUNDS or Crp.;]p Cdr0 
tnline; irformation as hdcatee ne ow. 

BACK ISSUES AVAILABLE while supplies last 
Circle Issues Desired Vol. 1 No. 6 Nov. ‘82 Dec. ‘82 

$3.95 ea. USA 
Postpaid $5.50 S3. Foreign Surface r 

$4.50 ea. Canada & Mexico 
$7.50 ea. Foreign Air Mai 1 TOTAL 

Jan. ‘83 

ADDRESS_ _ _ __p 

CITY ___ STATE_ _ZIP_ 

Please indicate below any change in name or address. 

PLEASE 

- PRINT 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

PLEASE 

PRINT 

P.O. Box 5537 

Eugene, OR 97405 

■maina 
U.S. ONLY—FOR SHIPMENT 
OUTSIDE THE U.S. 
INQUIRE SEPARATELY 

QTY ITEM price 

99’er FINDER-BINDER 510.95 
... SHIPPING —$3.00 ea.’ 

6— DIGITAL COMPUTER CASSETTES $7.00 
; ..  .SHIPPING—2.00 ea.* 

SPECIAL: 99’er Finder—Binder 
•with 6 blank cassettes lor only.$16.95 
•with 12 blank cassettes for only . 521.95 

SHIPPING - -$4.00 ea.* 

TEX-SETTE ADAPTOR $4.95 

__ _ SHIPPING—$1.00 ea.* 

DUST COVERS: See prices on page 68, 
Indicate choices below. 

TOTAL 
UN T 

^T|r—11 ^ ™ Circle tapes desired 

El" G2X" Ml/5. Ml/6, M2/1. M2/2, M2/3 

MAGAZINE SHIPPING — S1.00 for 1st TAPE. 5GC ea add. 
a*. Foreign Orders Shipped Airmail—■ 
ON TAPE $3.00 for 1st TAPE. 75* ea. add TOTAL 

TOTAL 

Q I Y T IT L F 

No. C,O.D. orders accepted. Add. $1.50 
postage A handling for 1 book, 52,00 for 
2 books, or $2.50 for 3 or more books. 

Bill my: VISA . Master Card 

PRICE 

TOTAL 

AMOUN r 

POSTAGE 
TOTAL 

Arco.jnl Nf) 

Expiration Date 

Tel. No. 

SHIPPING—$2.00 for 1st COVER. 50® ea. add.* 

TOTAL 

NAME_ 

ADDRESS. 

CITY 
Check 

enclosed 

_ STATE_ 
MUST BE IN U,S. FUNDS 

DRAWN ON A U.S. BANK 

Signature 

- PLEASE 

- - PRINT 

_ZIP _ 
Address shown is 

Business I ! Home 



PLACE 
STAMP 
HERE 

P.O. Box 5537 
Eugene, OR 97405 

RENEW TODAY—DON'T MISS A SINGLE ISSUE! 

NEW SUBSCRIPTION 

Subscription 
SUBSCRIPTION RENEWAL 

(Allow 6-8 wks for your first issue) 

& Mexico Foreign Su 

$43 

T erm U.S.A Canada & Mexico 

lyr (12 Issues) $25 $32 

2 yr (24 Issues) $45 $52 p ^ 
3*yr (36 Issues) $63 $70 

Foreign Air 

Inquire 

3illr-.q information as indicted below 

BACK ISSUES AVAILABLE while supplies last 
Circle Issues Desired Vol. 1 No. 6 Nov. ‘82 Dec. ‘82 

$3.95 ea. USA 
Pnstnaid $5.50 ea. Foreign Surface 

P $4.50 ea. Canada & Mexico 
$7.50 ea. Foreign Air Mai 1 TOTAL 

Jan. ‘83 

Bill my: .VISA Master Card 
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Expiration Date 
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RENEWAL SUBSCRIBERS PLEASE INCLUDE INFORMATION 
BELOW FROM PREVIOUS MAILING LABEL: 

Subscriber Code Number (line above your name on mailing label) 
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PLEASE 
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STATE ZIP 
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CITY. 
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PLEASE 
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STATE ZIP. 
MUST BE IN U.S. FUNDS 
DRAWN ON A U.S. BANK 

Address shown is 
! ] Business I i Home 

PLACE 
STAMP 
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YCAN Systems. Inc. 
Texas Instruments Software 

INVENTORY.$49.95 
ORDER ENTRY...$49.95 
SALES.$49.9 5 
MAIL LIST.$49.95 
PMS SORT.$49.95 

BILLING 
BILLING 
BILLING 
BILLING 

MEDICAL 
DENTAL. 
LAWYER. 
MASTER. 

Other Products 

$189 
$189 
$189 
$189 

95 
95 
95 
95 

We have software for the Atari, Apple, Kaycomp 
Eagle, most CP/M based computers and many 
others. Call or write for more information. 

Ask about SOLID WOOD computer furiture. Customed 
designed by Gee! Rogers Wood. 

JOB COST.$189.95 

RECORD KEEPER...$189.95 

All programs on disk. 
Extended Basic required. 

Master card, Visa, check 
or money order. 
California orders add 6% 
sales tax. 

YCAN Systems, Inc. 
4037 Johnson Drive 
Oceanside, Ca. 92056 

(619) 758-1633 

want to Get Published? I from P.so 
99’er Home Computer Magazine is look¬ 

ing for articles in all areas of interest that 
concern Texas instruments personal com¬ 
puters. Here are the kinds of articles that 
we want you to write for us: 
• Are you a businessman, professional, 

hobbyist, scientist, or engineer with an 
interesting microcomputer application? 
Tell us how it works, what problems 
you’ve had to overcome, and what 
recommendations you have for others, 
we re especailly interested in sharing 
user-written software with our readers. 

• Have you recently purchased a piece of 
hardware or software that hasn't quite 
come up to your expectations, or has, on 
the other hand, impressed you with its 
performance? Were looking for com¬ 
prehensive product and book reviews 
from different perspectives. 

• Are you an educator or parent with 
something to contribute to computer- 
assisted instruction (CAD? we re always 
looking for new ideas and fresh ap¬ 
proaches to educational problems. 

• Have you created any unusual computer 
games or simulations? Let our readers ex¬ 
perience your excitement and pleasure. 

• Perhaps you've modified your microcom¬ 
puter or have interfaced it with some 
unique or useful hardware. Send us your 
how-to-do-it story. 
These are just some ideas. Perhaps you 

have others. Don't worry if you're not a 
professional writer. Our editorial staff 
stands ready to help polish up your 
manuscripts. And we ll be more than hap¬ 
py to send you a copy of our author's 
guidelines. 

Please send your double-spaced typed 
manuscripts, plus disks or casettes (record¬ 
ed on both sides) if the article includes pro¬ 
gram material, to: 

99‘er Home Computer Magazine 
Editorial Dept 

1500 Valley River Drive, Suite 250 
Eugene, OR 97401 

All of these have been done. Try to come 
up with something original. 

Set up a sequence that will support the 
theme. For example, if the theme is to 
escape a burning building, maybe the 
adventurer should pour water on a key 
(otherwise too hot to handle), li the adven¬ 
ture takes place in Darkest Africa, maybe 
you should have the hero meet up with a 
lion, which he must face vvith a bow and 
arrow. Now let him find a bow, but make 
him fashion his own arrows. 

Make up a list of objects that are in keep¬ 
ing with the sequence. To pour water, you 
will need a source and some kind of con¬ 
tainer. To kill the lion, you'll have to add 
a lion, a bow-, a knife, a bowstring, and a 
tree branch (for the arrows). You may want 
to add a tree and make the hero cut a 
branch. 

Make up a list of verbs your program can 
understand. To kill that lion, you will need 
words like cut (branch), whittle (branch), 
tie (bowstring), fire (arrow or bow), and kill 
(lion). Don't make the list too long, and 
provide alternative words that will be legal: 
(e.g., "hack" for "cut.") 

Draw up a map. First enter the usual 
connections. Then add the more devious 
ones that require the player's imagination. 
Start adding objects to the rooms. Spread 
the objects around so that, for example, 
the knife, the bow, and the bow-string are 
not in the same or adjoining rooms. 

Write a list of room descriptions. Try to 
describe everything visible but don't give 
too many details. You could chew up too 
much memory for the adventure to lit in¬ 
to your computer. 

Now you can begin writing that great 
adventure epic that you have been dream¬ 
ing of. After it has been written and 
debugged, ask a friend (or enemy) to give 
it a try. Accept any constructive criticism. 
The game may be too hard or too easy. 
Maybe it has some illogical events. Listen 
to your critics carefully. You can never tell 
how- difficult your adventure is, because 
you created it. You know that he has to 
make an arrow to kill the lion, but unfor¬ 
tunately no one else may think of it. Hav¬ 
ing completed your adventure, you can 
congratulate yourself on joining the il¬ 
lustrious ranks of adventure creators, just 
like Scott Adams! 

DON’T LET ANYONE 
GIVE YOU A BUM STEER ( 

When it Comes to Marketing 
Your Software ... 

For Expert Advice Call the Professionals! 
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ATTENTION: 
BOOKSTORES, DEALERS, 

& DISTRIBUTORS 

CALL OR WRITE 
US ABOUT 

SELLING SINGLE 
COPIES OF 

ASPIC from p.58 

any pattern that will let us predict how 
many 9's we need? 

NINES 

10 CLEAR 
20 PRINT “WHAT IS THE DIVISOR” 
30 ASK FOR D1V 
40 REPEAT UNTIL D1V = 0 
50 PRINT “THE REMAINDERS ARE:” 
60 LET REM = 9 
70 REPEA L UNTIL REM < DIV 
80 I.ET REM = REM DIV 
90 END 

100 PRINT REM 
110 LET COUNT = 1 
120 REPEAT UNTIL REM - 0 
130 LET REM = 10*REM 
140 LET REM - REM +9 
150 REPEAL REM/DIV 
160 LET REM = REM DIV 
170 END 
180 PRINT REM 
190 LET COUNT = COUNT + 1 
200 F.ND 
210 PRINT “THE NUMBER OF RE¬ 

MAINDERS WAS” 
220 PRINT COUNT 
230 PRINT “WHAT IS THE DIVISOR” 
240 ASK FOR DIV 
250 END 

Nines performs divisions for children, who 
might otherwise produce errors that would 
spoil the patterns. Of key interest here is 
the sequence of remainders obtained in 
dividing strings of 9's. The number of re¬ 

mainders needed to get a 0 remainder is 
the number of 9's we are looking for: 

02 7 

37 999 

0 

99 

74 

259 

259 

0 

9 was the first remainder 

25 was the second remainder 

0 was the third remainder 

In Nines, the successive remainders are 
displayed until the remainder is 0, then the 
number of remainders is displayed. Lint's 
20-30 ask for the first divisor. Lines 60-110 
calculate, print and count the first re¬ 
mainder. Lines 120-200 handle the rest of 
the sequence as follows: Lines 130-140 
“bring down the next 9“ as we do in the 
long division process. Lines 1 50-1 70 com¬ 
pute the remainders (Note that Lines 70-90 
and 150-170 have the same effect. Either 
can be used in both places if you wish!) 
Line 180 prints the remainder. COUNT, 
which keeps track of the number of re¬ 
mainders, is increased in Line 190. Lines 
210-220 print the total number of re¬ 
mainders needed. Lines 230-240 ask for 
the next divisor, and Line 250 returns con¬ 
trol to Line 40. To stop the program, enter 
0 as a divisor. 

Nines happens to bring up a typical 
mathematica question: How do we know 
it the division wilt come out even? If vve 
use a divisor of 6, for example, it won't 

work! This will cause an infinite loop in 
Lines 120-200. The program will keep prin¬ 
ting out remainders “forever” or until the 
number of remainders gets too large for the 
computer to handle. (It will certainly seem 
like iorever.) To stop the program, you 
must use the ASPIC break key, which is the 
'?'. (You may have to hold it down for a 
second). Pari of the research then becomes 
the question: 'Tor w'hich divisors will I get 
an infinite sequence of remainders?” The 
process of gathering data to answer one 
question raises new questions! This is very 
common in creative mathematical work. 

The programming in Nines shows the 
value of the RLPEAT UNTIL command in 
ASPIC. The loop structure in BASIC 
(FOR . . . NEXT) would require us to know 
how many remainders we will need. Bui 
this is precisely what we are trying to find 
out! The use of an IF statement is necessary 
in BASIC. This illustrates the difficulty a 
beginner faces in trying to express thought 
patterns clearly in a computer language 
ike BASIC. In ASPIC, all groups of com¬ 
mands that are to be repeated are labeled 
REPEAT! (It should be noted for those who 
know the Pascal language that REPEAT 
UNTIL in ASPIC is an entry-checking loop. 
There is no exit-checking loop). 

The four programs given here show dif¬ 
ferent ways a computer can be used in tile 
classroom. We hope that teachers will be 
able to take these as models for designing 
and writing their own programs in ASPIC. 
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I I 
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/on tape \ lAvailable on Cassette Tape 
Note: Pbtjgramj "l this iK4C -wlil by AVail.ib!:: 
on a future r-i^o rol^sse. 

Use the hlrttl-ini carvl In the back 
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PACKAGE IM2/1 

From Vol. 2 No. 3 

Gks*- firiocu'its-rs of tlie Simon Kind 
(Tl BASlCj 

Loarninj; rtic AlphnhbC (Tl UAjlLi 
CylHr<Dkb (Fxi.i-"<h:Et BASIC| 
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(Tl BASIC! 
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From Vol. 2, No. 2 
Termite (Tl BASIC) 
Tex-Scrlbe (Extended BASIC) 
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number bf tapes sold: so In fairness to 
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tiLwtf, Sc'id report any incidents of 
"piracy' to our office. 

S3 ftecognized Tf User Groups ShouW 
contact US fov special bulk terms & 
rates No dealers, please. 
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TPs new Compact Computer* 
It takes over your work, not your desk* 

The ordinary personal computer 

occupies coo much of the ordinary desk. 
Now Texas Instruments brings you a 

cordless compact computer that solves the 
same sort of problems. as die Apple™ or 

i BM ",1 personal computer. Ir has enough 

memory and power for complex problems 
in business and somes* yet the whole tiling 
is smaller than a magazine page 

Sojihistirated software is avail able right 
now for finance. smtisties, production 

planning* graphics—and spreadsheet and 

word processing ate just around the comer. 
For most personal computer tasks, its 

6K RAM and VIK ROM are ample. The 
system is easily, economically expanded, 

'] he T1 Compact Computet j,K"! lias 
peripherals that make it even more useful: 

■ 1-Mil-i-i ihiNUtoJ innjiuScELincr's i.‘ni( |ri:r 

April' i - .i ii,<L n-iiik <if Apple Cpirfi i::-‘ |rv. IBM * 
t(-gi<irn>.| iiIi-irt-if llT^rt'iilkiiiii Nun>jji kljiVikfi Uii:- 

- 

a 4-or.ifor printer/pfotter;. an RS'232 interface 
for talking with other computers or running 

n larger printer and FI Watbrtapc™ drive 
tot program or data storage.' I L Solid Scare 

Software1" cartridges offer you a choice of 
convenient, foolproof programs. 

lt_s built-in language is'T'l Enhanced 
BASIC, which allows you to write programs 

in everyday words. The integrated liquid 
crystal display shows II eharacn'is. which 

earn be scrolled to show up to 80 per lint:. 
It operates on four A A alkaline batteries that 
give up to 200 hours of service. 

i he J I Compact Computer dO offers 

solutions anywhere you go. Vet ir retails for 
less than 1/3* the price of Apple1” or IBM™ 
personalcomputers. [he '!'] Compact 

Computer—compact in price and see, but 
not in power. See it soon at your Texas 
Instrument retailer. 

Creating u^jinl products 

and services for vpu, 

, Texas 
Instruments 

I :■ r ;i r.l'l 0 NS j "lcs;f. . i.:i imi j'IH:, 
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It opened a dour to their minds. 
The bey: a Tex as Instruments 

Learning Computer and TI 
Lt X a >, a programming language 
develops! by TI and MIT. 

In his inner-city* New York 
junior high cfasSTOom, teacher 
Steve Siegclbaum explains why it 
works so well, 

"'When they Lise it, they think 
they're teaching the machine. In 
reality it’s teaching them how to 

learn. It definitely improves their 
attitude toward their other courses, 
Written and verbal expression im¬ 
prove- -they're eager to show you, 
to tell you, what they've done,1' 

Another teacher, Pete Rentofi 
adds/'Whac it lights is tear of 
failure - a mistake becomes a start¬ 
ing point. Tie whole learning 
process rums into a positive expe¬ 
rience* It works.1' 

The' TI Learning Compute^ 

with'!! LOGO and many other 
educational programs, is equipped 
to help open doors in any class¬ 
room. Including yours. For infor¬ 
mation on this remarkable system* 
contact: Texas Instruments 
t )ustoi net Relatit >ns, V. O, *W$i*w 

Box 53 Lubbock,'Texas 794083^1 

, Texas 
Instruments 

r" 'Iraaj Jn:-:ujTiL,r,iN 


